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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 

 
 
This season we fielded 25 teams, and from those teams eligible to play finals football we 
had 12 teams play in the Semi Finals. After the first round we had 7 teams progress to the 
Finals where 6 teams contested Grand Finals. An excellent effort from all the Players and 
Team Management. While we congratulate those who played in the finals series all of our 
Teams deserve congratulations and high praise for the way they conducted themselves 
throughout the season. Our U6 Blue Team played in the U6 Gala Day and had a great run, 
only to just miss out winning the entire competition. Our Tommy Bishop Shield Team also 
just missed out after a count back on a drawn game. We have plenty of strength coming 
through the ranks and great leaders taking the boys forward. 
 
One of our Major Sponsors – Adams Smash Repairs – also sponsored the Committee 
shirts, which is very much appreciated, and ensures that the Members of the Committee 
are easily recognisable around the ground to give spectators assistance. 
 
Congratulations to the Club‟s major award winners. Whilst it is not the reason Players and 
Officials participate, it is nice to be recognised for the season‟s contributions. 
 
To our relatively small but active Committee thanks for all your hard work, our Club would 
not be able to function without your assistance. Special thanks to Craig Wheeler - Vice 
President, Leanne Lucy - Secretary, and Dale Morrell - Treasurer. Your support and 
assistance in the governing of the Club is greatly appreciated. 
 
To the Players, who are the Club, thanks for the great year and the tremendous team and 
club spirit. Club spirit is the essential ingredient that will work to make our Club grow 
bigger and better each year. 
 
Thanks to Peter Sciberras and all the workers from the teams who worked so hard to 
make sure our canteen was run smoothly and efficiently. 
 
Once again the Club was fortunate enough to secure quality sponsors and their generosity 
ensured the Club continued to function financially. Without their contribution the financial 
toll would be very precarious and the impact is not something anyone would want to 
consider. Thanks once again and I hope your season as a Dragons Sponsor has been an 
enjoyable one. 
 
The Club also acknowledges the contribution of the Junior League who organises and 
runs the competition, thank you for your efforts and continued support. The Referees, 
Touch Judges and various Officials deserve praise for the continued great job that they do 
in ensuring all of the clubs are able to compete each week. 
 
To the Parents and supporters thank you for your support each week. I hope that your 
Teams provided plenty of highlights and that your children enjoyed the season playing with 
the mighty Dragons.  
 



 

 

I look forward to next year and I am sure that with your continued support the Club will 
enjoy another successful season. 
 
 
Grahame Wagener 
President 



 

 

 

 
SECRETARY'S REPORT 

 
 
The 2010 season was successful for the Dragons. Whilst we did not bring home any 
premierships many of our Teams made Semi Finals, Finals and Grand Finals and we still 
had a good season in some other areas. Junior numbers from the U6‟s to the U11‟s were 
up so we hope we can continue in this vein into next season. Unfortunately we were not 
able to field teams in the U13‟s, U16‟s, U19‟s and U21‟s which is leaving a shortfall in the 
Club. Hopefully we can fill these gaps next year. Well done to all of the boys who did play 
and for showing outstanding sportsmanship. 
 
Thanks to Brian Cannings for being the face of the Pub Raffles at the Engadine Tavern on 
a Friday night. For those who are not aware, Brian has been running these raffles for 
around 40yrs and the revenue gained from the raffles helps enormously to support the 
Club. Thanks to the all of the Committee and Parents for attending the raffles and selling 
tickets. 
 
Thanks to Peter Sciberras and his team for running the canteen and all the Parents from 
the teams who helped out each Saturday when their Team was rostered on. We were 
fortunate to have home games every Saturday from Round 1 but were only given five 
Sunday home games. 
 
Throughout the year we had a few social events for the Dragons. The Annual Sportsman‟s 
Lunch was very well received and attended. Thanks to Grahame Wagener for all of his 
hard effort organising the day as he did a great job and we look forward to the 
Spostsman‟s Lunch again next year. Thanks also to Paul Williams and Mark Dodge for 
organising a very successful poker night. As well as making good profit, a good night was 
had by all. Thanks as well to Kim Hobson who organised the girls night at the Bowling 
Club. It was an enjoyable night and there were many exhausted Mums the following 
morning at Saturday football. Thanks to the Parents who supported these nights to help 
the Club raise some funds and also have a good night out. 
 
Thanks to the beautiful Anne-Marie Coughlan who represented the Dragons at the Miss 
Junior League Ball with her partner Steven Coughlan. They made a very attractive couple 
and although not wining on the night I‟m sure they had fun and they certainly did the Club 
proud. 
 
Thanks to the Committee for attending pub raffles, canteen and ground duties each 
weekend. The Committee is currently not very large considering the Club‟s size. We 
welcomed some new Members this season which was wonderful and we hope this trend 
continues into next season. We are always looking for new Members. The Committee 
meets on the first Tuesday of each month at the Clubhouse. 
 
Thanks to the Executive Committee, Grahame, Dale and Craig for assisting me in my role 
and also Paul Williams. Your organisational skills are superb. 
 



 

 

We had a good year with Sponsors, retaining some old ones and picking up a few new 
ones. Thanks to all the Sponsors for your financial contribution to the Club, and to the 
Sponsorship Committee for their work. 
 
Special thanks to Kevin Querin for compiling the rosters throughout the season and for all 
of the work in preparing the Yearbook. I know that many hours have been spent in 
collating this book. 
 
To all of the Players, Parents and supporters thanks for a great 2010 season. To the 
Coaches and Managers who tirelessly gave up their Saturdays and Sundays for their 
Teams, many thanks. 
 
I wish all of our Members a safe and a wonderful Christmas and off-season, and I look 
forward to seeing you all again in 2011. 
 
 
Leanne Lucy 
Secretary 



 

 

 

 
TREASURER’S REPORT 

 
 
We built up another healthy surplus this year; this makes three in a row and can now be 
officially considered a winning streak. We hoped we would need a big surplus for lots of 
Premiership Jackets; oh well, maybe next year. 

Looking ahead, with the withdrawal of financial support by the Cronulla Sharks to the 
Cronulla-Sutherland District Junior Rugby Football League, we expect that clubs such as 
ours will be required to cover more of the costs of running the junior and senior 
competitions. We will need to be diligent and prudent in our own finances to cover these 
additional costs; I expect that we will have to lift our prices and put extra effort into 
fundraising to do this. 

A great working relationship with the President, Vice-President and Secretary has made 
my job smooth and easy. A special thank you to the Assistant Treasurer Paul Williams, 
who again took a great load off my shoulders by dealing with the pub raffles. 

Thanks also to the Committee for making things happen, Sponsors for providing financial 
support and Players and Parents for digging deep into their own pockets for functions, 
raffles, food and drink, and for being the point of the whole thing. 

My three years as Treasurer have been an honour and a privilege and I thoroughly 
recommend to anyone the rewards that come from rolling your sleeves up and getting 
involved with your Club. It‟s time for me to move onto other things both within and outside 
the Club and I wish the incoming Treasurer all the best. 
 
Notes to the financial statements 
 
Basis of Accounting 
In the officers‟ opinion, the Incorporated Association is not a reporting entity because there 
are no users dependent on general purpose financial reports. 

This is a special purpose financial report that has been prepared for the purposes of 
complying with the NSW Associations Incorporation Act 2009 and associated regulations. 
The Officers have determined that the accounting policies adopted are appropriate to meet 
the needs of the users. 

The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies adopted in the 
preparation of these financial statements. Unless otherwise stated, these accounting 
policies are consistent with those of the previous year. 

N.B. The Statement of Cash Flow presented in the 2009 annual report was incorrect; all 
other statements were correct. 
 
Income Tax 
As the Incorporated Association is a charitable institution in terms of subsection 50-5 of the 
Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, as amended, it is exempt from paying income tax. 
 
Acquisition of Assets and Depreciation 
With the exception of financial assets, assets are expensed not capitalised, i.e. they are 
fully depreciated upon acquisition. 



 

 

Revenue Recognition 
Revenue is recognised when it is received or the right to receive payment is established. 
 
Trade and other payables 
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the entity prior to 
the end of the financial year and which are unpaid. The amounts are unsecured and are 
usually paid within 30 days of recognition. 
 
Goods and Services Tax (GST) 
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of associated GST, 
unless the GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). In 
this case it is recognised as part of the expense. 
Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or 
payable. The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included in 
GST paid or GST collected. 
 
As the Incorporated Association is a charitable institution in terms of subsection 50-5 of the 
Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, as amended, it is eligible for certain GST concessions. 
 
 
Dale Morrell 
Treasurer 



 

 

Statement of Financial Performance [Cash]

(Profit & Loss)

Income Expenses Surplus Income Expenses Surplus

4-1000Business Operations

4-1100Bar 16,727.99$        12,888.06$       3,839.93$          13,717.91$        11,159.24$         $     2,558.67 

4-1200Merchandise 4,177.19$          10,555.09$       6,377.90 )($         6,477.27$          7,344.50$          ($       867.23 )

4-1300Canteen 33,609.40$        19,787.33$       13,822.07$        30,769.01$        21,068.22$         $     9,700.79 

4-1400Sponsorship 20,509.08$        2,411.71$         18,097.37$        16,140.92$        1,798.15$           $   14,342.77 

4-1410Sponsorship Prior Years 500.00$             -$                  500.00$             5,450.00$          -$                   $     5,450.00 

4-1500Membership 109.09 )($           -$                  109.09 )($            1,409.10$          627.86$              $        781.24 

Total Business Operations 75,414.57$        45,642.19$       29,772.38$        73,964.21$        41,997.97$         $   31,966.24 

4-2000Football Operations

4-2110Registration 26,872.74$        20,808.53$       6,064.21$          31,985.46$        19,918.84$         $   12,066.62 

4-2210Senior Presentation 6,770.84$          7,490.64$         719.80 )($            9,463.64$          10,333.41$        ($       869.77 )

4-2220Junior Presentation -$                  3,146.50$         3,146.50 )($         -$                   3,275.16$          ($    3,275.16 )

4-2230Awards/Gifts -$                  20,540.44$       20,540.44 )($       -$                   15,705.36$        ($  15,705.36 )

4-2310First Aid/Strapping -$                  3,236.90$         3,236.90 )($         -$                   2,863.27$          ($    2,863.27 )

4-2320Football Equipment -$                  9,978.24$         9,978.24 )($         -$                   12,720.95$        ($  12,720.95 )

4-2410Clinics -$                  327.27$            327.27 )($            -$                   781.81$             ($       781.81 )

4-2420Team Grants -$                  1,139.41$         1,139.41 )($         -$                   5,050.00$          ($    5,050.00 )

4-2510Magazine -$                  -$                  -$                   -$                   38.25$               ($         38.25 )

4-2520Year Book -$                  1,821.00$         1,821.00 )($         -$                   2,575.00$          ($    2,575.00 )

4-2610Maintenance -$                  2,787.92$         2,787.92 )($         -$                   3,522.77$          ($    3,522.77 )

4-2620Rent -$                  -$                  -$                   -$                   3,593.48$          ($    3,593.48 )

4-2625Electricity -$                  1,124.88$         1,124.88 )($         -$                   -$                   $                -   

4-2630Insurance -$                  -$                  -$                   -$                   1,445.17$          ($    1,445.17 )

4-2910Advertising & Distribution -$                  1,153.70$         1,153.70 )($         -$                   260.00$             ($       260.00 )

4-2920Donations 1,270.00$          35.79 )($             1,305.79$          -$                   190.34$             ($       190.34 )

4-2930Football Fines -$                  711.07$            711.07 )($            405.00$             689.43$             ($       284.43 )

Total Football Operations 34,913.58$        74,230.71$       39,317.13 )($       41,854.10$        82,963.24$        ($  41,109.14 )

4-3000Fundraising

4-3110Raffle Engadine Tavern 33,408.40$        21,795.00$       11,613.40$        33,129.65$        32,075.18$         $     1,054.47 

4-3120Raffle CSDJRLFC -$                  -$                  -$                   -$                   -$                   $                -   

4-3130Raffle Other -$                  800.00$            800.00 )($            3,802.91$          445.11$              $     3,357.80 

4-3200Fundraising Other -$                  -$                  -$                   -$                   -$                   $                -   

Total Fundraising 33,408.40$        22,595.00$       10,813.40$        36,932.56$        32,520.29$         $     4,412.27 

4-4000Functions

4-4100Match Day Functions -$                  1,636.87$         1,636.87 )($         -$                   268.89$             ($       268.89 )

4-4200Golf Day 880.00$             -$                  880.00$             5,137.75$          2,174.00$           $     2,963.75 

4-4300Major Function Night 29,335.00$        22,423.09$       6,911.91$          9,810.10$          2,600.00$           $     7,210.10 

4-4400Minor Function Night 4,513.10$          1,616.00$         2,897.10$          -$                   -$                   $                -   

4-4500Miscellaneous Functions 4,522.18$          1,264.21$         3,257.97$          -$                   -$                   $                -   

4-4600CSDJRLFC Functions 636.36$             1,376.86$         740.50 )($            954.55$             1,696.37$          ($       741.82 )

4-4700Committee Functions 400.00$             510.00$            110.00 )($            454.55$             1,087.48$          ($       632.93 )

4-4900Prior Year Functions -$                  -$                  -$                   -$                   -$                   $                -   

Total Functions 40,286.64$        28,827.03$       11,459.61$        16,356.95$        7,826.74$           $     8,530.21 

4-9000Other

4-9010Interest 1,723.07$          -$                  1,723.07$          2,209.55$          114.86$              $     2,094.69 

4-9020Telephone & Internet -$                  4,056.57$         4,056.57 )($         -$                   3,233.39$          ($    3,233.39 )

4-9030Fees & Charges -$                  46.54$              46.54 )($              -$                   197.32$             ($       197.32 )

4-9910Other 182.95$             1,075.42$         892.47 )($            719.01$             270.08$              $        448.93 

Total Other 1,906.02$          5,178.53$         3,272.51 )($         2,928.56$          3,815.65$          ($       887.09 )

Surplus/(Deficit) 185,929.21$      176,473.46$     9,455.75$          172,036.38$      169,123.89$       $     2,912.49 

YTD 2010 YTD 2009

 



 

 

Statement of Financial Performance [Accrual]

(Profit & Loss)

Income Expenses Surplus Income Expenses Surplus

4-1000Business Operations

4-1100Bar 16,727.99$        12,888.06$        3,839.93$          13,717.91$        11,159.24$         $         2,558.67 

4-1200Merchandise 4,177.19$          10,555.09$        6,377.90 )($         6,477.27$          7,344.50$          ($          867.23 )

4-1300Canteen 33,609.40$        19,854.60$        13,754.80$        30,968.74$        18,941.36$         $       12,027.38 

4-1400Sponsorship 20,690.90$        2,411.71$          18,279.19$        18,209.10$        1,798.15$           $       16,410.95 

4-1410Sponsorship Prior Years -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                  -$                    $                   -   

4-1500Membership 109.09 )($            -$                   109.09 )($            1,409.10$          627.86$              $            781.24 

Total Business Operations 75,096.39$        45,709.46$        29,386.93$        70,782.12$        39,871.11$         $       30,911.01 

4-2000Football Operations

4-2110Registration 26,872.74$        20,900.34$        5,972.40$          31,985.46$        19,918.84$         $       12,066.62 

4-2210Senior Presentation 6,770.84$          7,490.64$          719.80 )($            9,463.64$          10,333.41$        ($          869.77 )

4-2220Junior Presentation -$                   2,646.50$          2,646.50 )($         -$                  3,289.71$          ($       3,289.71 )

4-2230Awards/Gifts -$                   12,030.14$        12,030.14 )($       -$                  15,992.66$        ($     15,992.66 )

4-2310First Aid/Strapping -$                   3,236.90$          3,236.90 )($         -$                  2,848.00$          ($       2,848.00 )

4-2320Football Equipment -$                   9,977.79$          9,977.79 )($         -$                  6,171.00$          ($       6,171.00 )

4-2410Clinics -$                   327.27$             327.27 )($            -$                  781.81$             ($          781.81 )

4-2420Team Grants -$                   1,139.41$          1,139.41 )($         -$                  5,050.00$          ($       5,050.00 )

4-2510Magazine -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                  38.25$               ($            38.25 )

4-2520Year Book -$                   1,821.00$          1,821.00 )($         -$                  2,575.00$          ($       2,575.00 )

4-2610Maintenance -$                   2,799.10$          2,799.10 )($         -$                  3,372.59$          ($       3,372.59 )

4-2620Rent -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                  1,836.28$          ($       1,836.28 )

4-2625Electricity -$                   1,124.88$          1,124.88 )($         -$                  -$                    $                   -   

4-2630Insurance -$                   1,388.71$          1,388.71 )($         -$                  -$                    $                   -   

4-2910Advertising & Distribution -$                   1,153.70$          1,153.70 )($         -$                  -$                    $                   -   

4-2920Donations 1,270.00$          35.79 )($              1,305.79$          -$                  190.34$             ($          190.34 )

4-2930Football Fines 405.00$             749.92$             344.92 )($            -$                  -$                    $                   -   

Total Football Operations 35,318.58$        66,750.51$        31,431.93 )($       41,449.10$        72,397.89$        ($     30,948.79 )

4-3000Fundraising

4-3110Raffle Engadine Tavern 33,428.40$        21,795.00$        11,633.40$        33,109.65$        21,460.18$         $       11,649.47 

4-3120Raffle CSDJRLFC -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                  -$                    $                   -   

4-3130Raffle Other -$                   800.00$             800.00 )($            3,802.91$          445.11$              $         3,357.80 

4-3200Fundraising Other -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                  -$                    $                   -   

Total Fundraising 33,428.40$        22,595.00$        10,833.40$        36,912.56$        21,905.29$         $       15,007.27 

4-4000Functions

4-4100Match Day Functions -$                   1,909.60$          1,909.60 )($         -$                  268.89$             ($          268.89 )

4-4200Golf Day 170.00 )($            -$                   170.00 )($            6,283.20$          2,174.00$           $         4,109.20 

4-4300Major Function Night 29,335.00$        22,423.09$        6,911.91$          9,810.10$          2,600.00$           $         7,210.10 

4-4400Minor Function Night 4,513.10$          1,616.00$          2,897.10$          -$                  -$                    $                   -   

4-4500Miscellaneous Functions 4,522.18$          1,264.21$          3,257.97$          -$                  -$                    $                   -   

4-4600CSDJRLFC Functions 636.36$             1,454.55$          818.19 )($            954.55$             1,696.37$          ($          741.82 )

4-4700Committee Functions 400.00$             510.00$             110.00 )($            454.55$             1,087.48$          ($          632.93 )

4-4900Prior Year Functions -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                  -$                    $                   -   

Total Functions 39,236.64$        29,177.45$        10,059.19$        17,502.40$        7,826.74$           $         9,675.66 

4-9000Other 

4-9010Interest 1,723.07$          -$                   1,723.07$          2,209.55$          114.86$              $         2,094.69 

4-9020Telephone & Internet -$                   4,874.90$          4,874.90 )($         -$                  3,197.49$          ($       3,197.49 )

4-9030Fees & Charges -$                   85.29$               85.29 )($              -$                  158.57$             ($          158.57 )

4-9910Other 182.95$             1,075.42$          892.47 )($            719.01$             270.08$              $            448.93 

Total Other 1,906.02$          6,035.61$          4,129.59 )($         2,928.56$          3,741.00$          ($          812.44 )

Surplus/(Deficit) 184,986.03$      170,268.03$      14,718.00$        169,574.74$      145,742.03$       $       23,832.71 

YTD 2010 YTD 2009



 

 

Statement of Financial Position

(Balance Sheet)

2010 2009

Assets

Cash

1-1010Cash - Bar 770.80$            $          110.00 

1-1030Cash - Canteen -$                  $                  -   

1-1050Cash - Raffles 50.00$              $            50.00 

Total Cash 820.80$            $          160.00 

Bank Accounts

1-1110NAB Cheque Account 20,285.95$       $     28,806.29 

1-1130NAB Savings Account 85,670.13$       $     53,947.06 

Total Bank Accounts 105,956.08$     $     82,753.35 

Investments

1-1150Term Deposits -$                  $                  -   

Total Investments -$                  $                  -   

1-1200Trade Debtors 2,475.00$         $       4,175.00 

Total Assets 109,251.88$     $     87,088.35 

Liabilities

2-2000Trade Creditors 574.96$            $       9,361.33 

GST Liabilities

2-3010GST Collected 225.00$            $       3,927.35 

2-3030GST Paid 52.26-$             -$       1,920.38 

Total GST Liabilities 172.74$            $       2,006.97 

Government Funds

2-6001Construction Fund 11,081.13$       $                  -   

2-6002Disabled Football Fund 6,985.00$         $                  -   

Total Government Funds 18,066.13$       $                  -   

Total Liabilities 18,813.83$       $     11,368.30 

Net Assets 90,438.05$       $     75,720.05 

Equity

3-0800Retained Earnings 75,720.05$       $     51,887.34 

3-0900Current Year Earnings 14,718.00$       $     23,832.71 

Total Equity 90,438.05$       $     75,720.05 

 



 

 

Statement of Cash Flow

(Cash Flow Statement)

2010 2009

Cash Flow from Operating Activities

Net Income 14,718.00$       $     23,832.71 

Trade Debtors 1,700.00$         $       2,570.00 

Trade Creditors 8,786.37-$        -$     22,999.60 

Deposits to Trade Creditors -$                 -$       6,000.00 

GST Collected 3,702.35-$        -$       1,409.98 

GST Paid 1,868.12$         $       4,641.86 

Provision for Construction 11,081.13$       $                  -   

Disabled Football Fund 6,985.00$         $                  -   

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities 23,863.53$       $          634.99 

Cash Flow from Investing Activities

Term Deposits -$                  $     50,000.00 

Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities -$                  $     50,000.00 

Cash Flow from Financing Activities

Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities -$                  $                  -   

Net Increase/Decrease for the period 23,863.53$       $     50,634.99 

Cash at the Beginning of the period 82,913.35$       $     32,278.36 

Cash at the End of the period 106,776.88$     $     82,913.35 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
2010 CLUB SPONSORS 

 

 
MAJOR CLUB SPONSOR – ENGADINE FAMILY TAVERN 

 
Adam Bray & Associates    Lyn’s Laundry 
 
Adams Smash Repairs    McDonalds – Engadine 
 
BJ’s Pool Service     Mick’s Quality Meats 
 
BNL Bricklaying     Parkside Sports Physiotherapy 
 
BWB PVC Fabrications    Pert & Ryan Shop Fitters 
 
Choc Deli      Preddeys Master Locksmiths 
 
Club Engadine     Ralpet Plastics 
 
Engadine RSL     Raya Thai Restaurant 
 
ETB - Engadine Tavern Bistro   Rowling Automotive 
 
Euroline      Shane’s Gourmet Cuts 
 
FibreTel - Fibre Optic Solutions   Sofraco Engineering Systems 
 
Gloria Jeans - Engadine    Sparkle Pools & Spas 
 
Jeff Marsh Photography    Subway - Engadine 
 
Jet Building Services    Sunshine Real Estate 
 
Lewis Fabrications    Transpacific Waste Services 
 
LJ Williams Earthmoving    Whitto’s Pizza 
 
 
 
The Engadine Dragons wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge and sincerely thank 
all of our Sponsors for the 2010 season. Your ongoing support is a vital contribution to 
every success of this family Club and in our objects to promote the game of Rugby 
League, to support and develop our Players, and to field Junior Rugby League teams in 
representation of the greater Engadine Community. 
 
We trust that you have seen the value and the potential of the support you lend to the 
Dragons and we all hope to see you lining up alongside us again in the 2011 season. 



 

 

 

 

PAST & PRESENT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

 

 
YEAR    ACTIVITY       PRESIDENT        SECRETARY         TREASURER 
 
1958 Rugby League Barry McManus Laurie Crosby Ron Chapman 
 & Cricket Club 
1959 Barry McManus Laurie Crosby  Ron Chapman 
1960   Barry McManus  Danny Carroll  Ron Chapman 
1961   Barry McManus  Bernie Howard  Ken Binner 
1962   Bill Forster /  Noel Foreshew  Ken Binner 
   Barry McManus 
1963   Barry McManus  Noel Foreshew /  Ken Binner 
     Clive Greenwood 
1964   Noel Foreshew /   Reg Sommer  Harold Shooter 
   Ken Johnson 
1965   Ken Johnson  Kevin Woodbridge Harold Shooter 
1966   Ken Johnson  Kevin Woodbridge / Harold Shooter 
     Harold Shooter 
1967   Ken Johnson  Harold Shooter  Harry Robbins 
1968   Ken Johnson  Harold Shooter  Harry Robbins 
1969 Sports Club  Fred Gardner  Harold Shooter /  Harry Robbins 
     Graeme Morrison 
1970   Fred Gardner  Graeme Morrison Harry Robbins 
1971   Fred Gardner  Graeme Morrison Colin Cole 
1972   Ron Dudman  Graeme Morrison Bill Costanzo 
1973   Harold Shooter  Graeme Morrison Bill Costanzo 
1974 Rugby League  Ray Price  Graeme Morrison Bill Costanzo 
 Club 
1975   Ray Price  Phil Tierney  Jack Rodios 
1976   Ray Price /  Phil Tierney /  Brian Cannings 
   Phil Tierney  Paul Egan 
1977   Jack Rodios  Fred Bennett  John O'Halloran 
1978   Jack Rodios  Fred Bennett  Ron Cassel / 
       Cliff Carmody 
1979   Jack Rodios /  Wayne Miller  Eric Swanson 
   Keith Hughes 
1980   Ron Bedford  Norm Eshman  Eric Swanson 
1981   Ron Bedford  Norm Eshman  Eric Swanson 
1982   Len Cousemacker Wayne Miller  Glenn Walters 
1983   Barry Beak  Graeme Oates  Glenn Walters 
1984   John Molanus  Grahame Kidd  Glenn Walters 
1985   John Molanus  Graeme Oates  Glenn Walters 
1986   Grahame Kidd  Max Williams  Glenn Walters 



 

 

 

 
PAST & PRESENT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (CONT.) 

 

 

 

YEAR    ACTIVITY     PRESIDENT       SECRETARY      TREASURER 
 
1987  Len Cousemacker Max Williams Glenn Walters 
1988  Len Cousemacker Max Williams Glenn Walters 
1989  Neil Spencer Ray Miles Grahame Thurkettle 
1990  Neil Spencer Ray Miles Grahame Thurkettle 
1991  Neil Spencer Bill Kemp Grahame Thurkettle 
1992  Neil Spencer  Bill Kemp Grahame Wagener 
1993  Ray Miles  Bill Kemp Ken Johnston 
1994  Larry Warner  Bill Kemp Ken Johnston 
1995  Larry Warner  Bill Kemp Ken Johnston 
1996  Larry Warner  Bill Kemp Rod Waudby 
1997  Larry Warner  Bill Kemp Rod Waudby 
1998  Larry Warner  Ian Bilsborough Rod Waudby 
1999  Larry Warner  Len Cousemacker Rod Waudby 
2000  Larry Warner Len Cousemacker Rod Waudby 
2001  Craig Airey  Mark Chapman Rod Waudby 
2002  Craig Airey  Mark Chapman Rod Waudby 
2003  Mark Dodge  Phil Richmond Michele Bird 
2004  Mark Dodge  Phil Richmond Michele Bird 
2005  Greg Bird  Phil Richmond Karan Rogers 
2006  Greg Bird  Kevin Querin Karan Rogers 
2007  Greg Bird  Kevin Querin / Karan Rogers 
    Phil Richmond  
2008  Judd O‟Shea  Phil Richmond Dale Morrell 
2009  Judd O‟Shea  Leanne Lucy Dale Morrell 
2010  Grahame Wagener Leanne Lucy Dale Morrell 

 
 

 



 

Miss Engadine Dragons for 2010 
Anne-Marie Coughlan 

 
 

 
 

 

Anne-Marie Coughlan at the 2010 Cronulla Sutherland 
District Junior League Ball with partner Steven Coughlan. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

CLUB SERVICE AWARDS 
 

 
COLIN COLE MEMORIAL TROPHY  -  awarded for outstanding services to the Club. 
 
 
1977 John GILBERT 

1978 Graeme MORRISON 

1979 Barry McMANUS (Snr.) 
1980 Eric SWANSON 

1981 Glenn & Myra WALTERS 

1982 Ron CASSELL & Warren WESTON 

1983 Graeme OATES 

1984 Kay CANNINGS 
1985 Helmut ZUSAK 

1986 Colin TOMS 
1987 Neil SPENCER 
1988 Gary BEAUMONT 
1989 Brian CANNINGS & Ray MILES 

1990 Ray FRATER 

1991 Graham THURKETTLE 

1992 Bill KEMP 

1993 Trevor ROGERS 

1994 Bill KEMP 

1995 Mark CHAPMAN 

1996 Ian BILSBOROUGH 

1997 Kellie WATCHORN 

1998 Mike DARLINGTON 

1999 Rob CARR 

2000 Kerry NEYLAN 

2001 Lynette RING 

2002 Col LUCY 
2003 Phil RICHMOND 
2004 Phil RICHMOND 
2005 Lynette RING 
2006 Karan ROGERS 
2007 Grahame WAGENER 
2008 Leanne LUCY 
2009 Leanne LUCY 
2010 Grahame WAGENER 

 

ROD BAKER MEMORIAL SHIELD  -  awarded for service to the Club. 
 
 
1971 Tony ANDREWS 
1972 Colin KEENAN 
1973 Geoffrey PRICE 
1974 Barbara HALL 
1975 Alf MARTIN 
1976 Iris HUGHES 
1977 Cliff CARMODY 
1978 Graham ENGEL 
1981 Dennis SMITH 
1982 Brian & Kay CANNINGS 
1983 Ann SULLIVAN 
1984 Glenn & Myra WALTERS 
1985 Neil SPENCER 
1986 Glenn & Myra WALTERS 
1987 Gary MARKHAM 
1988 Warwick GREEN 
1989 LADIES COMMITTEE 
1990 Neil SPENCER 
1991 Trevor RILEY 

1992 Judy RILEY 
1993 Bob CALHOUN 
1994 Jo-ann WARD & Kerrie HUNT 
1995 Neville CROFT 
1996 Kellie WATCHORN 
1997 Rod WAUDBY 
1998 Danny O'LEARY 
1999 Mike DARLINGTON 
2000 Kim CARR 
2001 Rod WOODRUFF 
2002 Donna McKINLEY 
2003 Len COUSEMACKER 
2004 Col LUCY 
2005 Sherryn RYAN 
2006 Kevin QUERIN 
2007 Pam MacDONALD 
2008 Kim MICALLEF 
2009 Judd O‟SHEA 
2010 Steve CRABB 



 

 

 

 
COLIN COLE MEMORIAL AWARD 

 

 
 
Grahame WAGENER 
 
This Award is given in recognition of the time and effort that a person contributes to the 
Club in regard to its successful operation. 
 
Grahame‟s tireless efforts on behalf of the Club have not gone unnoticed and 
congratulations are due upon winning this most prestigious award. Over a number of 
seasons Grahame has made enormous contributions of his time and energy in support of 
the General Committee. Grahame has been a fantastic leader this season as President 
and his efforts in support of this Club and for our community have been extraordinary. 
 
Grahame was also instrumental in substantial fund raising efforts this season and 
including through the Bunning‟s BBQs, the very successful Sportsman‟s Luncheon, and in 
the securement of various government grants to the Club, upwards of $20,000.00 both 
current and pending. His efforts in liaison and in negotiation with Sutherland Shire Council 
have been vital to the Club going forward in regards our liquor license and our Clubhouse 
lease arrangements among several other matters of significant importance to our Club. 
 
Congratulations Grahame. 
 
 
 

 
ROD BAKER MEMORIAL SHIELD 

 

 
 
Steve CRABB 
 
This Award is given to a person in recognition of their commitment to the Dragons and for 
the work they have done throughout the year. 
 
Steve has been among the most reliable and exemplary Members of the Club over many 
seasons and has never shirked any of his duties or forgone any additional tasks asked of 
him whilst serving on the General Committee. Despite his son Rhys having not played 
since 2008 Steve has continued to support the Club as one of its most invaluable 
volunteers. 
 
Also serving diligently on the 527 Committee over several seasons Steve represented the 
Club in 2010 as our Junior League Delegate in a most outstanding manner. 
 
Congratulations Steve. 
 



 

 
RECORDER'S REPORT 

 

 
 

MAJOR AWARD WINNERS 
 

JOE WEYMOUTH SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION TROPHY  -  awarded to a 
Player from any of the three most senior sides and held on one occasion only. 

 
 

1962 Warren HARRIES 
1963 Robert WALKER 
1964 Michael CROFT 
1965 Mark JOHNSON 
1966 Colin COLE 
1967 Michael WILLIAMS 
1968 Robert ROSS 
1969 Barry McMANUS 
1970 Gary COOPER 
1971 Barney LA CROSSE 
1972 Geoffrey PINK 
1973 Phillip WARNER 
1974 Kevin ROBINSON 
1975 Ossie WELSH 
1976 Michael McSTAY 
1977 Murray MORRISON 
1978 Peter HAMMOND 
1979 Michael PORTER 
1980 Peter O'DONNELL 
1981 Gary HAMMOND 
1982 Colin BEAK 
1983 Kurt GILLIES 
1984 Glenn O'LEARY 
1985 David SULLIVAN 
1986 Glenn BLOOR 

1987 Paul GILBERT 
1988 Steven EBB 
1989 Craig AIREY 
1990 Peter GREEN 
1991 Paul DWYER 
1992 Mark NOAKES 
1993 Scott VITELLI 
1994 Mark WATCHORN 
1995 John TOLHURST 
1996 Wayne TURNER 
1997 Drew LEVIN 
1998 Steve JOHNSTON 
1999 Alan REA 
2000 Adam LYNCH 
2001 Robert KEMP 
2002 Aaron PALMER 
2003 Simon PARSONS 
2004 Sean CRAWLEY 
2005 Brad JOHNSTON 
2006 Daniel CHAPMAN 
2007 Andrew JOHNSTON 
2008 Tye FLEMING 
2009 Trent CROFT 
2010 Nathan BULLOCK 

 
 

 



NELL WARNER JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION TROPHY  -  awarded to any 
Player from teams from under 14 to under 10 and held on one occasion only. 
 
 
1969 Scott DUDMAN 
1970 Donald CARTER 
1971 Craig COLLIE 
1972 Tony ANDREWS 
1973 Murray MORRISON 
1974 Gary HAMMOND 
1975 Brett LONGVILLE 
1976 Stephen DENFORD 
1977 Colin BEAK 
1978 Michael PORTER 
1979 Gary McKINNON 
1980 Brett BENTLEY 
1981 Dean KEMBER 
1982 Dean LONGVILLE 
1983 Mitchell HEALEY 
1984 Wayne SMITH 
1985 Adam NAPPER 
1986 Dale JOHNSTON 
1987 Cameron NAPPER 
1988 Ryan MILES 
1989 Markus ZUSAK 

1990 Robert KEMP 
1991 Tony REA 
1992 Ben GREEN 
1993 Aaron PALMER 
1994 Daniel CHAPMAN 
1995 Mark STEWART 
1996 Dane HUNT 
1997 Matt CHAPMAN 
1998 Rodney WOODRUFF 
1999 Scott NANCARROW 
2000 Mitchell NEYLAN 
2001 Shane CHAPMAN 
2002 Ryan CARR 
2003 Toby TOPHAM 
2004 Joshua DAVIES 
2005 Hayden AIREY 
2006 Matt KNIGGE 
2007 Luke DODGE 
2008 Nathan KNIGGE 
2009 Duncan ELLEM 
2010 Jack TRIPI 

 
 
GRAEME MORRISON COACH OF THE YEAR TROPHY - awarded to any 
coach for team performance. 
 
 
1992 Glenn BLOOR 
1993 Craig AIREY 
1994 Mark ROBIN 
1995 George CRAWFORD 
1996 Mark DODGE 
1997 Greg TOWNSEND 
1998 Mark WATCHORN 
1999 Mark WATCHORN 
2000 Larry WARNER 
2001 Kendall FLINT 

2002 Scott FLEMING 
2003 MARK DODGE 
2004 David NEATE 
2005 Craig AIREY 
2006 Sean BELLOTTI 
2007 Corey MARKHAM 
2008 Russell LEWIS 
2009 Aaron PALMER 
2010 Mark DODGE 



 

 

ENGADINE BOWLING CLUB SPORTSMANS TROPHY - awarded to any 
Player on sporting achievement and held on one occasion only. 
 
 
1968 Gary TEMPLE 
1969 Shane McCARTHY 
1970 Bruce BUTLER 
1971 Phillip WARNER 
1972 Michael McSTAY 
1973 Des CORBY 
1974 Ross MORRISON 
1975 Mick FLEMING 
1976 John GARDNER 
1977 Michael LATHAM 
1978 Bradley WATTS 
1979 Brett LONGVILLE 
1980 David SULLIVAN 
1981 Colin BEAK 
1982 Murray MORRISON 
1983 Michael PORTER 
1984 Markus ZUSAK 
1985 Kurt GILLIES 
1986 Kenneth EBB 
1987 Glenn NELSON 
1988 Michael HART 
1989 Ryan MILES 

1990 Cameron NAPPER 
1991 Glenn BLOOR 
1992 Adam NAPPER 
1993 Paul INGRAM 
1994 Simon PARSONS 
1995 Wayne TURNER 
1996 Mick CONROY 
1997 Aaron PALMER 
1998 Robert KEMP 
1999 Tye FLEMING 
2000 Mitch DARLINGTON 
2001 Brett HEADLEY 
2002 Mitch NEYLAN 
2003 Luke TOWNSEND 
2004 Ryan CARR 
2005 Peter KNOWLES 
2006 Toby TOPMAN 
2007 Cameron DUNSTAN 
2008 Jake DENFORD 
2009 Aaron BRUCE 
2010 Luke DODGE 

 
 
HAZEL COUSEMACKER TROPHY - awarded to best performing Club Player at 
Junior Representative game level. 
 
(note – from 1990 to 2001 this was known as the Robert Tickner Trophy but was 
renamed in honour of the late Hazel Cousemacker) 
 
 
1990 Scott FLEMING 
1991 Scott FLEMING 
1992 Wayne HOOD 
1993 Daniel NEWTON 
1994 Tony REA 
1995 Martin STEWART 
1996 Andrew JOHNSTON 
1997 Mark STEWART 
1998 Jeremy THOMPSON 
1999 Brad STREETING 
2000 Brad STREETING 

2001 Jeremy THOMPSON 
2002 Dane HUNT 
2003 Luke TOWNSEND 
2004 Ryan CARR 
2005 Ryan CARR 
2006 Ryan CARR 
2007 Cameron DUNSTAN 
2008 Jake DENFORD 
2009 Harrison DAY 
2010 No representative Players 

 



 

 

PETER GREEN MOST VALUABLE PLAYER TROPHY - player awarded the 
most best and fairest points in the club. 
 
 
1995 Peter GREEN 
1996 Scott NANCARROW 
1997 Michael FEENING 
1998 Matthew FORD 
1999 Shane CHAPMAN 
2000 Hayden AIREY 
2001 Scott NANCARROW 
2002 Shane CHAPMAN 

2003 Nathan KNIGGE 
2004 Joel BARRY 
2005 Nathan BULLOCK 
2006 Marcus FORMAN 
2007 Leigh HIGGINS 
2008 Dylan LEES 
2009 Jack METCALFE 
2010 Dane PARSONS 

 
 
GARY CANNINGS MEMORIAL TROPHY - encouragement award. 
 
 
1977 Aaron ESHMAN 
1978 Robert ELSWORTHY 
1979 David HIRD 
1980 Kevin JOHANSSON 
1981 Dale JOHNSTON 
1982 Robert ZUSAK 
1983 Cameron NAPPER 
1984 Glenn WALTERS 
1985 Scott FLEMING 
1986 Adam GRANT 
1987 Steven EBB 
1988 Colin BALLARD 
1989 Steven SMITH 
1990 Blake COUSEMACKER 
1991 Mark NOAKES 
1992 Bruce DRIES 
1993 Robert KEMP 

1994 Alan REA 
1995 Markus ZUSAK 
1996 Gary VITELLI 
1997 Andrew DARLINGTON 
1998 David CROFT 
1999 Lincoln HUNT 
2000 Joel CHEESMAN 
2001 Ryan MAY 
2002 Cameron RING 
2003 Stephen RING 
2004 Nathan BULLOCK 
2005 Travis RING 
2006 Nathan GILES 
2007 Blake LUCY 
2008 Jye MORRELL 
2009 Michael BEECHENO 
2010 Chris JENKINS 

 

 
The Registrars consolidate after the 2010 Rego Day 

 



 

 

SENIOR CLUB CHAMPION 
 

 
 
Awarded to a Player from any of the three most senior sides and held on one occasion 
only. 
 
Nathan BULLOCK 
 
Outside of Life Membership, receiving the Senior Club Champion Award is one of the 
most prestigious awards our Club can present. Over the years we have had many 
outstanding recipients of this award and this year is certainly no different. 
 
Nathan began his playing career for the Dragons back in 1995 in the U7‟s being awarded 
the Best & Fairest Player in his first season. Since then he earned the Best & Fairest 
Player Award in ‟98, ‟05, ‟07 and again in 2010. Nathan also received the Best & Fairest 
Runner-Up Award in ‟04, ‟06 and ‟08. 
 
Nathan received the Gary Cannings Award in ‟04, the Peter Green Award in „05, and he 
made the EDJRLFC Champion Team – Front Row in ‟06, ‟07, ‟08 and again in 2010. 
 
Nathan has played 16 seasons for the Dragons accruing 247 games and amassing a 
seemingly impossible and most impressive total of 309 points as a Front Rower. 
 
Certainly one of the most formidable Front Rowers in the Junior League. 
 
Congratulations Nathan. 
 



 

 

 

 

JUNIOR CLUB CHAMPION 
 

 
 
Awarded to a Player from teams Under 10 to Under 14 and held on one occasion only. 
 
Jack TRIPI 
 
Jack began his playing career with the Dragons in 2008 in the U9B‟s where he received 
the Most Improved Award in his first season. Jack earned the Best & Fairest Award in ‟09 
and again in 2010 as testimony to the fact that he is surely an outstanding up-and-coming 
Player of the future. 
 
Playing a total of 41 games and scoring 112 points including 27 tries Jack is already 
presenting as a prolific try scorer so early on in his young career. 
 
A wonderful Team Player already earning the respect of the opposition, Jack is shaping as 
a Player that we will all enjoy having on our side as he progresses through the grades over 
future years. 
 
Congratulations Jack. 
 



 

 

 

 

GRAEME MORRISON AWARD 
 

 
 
Awarded to any Coach for Team performance. 
 
Mark DODGE 
 
Mark is one of our more experienced Coaches and he coached the U11B side in 2010 
where they certainly responded well to his astute coaching style. Finishing the regular 
season as Minor Premiers with only 1 loss from 13 games, they ended up 3 competition 
points clear of their nearest rival. 
 
They won their Semi Final 12-0 earning for themselves a berth in the Grand Final which 
unfortunately on the day they lost 6-12 following some lamentable decisions. 
 
Racking up an impressive total of 304 points for and 110 against, the U11B Team was 
voted Most Outstanding Team in 2010 for their on-field achievements and as testimony to 
the efforts and guidance of their Coach. 
 
Congratulations Mark. 
 



 

 

 

 

SPORTSMAN AWARD 
 

 
 
Awarded to a Player on all round sporting ability and achievement and held on one 
occasion only. 
 
Luke DODGE 
 
Luke played in the U17A side in 2010 where he acquitted himself in an outstanding 
manner scoring 7 tries including a hat trick in Rnd 3 and emerging as one of the best 
Second Rowers in the competition. 
 
Luke began his playing career with the Dragons back in 1998 in the U6‟s. Eligible to play 
in the U6‟s again in 1999 he was awarded the Best & Fairest Player in his second season. 
Since then he has earned the Best & Fairest Player Award in ‟01, ‟04 and ‟05. Luke also 
earned the Best & Fairest Runner-Up Award in 2010. 
 
Luke received the Junior Club Champion Award in ‟07, represented in the Harold 
Matthews Cup in ‟09, and has made the EDJRLFC Champion Team – Second Row in 
2010. Duly rewarded for all of his hard work and dedication Luke has also been selected 
in the train-on squad for the Illawarra Steelers S.G. Ball Cup side for 2011. 
 
Luke has played 13 seasons for the Dragons accruing 187 games and amassing a most 
impressive total of 299 points. 
 
In an unselfish sacrifice of his time and in display of his commitment to the Dragons, Luke 
fulfilled a Trainer‟s position in the U14B Team in 2010 at a time when the boys really 
needed someone to look towards and he was inspirational in this role. 
 
An honest and very passionate Dragons Player and a true gentleman off the field, Luke is 
certainly a worthy recipient of this most prestigious Club Award. 
 
Congratulations Luke. 
 
 
 

 

HAZEL COUSEMACKER TROPHY 
 

 
 
Awarded to the best performing Club Player at Junior Representative game level. 
 
No representative Players during the 2010 season. 



 

 

 

 

GARY CANNINGS AWARD 
 

 
 
Awarded to a Player as an encouragement for them to continue playing Rugby League 
with the Dragons, taking the opportunity to develop and improve their game and to 
continue their participation in a great team sport with the Club. 
 
Chris JENKINS 
 
Chris is a champion bloke who wears the Club jersey with pride and passion and he more 
than anyone deserves this Award for his enthusiasm and his determination. 
 
Chris began his career with the Dragons in 2003 in the U6‟s and received his 100 Game 
Award in ‟09. Chris has now played a total of 8 seasons for the Dragons where he has 
accrued 115 games for a total of 52 points. 
 
Always reliable, Chris is a great young footballer who deserves our encouragement to 
continue playing. Many recipients of this Award in the past who continued playing have 
subsequently gone on to become high achievers for both the Club and at representative 
levels. 
 
Congratulations Chris. 
 
 
 

 

PETER GREEN AWARD 
 

 
 
Awarded to the most valuable Dragons Player and is based on the person who 
accumulates the most Best & Fairest points during the season – across all Grades. 
 
Dane PARSONS 
 
This is Dane‟s third season with the Dragons commencing in 2008 in the U6‟s. He has now 
accrued 42 games scoring an average of a point a game for a total of 42 points. 
 
Obviously his consistent efforts have been recognised and rewarded by his coaching staff 
during 2010 with regular appearances in the 3-2-1 points awarded following each game. 
 
A Player of the future, Dane is well deserving of this most prestigious Club Award in being 
named the Dragons‟ most valuable Player for 2010. 
 
Congratulations Dane. 
 



 

 

 

ENGADINE DRAGONS CHAMPION TEAM 
(Under 17A’s, 2

nd
 Grade & A Grade) 

 
 
 

Fullback Matt STUBBS (A Grade) 

Wing Tom HUBBARD (2nd Grade) 

Wing Jason BEARE (A Grade) 

Centre Luke RICHMOND (17A) 

Centre Pat CARR (A Grade) 

Five-eighth Andrew JOHNSTON (A Grade) 

Halfback Harrison DAY (17A) 

Front Row Daniel HARRISON (17A) 

Front Row Nathan BULLOCK (A Grade) 

Hooker Tom IACONO (A Grade) 

Second Row Luke DODGE (17A) 

Second Row Michael MORRIS (17A) 

Lock Logan McGLINCHY (2nd Grade) 

Utility Forward Viliam NAPA‟A (2nd Grade) 

Utility Forward Steven COUGHLAN (2nd Grade) 

Utility Back Mitch NEYLAN (A Grade) 

Utility Back Chris WOOD (A Grade) 

 
 
 
 
The Players of this Champion Team are picked purely on statistics. 
 
The number of times a Player had played in a particular position and the tally of 3-2-1 
points achieved during the season was of importance. 
 
Only those games in the competition rounds were taken into account, Official Trials, Semi 
Finals, Finals and Grand Finals were excluded. 
 



TEAM PERFORMANCES 

 
Team      No. Of     Position   Points     Points    Matches  Won   Lost   Drew  Byes  Forfeits 
               Players    in Comp     for        Against   Played 

6Blue   9 - 310 204 12 8 4 - - - 

6Red   9 - 384 90 12 11 - 1 - - 

6Green 10 - 242 270 12 4 6 1 - 1 

6Yellow 10 - 176 184 12 6 5 - 1 - 

7Blue 10 - 470 224 13 11 1 1 - - 

7Red   9 - 312 252 13 7 6 - - - 

7Green   7 - 196 260 13 5 7 - 1 - 

8A   9 2nd 546 102 16 13 2 1 - - 

8B 10 2nd 402 158 16 11 5 - - - 

8C(1) 10 4th 248 366 13 6 6 2 - - 

8C(2) 10 8th 162 408 13 3 10 - - - 

9A 12 4th 254 170 14 7 6 - 1 - 

9C 14 2nd 316 234 16 10 6 - - - 

10A 11 4th 168 134 14 6 6 1 1 - 

10B 12 6th 150 294 13 1 9 2 1 - 

10C 13 6th 156 324 13 3 8 - 2 - 

11B 16 2nd 304 110 15 12 2 - 1 - 

11C 16 6th 176 356 13 2 11 - - - 

12A 15 4th 104 158 14 3 7 3 1 - 

12B 16 7th 70 178 13 4 8 - 1 - 

14B 16 8th 84 384 13 1 9 1 1 1 

15B 16 2nd 285 262 16 9 4 - 3 - 

17A 21 3rd 258 249 16 7 7 1 - 1 

2nd  Grade 27 4th 258 301 15 7 7 1 - - 

A Grade 23 2nd 269 205 17 9 3 1 3 1 

 

 
OUTSTANDING TEAM AWARD - awarded to any team upon achievements. 

 
1975 10A 
1976 12A 
1977 11B(1) 
1978 13A 
1979 10A 
1980 15A 
1981 6A 
1982 12A 
1983 8A 
1984 17 

1985 13A 
1986 12A 
1987 23 
1988 17 
1989 A 
1990 C 
1991 11A 
1992 21 
1993 12A 
1994 A 

1995 14A 
1996 AR 
1997 9A 
1998 19 
1999 12B 
2000 12A 
2001 21A 
2002 A 
2003 13A 
2004 13A 

2005 10B 
2006 14B 
2007 14A 
2008 19 
2009 14B 
2010 11B 

 



MOST IMPROVED TEAM – Up to 1993, awarded to any team from Under 7 to Under 10. 
                                              From 1994, awarded to any team from Under 6 to Under 14. 
 
 
1976 10B(2) 
1977 10B(2) 
1978 10B 
1979 7A 
1980 8A 
1981 7A 
1982 8A 
1983 9B 
1984 7(2) 
1985 10B 
1986 7(2) 
1987 10A 

1988 10B 
1989 8A 
1990 8B 
1991 9B 
1992 8A 
1993 9C 
1994 14 
1995 13A 
1996 9A 
1997 6Blue 
1998 7Blue 
1999 7Blue 

2000 8B 
2001 8B(1) 
2002 10B 
2003 11B 
2004 9B 
2005 7Blue 
2006 10B 
2007 9A 
2008 14B 
2009 9C 
2010 8B 

 
 
 

JUNIOR LEAGUE PREMIERSHIPS WON 
 
A 2nd AR AR(2)   23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15A 
10 Nil   1  Nil    2 Nil  3 Nil  5 Nil  3  3   5 
 
15B 15(2) 14A 14B 14C 13A 13B 13C 12A 12B 12C 11A 11B 
  2   1   6   5   1   6   2   3   7   3   2   9   6 
 
11C 10A 10B 10C 9A 9B 9C 8A 8B 8C 7A 7B 7C 6A 
  1   8   3   1  7  5  1  9  3  1   7   3  2  1 
 
 
In 1993 the A Reserve competition commenced, in 1998 the A Reserve competition was 
changed to 2nd Grade and in 2009 was changed back to A Reserve. 
 
In 1997 & 1998 there was an additional A Reserves competition, A Reserves 2. 

 



JUNIOR LEAGUE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
    JUNIOR (U8-U12)        SENIOR (U13-A GRADE) 
 
   1970      1982 
   1971      1986 
   1972      1994 
   1976      1997 
   1981      1998 
   1982 

1983 
 

TOMMY BISHOP SHIELD - U7 Knock Out 
 
     1971  Winner 
     1972  Winner 
     1976  Runner-up 
     1982  Winner 

 
ALL TIME POINT SCORERS (500 POINTS OR MORE) 

 
Mitchell NEYLAN 1886* 
Mark STEWART 1663* 
Aaron PALMER 1130* 
Kane RYAN 1109 
David SULLIVAN 1092 
Markus ZUSAK 879 
Andrew JOHNSTON 847* 
Hayden AIREY 788 
Ryan CARR 676 
Jason BEARE 664* 
Nathan KNIGGE 635 
Matt JAMES 623 
Blake COUSEMACKER 606 
Gary HAMMOND 604 
Luke RICHMOND 589* 
Mark WATCHORN 578 
Joshua NOAKES 565* 
Scott BILLSBOROUGH 560 
Paul BELL 555 
Joshua SPENCER 546 
Mark ROBIN 544 
Dale JOHNSTON 537 
Brett SMITH 531 
Brett LEVINGS 525 
Joel BARRY 510 
Warren GREEN 505 
Matthew ALEWOOD 504 
Brett MAY 503 
Brad RING 503* 
Simon PARSONS 501 

* Played in 2010 



 

AUSTRALIA 
 

Robbie KEARNS Mark McGAW Mathew ROGERS 

 
 

CRONULLA-SUTHERLAND DISTRICT R.L.F.C. 
 

Paul BELL 
Colin BEST 
Glenn BLOOR 
David BROUGHTON 
Shaun BRUCE 
Don CARTER 
Colin COLE 
Craig DAWSON 
Jake DENFORD* 
Cameron DUNSTAN 
Kenneth EBB 
Scott FLEMING 
Kurt GILLIES 
John GRIFFITHS 

Adam GOODE* 
Wayne HALL 
Gary HAMMOND 
Peter HAMMOND 
Andrew HICK 
Mitchell HEALEY 
Dane HUNT 
Steven JONES 
Robbie KEARNS 
Adam KNIGHT 
Anthony KNIGHT 
Brett LONGVILLE 
Mark McGAW 
Leslie NICHOLLS 

Mark NOAKES 
Geoffrey PINK 
Michael PORTER 
Adam RITSON 
Mathew ROGERS 
Boyd RYAN 
David SULLIVAN 
Craig TIMMENS 
Jeremy THOMPSON 
John TOLHURST 
Joe VAN DER VALK 
Ossie WELSH 
Darren ZIEGENFUSZ 

 
 
 

NATIONAL UNDER 20’s 
 
Jake DENFORD (3)* Cameron DUNSTAN Adam GOODE(2)* 

 
 

PRESIDENTS CUP 

 
Ray BEACROFT (3) 
Colin BEAK 
Michael CASSEL 
David DEED 
Lyle DIAMOND 
Mark DODGE 
Steven EBB (2) 
David FLINT 
Paul GILBERT (2) 
Kurt GILLIES (2) 
Peter HAMMOND 

Steven HANSFORD 
Warren HARRIES (2) 
Tim LEESE 
Mark McGAW 
Greg MALONEY (2) 
Craig MILLER (2) 
Murray MORRISON 
Glenn NELSON 
Peter O'DONNELL 
Geoffrey PINK 
Michael PORTER 

Adam PROBERT 
Roby RUSHBOURNE 
Shane STRUTHERS 
David SULLIVAN (2) 
Ted TERONE 
Gary TING 
John TOLHURST 
Phillip WARNER 
Joe WHITTLE 
Michael WILLIAMS 

 
 

*Awarded 2010 

 



 

 

JERSEY FLEGG CUP 

 
Colin BALLARD (2) 
Ray BEACROFT 

Colin BEAK 
Paul BELL 

Ryan CARR (2) 
Craig DAVIES 

Lyle DIAMOND 
Mark DODGE 
Ronald EMTAGE 
Matthew FIELDING 
Scott FLEMING (2) 
Tye FLEMING 
John GARDNER 
Paul GILBERT 
Kurt GILLIES 
Peter GREEN 
Gary HAMMOND 
Peter HAMMOND 
Michael HART (2) 
Phillip HEWITT 
Andrew HICK 
Dean HOSKING (2) 
Barry HOWARD 
Chris HOWARD 
Dane HUNT 
Andrew JOHNSTON (2) 
Dale JOHNSTON 

Mark KEARNS 
Adam KNIGHT (2) 
Anthony KNIGHT (2) 
Jason LAURENCE 
Brett LONGVILLE 
Mark McKERNAN 
Barry McMANUS (2) 
Brett MAXWORTHY 
Craig MILLER (2) 
Murray MORRISON (2) 
Cameron NAPPER 
Glenn NELSON 
Shane NEWTON 
Mark NOAKES 
Shaun O'BRYAN 
Mark O'HALLORAN 
Glen O'LEARY 
Aaron PALMER 
Michael PINK 
Michael PORTER 
Tony REA 

Mark ROBIN 
Cameron ROSSITER 
John RUSSELL 
Darren SANCHEZ 
Craig SCUTTS (2) 
Mark STEWART (2) 
Martin STEWART 
Brad STREETING 
Jeremy THOMPSON (2) 
Raymond THOMPSON 
Wayne THOMPSON 
Denis TING 
Scott VITELLI 
Phillip WARNER 
Michael WARTON 
Mark WATCHORN 
Michael WESTON (2) 
Blake WHIPPS 
Darren ZIEGENFUSZ (2) 

 
 

S.G. BALL CUP 

 
David ADAMS 
Murray ASTON 
Brian BALLARD 
Brett BENTLEY 
Paul BELL (2) 
Michael BLACK 
Scott BILSBOROUGH 
Karl BOOTHROYD 
Craig BROUGHTON 
Adam BROWN 
Simon BROWN 
Justin BRUBAKER 
Aaron BRUCE 
Shaun BRUCE 
Nathan BULLOCK 
Martin CAMPBELL 
Ryan CARR (2) 
Paul CASSEL 

Mark CHANDLER 
Sean CRAWLEY (2) 
Craig DAVIES 
Andrew DEBRECZENI 
Jake DENFORD 
Kenneth DENFORD 
Lyle DIAMOND 
Mark DODGE 
Scott DUDMAN 
Cameron DUNSTAN (2) 
Mark ELDER 
Michael FEENING 
Scott FLEMING (2) 
Andrew FRASER 
Adam GARVEY 
Timothy GIBSON 
Paul GILBERT 
Craig GILLIES 

Adam GOODE (2) 
Derek GRAY 
Peter GREEN 
Richard GREEN 
Warren GREEN 
Markham HANDCOCK 
Michael HART (2) 
Brett HEADLEY 
Mitchell HEALEY (2) 
Phillip HEWITT 
Andrew HICK 
Wayne HOOD 
Dean HOSKING 
Barry HOWARD 
Dane HUNT (3) 
Darrel HUTCHINSON 
Andrew JOHNSTON 
Robert KEARNS 

 
 

* Awarded 2010



 

S.G. BALL CUP (Cont.) 

 
Mark KEEGAN 
Adam KNIGHT (2) 
Anthony KNIGHT 
Michael LATHAM 
Tim LEESE 
Ricky LEWIS 
Brett LONGVILLE 
Dean LONGVILLE 
Shane McCARTHY 
John McCLAREN 
Paul McGRODER 
Ryan MILES 
Craig MILLER 
Mark MONK 
Bradley MOON 
Murray MORRISON 
Adam NAPPER 
Cameron NAPPER 
Glenn NELSON 
Mitch NEYLAN (2) 

Daniel NEWTON (2) 
Timothy NICHOLLS 
Gavin NICHOLSON 
Jason OATES 
Dean O'BRYAN 
Shaun O'BRYAN 
Peter O'DONNELL 
Chris O‟REILLY 
Michael PINK 
Michael PORTER 
Tony REA (2)  
Anthony RICE 
Chad RICHMOND 
Adam RITSON 
Cameron ROSSITER 
John RUSSELL 
Khan SALAMALIKIS 
Craig SCUTTS 
Mark STEWART 
Ryan STEWART 

Brad STREETING (2) 
Mitchell STUART 
Gary TEMPLE 
Andrew THEOBOLD 
Jeremy THOMPSON (3) 
Raymond THOMPSON 
Dennis TING (Oatley Shield) 
Gary TING (Oatley Shield) 
Cameron TOPHAM 
Toby TOPHAM 
Luke TOWNSEND (2) 
Larry WARNER 
Paul WARRINGTON 
Michael WARTON 
Bradley WATTS 
Michael WESTON 
Mark WOOLSEY 
Darren ZIEGENFUSZ 

 
 

HAROLD MATTHEWS CUP 
 

David ADAMS 
Michael ADAMS 
Jason ANDERSON 
Jason AUSTIN 
Colin BALLARD (2) 
Paul BELL 
Brett BENTLEY 
Karl BOOTHROYD 
Jake BRIDGE 
David BROUGHTON 
Adam BROWN 
Justin BRUBAKER 
Aaron BRUCE 
Shaun BRUCE 
Tim BRYANT 
Mathew BUCKLEY 
Ryan CARR (2) 
Paul CASSEL 
Mark CHANDLER 

Shaun CRAWLEY 
Brayden DAVIES 
Craig DAVIES 
Harrison DAY 
Andrew DEBRECZENI (2) 
Brett DENFORD 
Jake DENFORD 
Peter DOEPEL 
Luke DODGE 
Scott DUDMAN 
(Endeavour Cup) 
Cameron DUNSTAN 
Paul DWYER 
Andrew FERGUSON 
Darren FINDLAY 
Scott FLEMING 
Darren FOGARTY 
Mark FOSTER 
Andrew FRASER 

John GARDNER 
Adam GARVEY (2) 
Timothy GIBSON 
David GRAINGER 
Peter GREEN 
Warren GREEN 
Adam GOODE 
Markham HANDCOCK 
Michael HART 
Mitchell HEALEY 
Andrew HICK 
Jason HODSDON 
Glenn HOLDEN 
Dean HOOD 
Dane HUNT 
Ryan JENKINS 
Andrew JOHNSTON (2) 
Dale JOHNSTON 
Timothy KEARNEY 

 
 
           * Awarded 2010 



 

HAROLD MATTHEWS CUP (Cont.) 
 

Robert KEARNS 
Mark KEEGAN 
Dean KEMBER 
Adam KNIGHT 
Peter KNOWLES 
Ryan LEARY-SMITH (2) 
Timothy LEESE 
Brett LEVINGS 
Brett LONGVILLE 
Dean LONGVILLE 
Mark McKERNAN 
Garry McKINNON 
Paul MAGUIRE 
Ryan MILES 
Michael MORRIS 
Murray MORRISON 
Scott MURPHY 

Adam NAPPER 
Cameron NAPPER 
Jordon NEATE 
Glenn NELSON 
Mitchell NEYLAN (2) 
Daniel NEWTON 
Gavin NICHOLSON 
Jason OATES (2) 
Dean O'BRYAN 
David O'DONNELL 
Matthew O'DONNELL (2) 
Peter O'DONNELL 
Chris O‟REILLY (2) 
Matthew PALLISTER 
Danny PERKINS 
Michael PORTER 
Zach ROGERS 

Jason SMITH 
Mark STEWART 
Brad STREETING 
Mitchell STUART (2) 
Ryan STUART 
David SULLIVAN 
Jeremy THOMPSON 
Cameron TOPHAM 
Toby TOPHAM 
Luke TOWNSEND (2) 
Wade VAN GEMERT 
Jarryd WARD (2) 
Larry WARNER 
(Endeavour Cup) 
Ken WARREN 
Darren ZIEGENFUSZ 
Markus ZUSAK 

 
 

NSW UNDER 18’s 
 

  Ryan CARR 
 
 

MAL MENINGA CUP 
 

Colin BEST 

 
 

TERRY LAMB CUP 

 
Mark McKERNAN Mark STEWART 

 
 
 

     * Awarded 2010 

 



 

NATIONAL UNDER 20’s competition was started in 2008 as an under 20‟s age group.  It 
follows the 1st Grade competition draw. 
 
PRESIDENTS CUP was under 19 years (1975, 76 and 77).  Prior to 1975 and after 1977 
the competition was under 21 years.  It was discontinued in 1987. 
 
JERSEY FLEGG CUP was under 17 years (1975, 76 and 77).  Prior to 1975 and until 
1984 it was under 18 years.  In 1985 it was changed to under 19 years.  In 1997 it was 
changed to under 20.  It was discontinued in 2007. 
 
S. G. BALL CUP was under 15 years prior to 1978 when it took over from the Oatley 
Shield.  From 1979 to 1985 it was under 16 years.  In 1986 it was changed to under 17 
years.  In 1997 it was changed to under 18. 
 
HAROLD MATTHEWS CUP was an under 14 K.O. competition having taken over from 
the Endeavour Cup.  In 1985 it was a 'round robin' carnival.  1986 to 1996 & 2003 under 
15 years.  1997 to 2002 & 2004 onwards under 16 years. 
 
MAL MENINGA CUP formed by the Super League in 1997 (for that year only) and was an 
under 19 competition. 
 
TERRY LAMB CUP formed by the Super League in 1997 (for that year only) and was an 
under 17 competition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Internet 
 

Did you know that the Dragons have a website ? 
 
The site contains a host of interesting information including the Club‟s history, coming 
events, links to the Junior League weekly results, all Player statistics including games, 
tries, goals, awards etc since 1968. 

 
http://www.engadinedragons.com.au 

 
Once again the Dragons will be distributing the Club Newsletters by email next season. To 
register on the mailing list or to update your details please visit the website and click on the 
“Signup for our Newsletter” icon. If you currently receive the Newsletters you will not need 
to re-register next season. 
 

http://www.engadinedragons.com.au/


 

    400 MATCH AWARD 
 
 Peter GREEN 
 
 
 300 MATCH AWARD 

 
Daniel CHAPMAN Steve JOHNSTON Drew LEVIN 
Aaron PALMER Simon PARSONS 
 

 
    250 MATCH AWARD 

 
Matthew CHAPMAN Trent CROFT Brett FLEMING 
Tye FLEMING Kurt GILLIES Peter HAMMOND 
Andrew JOHNSTON Dean LONGVILLE Adam LYNCH 
Mitch NEYLAN* Mark NOAKES Glenn O'LEARY 
 
 
 200 MATCH AWARD 
 
Colin BALLARD 
Colin BEAK 
Paul BELL 
Nathan BILLSBOROUGH 
Scott BILLSBOROUGH 
Glenn BLOOR 
Troy BRINKWORTH 
Nathan BULLOCK 
Shane CHAPMAN 
Steven COUGHLAN 
Blake COUSEMACKER 
Drew COUSEMACKER 
Sean CRAWLEY 
Craig DAVIES 
Mark DODGE 
Paul DWYER 
Kenneth EBB 
Steven EBB 
Mark ELDER 
Ash FRASER 

Adam GARVEY 
Paul GILBERT 
Adam GRANT 
Kevin GREEN 
Wayne HALL 
Markham HANDCOCK 
Nathan HARRIS 
Brett HEADLEY 
Mitch HEALEY 
Lincoln HUNT 
Robert KEMP 
David KIDD 
Matthew KNIGGE 
Brett LONGVILLE 
Adam LYNCH 
Denis MARSH* 
Mark McGAW 
Michael McSTAY 
Murray MORRISON 
Scott NANCARROW* 

Glenn NELSON 
Adam NAPPER 
Cameron NAPPER 
Aaron PALMER 
Simon PARSONS 
Michael PORTER 
Alan REA 
Tony REA 
Dean SHIPWAY 
Daniel SMITH 
Mark STEWART* 
Mitchell STUART 
Ben TANNER 
Wayne TURNER 
Scott VITELLI 
Larry WARNER 
Phillip WARNER 
Mark WATCHORN 
Markus ZUSAK 

 
 
    150 MATCH AWARD 

 
Hayden AIREY 
Clint ALLEN 

Barry ARKLEY 
Corey ASTON 

Brian BALLARD 
Chad BEATTIE 

 
 

       * Awarded 2010 



 

    150 MATCH AWARD (Cont.) 
 
Glenn BLOOR 
Evan BRUNTON 
Leigh CAPEL 
Ryan CARR 
Robert COTTON 
Thomas COTTON 
David CROFT 
Mitchell DARLINGTON 
Brayden DAVIES* 
Joshua DAVIES 
Stephen DENFORD 
Luke DODGE 
Bruce DRIES 
Adam DRANSFIELD 
Cameron DUNSTON 
Andrew FERGUSON 
Darren FINDLAY 
David FLINT 
Mitchell FLOYD 
Dane FORD 
Matt FORD 
Scott FRATER 
John GARDNER 
Braiden GARRICK* 
Matthew GILMORE 
Gary HAMMOND 
Alex HAYDEN 
David HESFORD 
Mark HESSE 
David HINE 
Michael HOOPER 
Tommy HOOPER 

Dean HOSKING 
Ken HYDE 
Dane HUNT 
Chris ISAAC 
Blake JAMES 
Matt JAMES 
Kevin JOHANSSON 
Brad JOHNSTON 
Dale JOHNSTON 
Tim KEARNEY 
Dean KEMBER 
Peter KINGSTON 
Nathan KNIGGE 
Hilton LEES 
Brett LEVINGS 
Brett LOWDER 
Blake LUCY 
Mat McKENZIE 
Logan McLINCHY 
Brett MAY 
Ryan MAY 
Ryan MILES 
Shane NEWTON 
Luke NICHOLS 
Tim NICHOLLS 
Jackson O‟DEMPSEY 
Matthew O'DONNELL 
Chris O‟REILLY 
David O'TOOLE 
Anthony PARSONS 
Michael PINK 
Liam RAPLEY 

Chad RICHMOND 
Luke RICHMOND 
Brad RING 
Cameron RING 
Stephen RING 
Travis RING 
Dean ROBINSON 
Tyson ROGERS 
Nathan ROSE 
Ben RYAN 
Kane RYAN 
Khan SALAMALIKIS 
Ryan SHERWOOD 
Steven SMITH 
Warren SMITH 
Wayne SMITH 
Todd STEWART 
Mitchell STUART 
David SULLIVAN 
Ben TANNER 
Richard TAYLOR 
Justin THORBURN 
John TOLHURST 
Luke TOWNSEND 
Kenneth WARREN 
Bradley WATTS 
Michael WESTON 
Robert WESTON 
Lee WILSON 
Rodney WOODRUFF 
Matthew WRIGHT 

 
 

    100 MATCH AWARD 
 

Grant ABSALOM 
Craig AIREY 
Nathan AIREY 
Mathew ALEWOOD 
Phillip ALLEN 
Mitchell ALLUM 
Brian ANDREWS 
Ryan ASPLIN 
Gavin ASTON 
Brett ATKIN 
Hayden AYRES 

Greg BAKER 
Robert BALDOCK 
Jason BALLARD 
Ben BARFORD* 
Stephen BEAK 
Glen BEAMES 
Grant BEAMES 
Jason BEARE 
Troy BEAUMONT 
Adrian BEDFORD 
Johnnie BEDFORD 

Kyle BEDFORD 
Christopher BELL 
Scott BELLOTTI 
Jeffrey BENNETT 
Angus BIRD 
Michael BLACK 
Chris BOLAND 
Karl BOOTHROYD 
Wayne BOUFFLER 
Daniel BRANDER 
Matthew BRANDER 

 
 

        * Awarded 2010 



 

    100 MATCH AWARD (Cont.) 
 

Adam BROWN 
Simon BROWN 
Stuart BROWNE 
Daniel BRUBAKER* 
Jack BRUBAKER 
Mitchell BRUNTON 
Bradley BYRNE 
Donovan CAMPBELL 
Craig CANNINGS 
Craig CASSEL 
Mark CHANDLER 
Darryl CHAPMAN 
Bradley CHARTERS 
Joel CHEESMAN 
Ross CLARKE 
Colin COLE 
Kevin COLE 
Laurie COLE 
Blake CONNAL 
Mick CONROY 
Paul CONSTANZO 
Jason COTTLE 
James COTTON 
Paul COTTON 
Peter CROAKER 
Lee CURTIS 
Andrew DARLINGTON 
Craig DAWSON 
Harrison DAY 
Jordan DAY 
Kenneth DENFORD 
Matthew DOVES 
Jordan DOW 
Michael DRIES 
Glenn DRYLAND 
Neil DUDMAN 
Scott DUDMAN 
Brett DUHIGG 
Bradley EBB 
Kain EBB 
Andrew EDWARDS 
Peter EDWARDS 
Scott EDWARDS 
Peter ELDER 
Connor ELLEM 

Duncan ELLEM 
James ELLIS 
Aaron ESHMAN 
Christian ESHMAN 
Michael FARRELL 
Aaron FAULKNER 
Matt FAY 
Jurra FERGUSON 
Scott FLEMING 
Luke FORBES 
Kurt FREER-McKINLEY 
Jake FROST* 
Jeremy FROST 
Michael FROST 
John FRY 
Ross FRYER 
Nathan GALE 
Grant GARRICK 
Todd GARVEY 
Wayne GEDDES 
Brett GIBBS 
Timothy GIBSON 
Gregory GILBERT 
Mark GILBERT 
Nathan GILES 
Craig GILLIES 
Andrew GILMORE 
Scott GORDON 
David GRAINGER 
Ben GREEN 
Warren GREEN 
Scott GUERIN 
Jamie HAAMI 
Troy HALL 
David HAMMOND 
Michael HAMMOND 
Troy HARPER 
Mitch HATCH 
Paul HAWKINS 
Andrew HICK 
Rodney HIRST 
Glenn HOLDEN 
Dean HOOD 
Wayne HOOD 
Robert HOST 

Barry HOWARD 
Chris HOWARD 
Daniel HOWARD 
Keith HUGHES 
Mark HUGHES 
Paul HUGHES 
Blake IBBETT* 
Mitchell IBBETT* 
Paul INGRAM 
Craig IRELAND 
Bradley JACKSON 
Andrew JAMES 
Christopher JENKINS 
Darrel JOHNSEN 
Mark JOHNSON 
Stuart JOHNSON 
Brendan JOHNSTON 
Mark KEEGAN 
Stuart KEENAN 
Nathan KENALY 
Craig KENWORTHY 
Phillip KING 
Adam KNIGHT 
Anthony KNIGHT 
Peter KNOWLES 
Ryan LAKER 
Scott LAKER 
Michael LATHAM 
Ben LEDGERWOOD 
John LEEBOLD 
Joel LEVIN 
Kieran LEVIN* 
Ryan LEVIN 
Steven LEWIS 
Andrew LONDON 
Brendon LUCK 
Gareth LUPTON 
Jamie LUPTON 
Ryan LUPTON 
Andrew McLEAN 
Justin McLEAN 
Adam McKINLEY 
Gary McKINNON 
Tyler McGLINCHY 
Barry McMANUS 

 
 

         * Awarded 2010 



 

 

    100 MATCH AWARD (Cont.) 
 

James McMAHON 
Clint McNAMARA 
Paul MAGUIRE 
Corey MARKHAM 
Ian MARSH 
Kurt MARSH 
Eathan MAY 
Grant MAY 
Kyle MAY 
Shane MAYBERRY 
Joel MAYNE 
David MEREDITH 
Ian MIDDLETON 
Craig MILLER 
Ross MORRISON 
Tom MORRISON 
Dean MORTIMER 
Jarrod MORTIMER 
Matt MUNRO 
Boyd MUNTZ 
Corey MUNTZ 
Jason MUNTZ 
Chris NELSON 
Trevor NEVILLE 
Jake NEWMAN* 
Andrew NINNES 
Joshia NOAKES* 
Jason OATES 
Shane OATES 
Glenn O'BRIEN 
David O'DONNELL 
Peter O'DONNELL 
Luke OLDFIELD 
Jason O‟REILLY 
Stephen O'TOOLE 
Ben PASTOR* 
Andrew PERRY 
Jarrod PETTIT* 
Gavin PHILLIPS 
Glen PHILLIPS 
Cameron PIPER 
Reece PIPER 
Scott PIPER 
Brett POOLE 
Michael PRICE 

Andrew PURCELL 
Benjamin QUERIN 
Jason RAPER 
Damien REES 
Brett RILEY 
Mark RING 
Mark ROBIN 
Gary ROBINSON 
Graeme ROBINSON 
Kevin ROBINSON 
Mark RODIOS 
Kieran ROGERS 
Kyle ROGERS 
Zac ROGERS 
Alan ROWLING 
Glenn RUSSELL 
Tom RYAN 
Kris SCHOFIELD 
Frank SCHREUDER 
Michael SCHREUDER 
Craig SCHWEIGHOFFER 
Kurt SCHWEIGHOFFER 
Gregory SELL 
Daniel SHEEHY 
Peter SHEPHERD 
Craig SHIRWELL 
Jimmy SHOOTER 
Steven SHOOTER 
Jeffrey SHORT 
Peter SIMPSON 
Rodney SIMPSON 
Shane SIMPSON 
Brendan SMITH 
Brendan SMITH 
Brett SMITH 
Keiran SMITH 
Mathew SMITH* 
Terry SMITH 
Morris SNEPVANGERS 
Joshua SPENCER 
Hayden SPLIT 
Rodney STAFF 
Chris STANLEY 
Robert STANTON 
Bradley STUVE 

Grant SULLIVAN 
Mark SULLIVAN 
Greg TAYLOR 
Alex TEUMA 
Thomas TEUMA 
Andrew THORNBERRY 
Ken THORNBERRY 
Craig TIMMENS 
Luke TISDELL 
Toby TOPHAM 
Anthony TOMS 
Matt TOWELL 
Craig TREHEARNE 
Luke TURNER 
Steven TURNER 
Adrian VAN DER VALK 
Scott VAN DER VALK 
Gregory VAUGHAN 
Brett VINCENT 
Gary VITELLI 
Stephen WAILES 
Mark WAKEFIELD 
Matthew WALKER 
Glenn WALTERS 
David WARD 
Jarryd WARD 
Brad WARDROBE 
Shaun WARREN 
Steven WARREN 
Michael WARTON 
Scott WAUDBY 
Billy WEBECK 
Ossie WELSH 
Craig WHEELER 
Brett WIGGINS 
Todd WIGGINS 
Glenn WILCOX 
Brett WILLIAMS 
Troy WOOD 
Trent WOODHILL 
Trent WOOLDRIDGE 
Brendon WRIGHT 
Josh WRIGHT-McKAY 
Robert ZUSAK

 
          * Awarded 2010 



 

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS 
 
Highest Point Scorers: 
 Junior: Eli FERGUSON  7Blue  152 points 
 Senior: Jordan TALOTTA  (15B)    75 points 
 
Highest Try Scorers: 
 Junior: Ryan ASTBURY  7Red    33 Tries 
 Senior: Pat CARR   A Grade   11 Tries 
 
Highest Goal Kickers: 
 Junior: Dane COURTNEY  8A    16 Goals 
 Senior: Jordan TALOTTA  15B    35 Goals 
 
Highest Scoring Team:   Best Defensive Team: 
 Junior: 8A 546 Points Junior: 6Red   90 Points 
 Senior: 15B 285 Points Senior: A Grade 205 Points 
 
The Dragons had two Players continuing in the Sharks ranks, playing in the 
National under 20‟s competition.  They are: 
 
Jake DENFORD and Adam GOODE 

 
HIGHEST POINT SCORERS IN EACH TEAM 

 
Junior (U6 – U12) 
 
6Blue Luke WALLACE 142 
6Red Taj KIDD 94 
6Green Kooper BANNISTER 92 
 Lachlan COLENSO 92 
6Yellow Kye ROBSON 60 
7Blue Eli FERGUSON 136 
7Red Ryan ASTBURY 146 
7Green Logan McKINLAY 94 
8A Harry GOLDSMITH 124 
8B Jared KIDD 82 
8C(1) Jacob KIRTON 84 
8C(2) Travis GREEN 66 
9A Jordan SYLVESTER 64 
9C Tyran CONNOR 66 
10A Jake KEARNS 32 
 Zac TOPHAM 32 
10B Curtis HUNTER 28 
10C Jack RILEY 46 
11B Josh NOAKES 74 
11C Mitchell SHEEHY 60 
12A James WAYLAND 24 
12B Kyle McCARRY 18 
 

 Senior (U13 - A Grade) 
 
14B Daniel JAMISON 48 
15B Jordan TALOTTA 75 
17A Adam THOROGOOD 62 
2nd Grade Logan McGLINCHY 44 
A Grade Jason BEARE 62 
 



 

 

HIGHEST POINT SCORERS (60 or more) 
 

Junior (U6 – U12) 
 
Eli FERGUSON (7Blue) 152 
Ryan ASTBURY (7Red) 146 
Luke WALLACE (6Blue) 142 
Harry GOLDSMITH (8A) 124 
Cynan GREY (7Blue) 110 
Kurt PEYCHERS (6Blue) 108 
Logan McKINLAY (7Green) 94 
Taj KIDD (6Red) 94 
Kooper BANNISTER (6Green) 92 
Lachlan COLENSO (6Green) 92 
Dane COURTNEY (8A) 88 
Jacob KIRTON (8C1) 84 
Sam HEALEY (8A) 82 
Jared KIDD (8B) 82 
Josh NOAKES (11B) 74 
Tyran CONNOR (9C) 74 
Harrison HOOD (6Red) 68 
Brayden ANDREWS (7Red) 68 
Cameron STEPHENS (7Red) 68 
Travis GREEN (8C2) 66 
Tyler JONES (9C) 66 
Jordan SYLVESTER (9A) 64 
Jayden HOWELL (8B) 64 
Ben METCALFE (6Red) 62 
Dane LYNCH (6Red) 60 
Kye ROBSON (6Yellow) 60 
Daniel MacDONALD (8A) 60 
Ethan PASTOR (8A) 60 
Mitchell SHEEHY (11C) 60 
 

 Senior (U13 - A Grade) 
 
Jordan TALOTTA (15B) 75 
Jason BEARE (A Grade) 62 
Adam THOROGOOD (17A) 62 
Thomas OLIVER (15B) 60 
 



 

 

 

3 SEASONS AWARDS 
 
Zac MORRELL 7Red 
Cooper NOAKES 7Blue 
Samuel TOMPSON 7Blue 
Sam HEALEY 8A 
Jackson McDONNELL 8B 
Ayden GOOD 8C(1) 
Cameron GRAINGER 8C(1) 
Dane PARSONS 8C(1) 
Billy SOLYLO 8C(1) 
Shannon ADAM 8C(2) 
Jack METCALFE 9A 
Cameron BENNETT 9C 
Tyran CONNOR 9C 
Paul McGREGOR 9C 
Jacob MIFSUD 10B 
Ryan VOZZO 10B 
Joseph AFUNGIA 10C 
Drew ASTBURY 10C 
Braedon HAUSFELD 11B 
Jack TRIPI 11B 
Kurt FULCHER 11C 
Jake HANBIDGE 11C 
Ryan HORNE 11C 
Aaron PIMM 11C 
Ryan SHERGOLD 11C 
Brock WYNES 11C 
Beven GEMMELL 12A 
Angus BROWN 12B 
Jett CHEADLE 12B 
Kyle McCARRY 12B 
Jesse McGREGOR 14B 
Dylan RAE 14B 

 

5 SEASONS AWARDS 
 
Daniel MacDONALD 8A 
Maximus O‟SHEA 8B 
Reece BELL 9A 
Jake DAY 9A 
Logan FLEMING 9A 
Nelson GILMORE 9A 
Thomas LEWIS 9A 
Luke MASON 9A 
Taylor WOOD 9A 
Ryan LANE 9C 
Jack CLISDELL 10A 
Thomas PALMER 10A 
Cory PARSONS 10A 
Kane DENNIS 10B 
Jarron ISEMONGER 10B 
Daniel PASCOE 10B 
Harrison QUERIN 10B 
Bailey FREEMAN 10C 
Brodie O‟BRIEN 11B 
Daniel PEYCHERS 11B 
Jai OSGOOD 12B 
Shannon WATTS 14B 
 



 

UNDER 6 RED 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Wayne Hood (Trainer), Renae Kidd (Manager), Adam Lynch (Co-Coach) 
Middle Row: Harrison Hood, Dane Lynch, Ben Metcalfe, Ben Driscoll 
Front Row: Lachlan Jones, Taj Kidd, Lachlan Grainger, Fletcher Johnston, Zane Kidd 
Absent: David Kidd (Co-Coach), Steve Johnston (Trainer) 

 
 
COACH:  Adam Lynch, David Kidd 
MANAGER: Renae Kidd 
TRAINERS: Wayne Hood, Steve Johnston 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Dane LYNCH 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Lachlan GRAINGER 



 

 

What a fantastic year the mighty 6 Reds had, undefeated, not a bad effort for Under 6s. 
5 of our 9 boys played their first year with the Dragons. 
 
The boys were very well behaved at training, doing everything we asked (well most of the 
time) with enthusiasm. This enthusiasm transpired to the game with each Player knowing 
their rolls and positions to take on game day. Each and every Player improved greatly as 
the year went on. There was never the same stand out Player week in week out and for 
such a young age the boys showed fantastic team work. 
 
We had a very enjoyable year watching the boys develop. A special thanks to Steve and 
Wayne for helping with the training duties, Renae‟s fantastic effort as Manager and to all 
the Parents who helped out with jersey washing and providing the fruit and treats for the 
kids. Our Parents also did our 3-2-1 points each week to ensure an even Best & Fairest. 
We hope all the boys return next year, the future looks bright for Engadine Dragons ! 
 
David and Adam. 
 
 
BEN DRISCOL:  This was Ben‟s first year. Ben did everything that was asked of him. 
When he ran the ball up and was caught he showed that he had one of the best off loads 
in the game. All the boys followed his hit ups and often his off loads resulted in tries. 
Nice effort Ben. 
 
LACHLAN GRAINGER:  Aka „pockets‟. Even if Lachlan‟s hands spent more time in his 
pockets at training than not, it didn‟t affect his game. This was Lachlan‟s second year and 
his improvement was amazing. He ran the ball with speed and confidence, even scoring 
some tries. Lachlan was never afraid of putting his body on the line, making some 
excellent tackles. You beauty Lachlan. 
 
HARRISON HOOD:  This was Harrison‟s first year but you would never have known. 
Harrison was a very strong and fast runner with speed to burn. He sure knew the way to 
the try line. Harrison was also one of our top defenders. His enthusiasm inspired the 
Team. Well done Harrison. 
 
FLETCHER JOHNSTON:  Another first timer to footy who improved out of sight. Without a 
doubt the strongest part of Fletch‟s game was his defence. He was often the first to the 
tackle otherwise he was always there to assist, a trait he must have inherited from his Dad. 
Fletch even scored some mighty tries. Good job mate. 
 
LACHLAN JONES:  One of the smallest guys in the Team, showing plenty of ticker by 
always being willing to tackle the biggest kid on the field. Easy, just jump on his back ! 
Lachlan was fast with a great side step and was able to step around a whole team to score 
many tries. Top effort Lachlan. 
 
TAJ KIDD:  Second year of footy and along with his twin brother Zane, lives and breathes 
footy. His text book tackling never stops and he is entertaining to watch. He has the ability 
to take the biggest kid over the sideline alone. A strong runner with a fluent side step 
scoring many tries this year. Top stuff buddy. 
 
 
 



 

 

ZANE KIDD:  The twin of Taj and as said, lives and breathes footy. Zane even sleeps with 
his footy. Zane scored lots of tries by running around the opposition and proved capable of 
scoring from anywhere on the field. A top tackler who doesn‟t stop, often putting his body 
on the line. Stay strong Zane. 
 
DANE LYNCH:  In his first year, Dane improved week by week. Always threatening to 
score a try, and doing so most times he touched the ball. Dane was one of our fastest 
runners who had the ability to run straight up the middle or around an entire team. He was 
always there to make the big cover defence tackle to save a try. Superb Dane. 
 
BEN METCALFE:  Ben bulked up in the off season becoming our big prop forward, 
steamrolling the opposition straight and hard with lots of pace and who knew the way to 
the try line. When Ben was often asked to stop the good player with his defence, he would 
then go and put a big „ball and all‟ hit on every player carrying the footy. 
Great effort Benny. 
 



 

UNDER 6 BLUE 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Joel Peychers (Asst. Trainer) Brendan Wallace (Trainer) 
                  Michael Peychers (Manager), Paul Williams (Coach) 
                  Jake Williams (Asst. Trainer) 
Middle Row: Jy Garvey, Luke Wallace, Kurt Peychers, Rory Cartwright 
Front Row: Chad Bonser, Jackson Chalk, Jett Hickson, Nick Freeman, Jai Williams 
Absent: Simone Peychers (Trainer) 
 
 
COACH:  Paul Williams 
MANAGER: Michael Peychers 
TRAINERS: Brendan Wallace, Simone Peychers 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Kurt PEYCHERS 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Jai WILLIAMS 



 

 

The Mighty 6 Blues had a fantastic season. 5 of last year‟s Team backed up for another 
year and we welcomed 4 brand new Players. 
 
Our season was divided into 2 halves. The first 6 games were about learning basic skills 
and having fun. As we had a mix of both experienced Players and newies, it made for a lot 
of fun come game day. We won 3 out of the first 6 games and scored 128 points for and 
128 points against. We now knew the basics so it was time to put some plays into action. 
 
The last 6 games were about putting our new skills into practice. Although the boys are still 
only 5 and 6 year olds, they managed to pull off moves such as “the Mousetrap”, “the Line-
Out”, “the Dummy Tap” and “the Fake Lineout”. To see moves that we trained for actually 
work on a Saturday was great, as well as giving us all a laugh. These boys love their footy. 
We won 5 of our last 6 games with a for of 182 and an against of only 76. 
 
I may be a little biased, but we were definitely the most improved Under 6 side in the 
District. 
 
We went into the Gala Day with the thought being, this is our last day as a Team, let‟s 
have some fun. After cruising through the pool games undefeated and listening to the 
crowd, we were suddenly the favourites. After a great start in the Semi‟s, unfortunately our 
day was cut short in the Final in a controversial game against the eventual Champions. 
 
Well it‟s the end of an era, with 5 of the boys going into the 7‟s next year. I will miss this 
Team a lot. A special thanks to all the Mums, Dads, Brothers, Sisters and Grandparents 
that cheered us on every week. It‟s great to have such good support. Thanks to Brendan, 
Jake, Peach and Joel for your assistance as Trainers and a special thanks to Mick and 
Simone who did so much for both me and the Team. 
 
 
NICK FREEMAN:  (1 Try).  Mr Consistency. This was Nick‟s second season with the 
Dragons. Nick runs like a forward straight up the middle every time. He was able to break 
the line a few times this year and made the most of his opportunities. Held his spot in 
defence and loved taking down the big guys. 
  
JET HICKSON:  (1 Try).  The Hitman. Jet‟s first season of footy. Jet loves being rough and 
tough and Rugby League is his game. Jet has a lot of strength and has no fear running 
straight into the opposition. Jet showed improvement every week and will be an asset in 
the U6‟s again next year. 
 
RORY CARTWRIGHT:  (3 Tries).  Mr Illusive. Rory backed up for his second year and his 
improvement this year was unbelievable. Rory pulled off some of the biggest tackles this 
season. Rory loves running the ball wide and he made us many metres in each and every 
game. Will be missed in the U6‟s next year. 
 
JY GARVEY:  (4 Tries, 1 Goal).  Mr Reliable. Although this is only Jy‟s second season, 
you would swear he had played for years. Jy never missed a tackle and was always one of 
the first out of the line. Jy knew his job on the footy field and did it well. 
 
CHAD BONSER:  Mr Tough. This was Chad‟s first year but you would not have known. 
Chad was involved in everything and did it with a smile. Chad took the ball up the middle 
with every hit up and never took a backwards step. 



 

 

JACKSON CHALK:  (1 Try, 2 Goals).  Mr Around the Ankles. Jacko‟s first season of footy, 
but he has the best tackling style in the comp. Jacko simply doesn‟t miss and always goes 
around the ankles. Will be a major force in the U6‟s next year. 
 
JAI WILLIAMS:  (3 Tries).  Mr Happy. Jai loves his footy. Jai is always the first off the line 
to attempt a tackle and always has a smile on his face. Next season will be Jai‟s third in 
the U6‟s and he will be hard to stop. 
 
LUKE WALLACE:  (32 Tries, 8 Goals) (Player‟s Player Award).  Mr Natural. This is Luke‟s 
first season of League yet he still managed to score 146 points for our Team. Luke saved 
as many tries as he scored and was a major asset for our Team. 
 
KURT PEYCHERS:  (22 Tries, 5 Goals).  Mr Offload. Kurt reads the game better than any 
other 6 year old. From perfectly timed runs to putting a mate through the gap for a try, Kurt 
has it all. 
 
 
Joel, Jake and Peach:  Shorter than most other Trainers. 
Brendan:  First season, ran the magic water with style. 
Simone:  A great asset to the Team. Will be missed next year. 
Mick:  Backed up for his second season, showing great improvement. 
Paul:  Charming, Handsome, Charismatic, Dynamic, Approachable. 
Parents:  A great bunch of potential Karaoke Champions. 
 
 



 

UNDER 6 GREEN 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Pat Williams (Coach), Kat Colenso (Manager) 
Middle row: Riley Newton, Lachie Colenso, Kooper Bannister, Joel Fry 
Front row: Hayden Williams, Billy Price, Fynn Williams, Jack Nisbet 
                 Michael Broadstock-Maloney 
Absent: Xavier James, Paul Wilding (Trainer) 

 
 
COACH:  Pat Williams 
MANAGER: Kat Colenso 
TRAINER:  Paul Wilding 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Kooper BANNISTER 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Joel FRY 



 

 

The 2010 Footy season: What a great year of footy from all of the boys. 
 
No matter what the result, come 10a.m. Saturday morning the boys showed everything 
that we all love in the great game of footy. The thrill of running out of the sheds and onto 
the field, the excitement of lining up against the other team, the sound of the whistle, the 
cheer from the crowd…the contest. 
 
These boys throughout the year reminded me what I liked about footy growing up, what I 
had forgotten about for many years, and as an on the field Coach I reckon I had the best 
seat in the house. The boys showed how simple footy really is, that it‟s not about anything 
else except for your mates…your footy mates. 
 
Let‟s not forget to mention some of the Team highlights from the year, that last third 
comeback in Rnd 1, the goal line defence and comeback which led to a win in the final 
third against Bosco at Anzac. You know, that win against Bosco showed how far the boys 
as a Team had come in the year. In Rnd 2 Bosco had beaten us by 30 odd points but by 
Rnd 9 the Mighty 6 Greens were not about to let that happen again…not on their home 
turf. 
 
For some of the boys this will be their last year in the Under 6‟s. Some of them I am sure 
will be going around again next year in the Under 7‟s…some of them will keep going 
through the Grades, some of them might hang up their boots sooner or later. 
 
No matter what happens in the future I will always look back on 2010 with a smile and with 
pride…pride in the boys, the Under 6 Greens, the Team, the Mighty Engadine Dragons. 
 
Patto Williams. 
 
 
RILEY NEWTON:  Riley is the sort of footy Player who‟s not interested in the flashy 
stuff…he likes to rip into it straight up the middle. He was always there to help out his 
teammates in defence and made countless crucial tackles and hard runs up the middle 
during the season. Great games throughout the season, however the best game of the 
year by far was in our win against Bosco. Keep at it Riley every team needs Players like 
you in the engine room. 
 
LACHLAN COLENSO:  To say Lachlan likes his footy would be a lie…he loves it. All 
season he tackled hard, ran hard and scored a bag of tries in the process. I lost count of 
the amount of times Lachlan broke the line or set up another one of the boys…I also lost 
count of the amount of times he made 2-3 tackles in a row or tackled a kid in the clear. 
Best game of the year was in the win against Bosco in Rnd 9…made a crucial tackle in the 
last third and scored the final two tries. 
 
KOOPER BANNISTER:  What a year for Kooper. Not sure how many tries this kid scored 
because I think we all lost count after a few rounds, I am sure his Parents know because 
he kept telling me how much money he was gonna get after each try. Seriously however, 
when Kooper wasn‟t scoring tries he was saving them. Best game of the year was vs 
Gymea where he made countless try saving tackles and scored 6 himself. 
 
 
 



 

 

JOEL FRY:  Natural at dummy half. Joel loves everything about footy…and from about the 
mid point in the season when he took over the role of controlling the ruck we really started 
looking like a footy team. Always encouraging his teammates and waiting for the right 
moment to make the most of the opportunities for the Team. I have also got to say that 
when you looked at this kid after a game of footy you knew he had been in there up to his 
eyeballs…making tackles, pin point passing skills, making conversions and scoring tries. 
 
XAVIER JAMES:  Xavier had a great first year playing footy…from his first run at training 
when he pulled out the big „don‟t argue‟ from his kit bag you could tell he was gonna be a 
good fit. The year just got better for Xavier, making line breaks consistently led to his first 
try…it was only going to be a matter of time...he is going to get a bag of them for sure next 
year. Outstanding defence during the matches on the Gala Day. 
 
HAYDEN WILLIAMS:  Hayden or „H‟ was another kid who had a great first year playing 
footy…for one of the smallest kids on the park each week he showed that size doesn‟t 
matter as long as you‟re willing to have a go and have fun doing it. Scored his first try in 
the final game of the year out of dummy half. 
 
BILLY PRICE:  Billy is one of those kids with a natural ability to side step and get around 
his opposition. Scored one of the best tries of the season vs Bosco in round 2 when he 
stepped his way through almost the whole Bosco team. Also worth mentioning that he 
owns the prize for the „Falcon‟ of the year…great year Billy. 
 
FYNN WILLIAMS:  What else can be said about Fynn other than that he was one of the 
definite characters in the Team. Loved nothing more than helping out to make his 3 tackles 
in the first term and then get into the swing of making everyone laugh. Memorable 
moments out on the field included „the seagull‟, „the robot‟, or the time he ran from the field 
when the Manager threatened to kiss him if he didn‟t make another tackle. 
 
JACK NISBET:  Jack without a doubt made a couple of the biggest tackles of the 
season…I even felt my bones jarring on a couple of them. When he wasn‟t making the 
tackle he was piling on the pressure by rushing out of the line and forcing the opposition 
into mistakes. Best game of the year you could tell that he turned up ready to play…I think 
the Mohawk he had that morning gave it away. 
 
MICHAEL BROADSTOCK-MALONEY:  This kid loves having the ball in his hands and 
when he doesn‟t…well he just loves making everyone laugh. From his first line break 
through the middle of the ruck early in the year to his last down the sideline towards the 
end, he kept showing that when he has the ball he is a good kid to watch…also does 
everything with a smile on his face. 
 



 

 

UNDER 6 YELLOW 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Ross Davidson (Trainer), Michelle Isemonger ( Manager) 
                  Ben Isemonger ( Coach) 
Middle Row: Jarrod Horton, Charlie Te Hira, Flynn Dante, Kye Robson, Jake Gunn 
Front Row: Blake Isemonger, Ryan Davidson, Beau Wallace, Brayden Wallace 
                   Kane Bowron 

 
 
COACH:  Ben Isemonger 
MANAGER: Michelle Isemonger 
TRAINER:  Ross Davidson 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Kye ROBSON 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Kane BOWRON 
 



 

 

This year we had a great year with the kids having lots of fun. One thing we tried to 
achieve, was that all the kids had a great time and came off the field each week with a big 
smile on their faces, be it if they won or lost. I think we succeeded in doing that.  
 
To start the year off we had only 2 kids that had played football before. By the end of the 
year, what a Team we had. 
 
We had a few bustling runners of the ball this year. 
 
BEAU WALLACE “the Flash”, KYE ROBSON “Soward”, and FLYNN DANTE “Bones” all 
kept the defence second guessing at all times. 
 
CHARLIE TE HIRA “the Hitman” and his side kick BLAKE ISEMONGER “the Breaker”, 
followed by RYAN DAVIDSON “Corned Beef” busted up the middle every time they were 
asked to. 
 
JACOB GUNN “the Superboot” knew how to put a goal over the posts. 
 
In defence the opposition were always cut down by BRAYDON WALLACE “the Chopper”. 
 
JARROD HORTON “the Haunter” would always pop up when you needed him. 
 
KANE BOWRON “boot laces” roughed them up around the ruck, always with a big smile ! 
 
We finished the year off with the Gala Day and the boys did us proud. They made it to the 
Semi Final and just missed out on getting through to the Final. 
 
What an excellent year boys. You should be proud of yourselves for being such a great 
bunch of kids. 
 
See you all next year. 
 
Ben, Michelle and Ross. 

 



 

 

UNDER 7 RED 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Aaron Palmer (Trainer), Dale Morrell (Coach), Andrew King (Manager) 
Middle Row: Cameron Stephens, Max Pettit, Bailey King 
Front Row: Jake Bonser, Brayden Andrews, Zac Morrell, Ryan Astbury, Tyler Coldwell 
Absent: Kurt Fraser 

 
 
COACH:  Dale Morrell 
MANAGER: Andrew King 
TRAINER : Aaron Palmer 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Cameron STEPHENS 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Kurt FRASER 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Sunshine Real Estate 



 

 

What a fantastic season our Team had for 2010. We were lucky enough to have a group of 
Players with a great mix of skills. 
 
Throughout the season the boys trained really well, and took advantage of the experience 
that both Dale (our Coach) and Aaron (our Trainer) have. 
 
Later in the season we all saw the Team work together really well and play some fantastic 
football, notching up quite a few wins. When it came time for Dale and Aaron to be 
restrained to the side line we all realised that throughout the year the boys really had been 
listening and we saw a Team out on the field spread out and working together in both 
attack and defence. 
 
Thank you to all Parents that helped out throughout the season and also to Kathryn and 
Andrew for managing the Team. 
 
Special thanks to Dale and Aaron for all of your time and effort with what is a great bunch 
of kids. 
 
Boys you should all be very proud of yourselves. 
 
 
CAMERON STEPHENS:  What a great all round Player, Cameron, I think some of the 
opposition are still hurting from your hard tackles, you gave 100% every game and scored 
some impressive tries, good luck next season. 
 
MAX PETTIT:  Proved to be an outstanding Player, Max you really took on board 
everything we talked about at training and implemented it well. With Max‟s tireless effort‟s 
and positive attitude he was an important asset to our Team. 
 
BAILEY KING:  For his second season Bailey stepped up to the plate and made some 
fantastic strong runs and tackles. Bailey you came sooo close to scoring so many times, 
best of luck next season. 
 
ZAC MORRELL:  What a great motivator of the Team, whenever you were out on the field 
you were always helping to keep the Team in order and focused. Every time Zac got the 
ball we saw a hard straight run at the opposition, well done. 
 
RYAN ASTBURY:  For his second season, we saw Ryan always giving 100%, with his 
speed and agility he wreaked havoc on the opposition‟s defensive line and came up with 
impressive results each game. Can‟t wait to see what next year brings. 
 
TYLER COLDWELL:  Consistently enthusiastic and put in a lot of effort all season, always 
listened well to his Coach, Trainer and teammates. Tyler improved well throughout the 
season with some great strong runs and was always there to back up his teammates. Look 
forward to seeing you next year. 
 
JAKE BONSER:  “Don‟t judge a book by its cover”, one of our smaller Team Members, 
Jake you play a hard brand of football. The courage you show on the field in defence and 
attack is to be commended. Well done mate see you next season. 
 



 

 

BRAYDEN ANDREWS:  An entertaining Player to watch, another one of our fast and agile 
Team Players, more often than not managed to find himself over the try line. Brayden you 
play with passion and enthusiasm every game and I am sure you will have even more to 
offer next season. 
 
KURT FRASER:  From being a little unsure early in the season his confidence grew as did 
his skills on the field, he made some good strong runs and defended well. Kurt you will be 
a good asset to your Team next season, look forward to seeing you play. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 7 BLUE 
CALTEX PLATE SEMI FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Jim Grey (Asst. Coach), Andrew Ferguson (Coach) 
Middle Row: Samuel Tompson, Thomas Shepherd, Luke Davoren, Brynn Magson 
Front Row: Cynan Grey, Cooper Duffy, Eli Ferguson, Cooper Noakes, Ben Martyn 
Absent: Natasha Magson (Manager), Paul Duffy (Trainer) 
 
COACH:  Andrew Ferguson, Jim Grey (Asst) 
MANAGER: Natasha Magson 
TRAINER:  Paul Duffy 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Eli FERGUSON 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Cooper NOAKES 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Transpacific Waste Services 



 

 

2010 was a great year for the 7 Blues. We had lots of boys who demonstrated skill and 
ability coming up from the U6‟s, so it was a challenge to blend and mould them all 
together. 
 
What a phenomenal year, all the boys were amazing, as were the Parents. We had lots of 
support, fun, friendship and great footy games. We only lost 1 game all season by 2 points 
and the boys played their little hearts out week after week. They became more like a little 
family than just a Team, showing wonderful support and encouragement for each other. 
 
Sportsmanship is a big thing for me, it‟s not just about winning, and every single one of 
these boys impressed me with their wonderful attitudes and sportsmanship. Engadine 
Dragons should be very proud of having such wonderful kids playing football for them. As I 
have been saying for the past couple of years, with boys like these the future of the 
Dragons is looking good. 
 
See you all next year in the U8‟s. 
 
Fergo. 
 
 
LUKE DAVERON:  My big bopper, Luke was a Player who improved steadily during the 
year. A great attacking Player with one of the best fends for his age, Luke really found his 
place scoring tries for the Team. Luke always ran with a huge stride and got us out of our 
end on many occasions. A great year Luke, well done. 
 
COOPER DUFFY:  Cooper “DUFF” stepped up this year to take on a real leadership 
position within the Team. My dummy half and cover defender, Cooper was always a 
reliable Player. Cooper even had a new move named after him, the “Duffy Dummy”, which 
he scored many tries from. Well done to Cooper, awesome year. 
 
ELI FERGUSON:  Eli was always reliable guiding the boys around the park, but also 
knowing the right time to take on the line and picking the gaps. Eli was surrounded by 
some outstanding Players this year who challenged his skill and ability. Eli had to work 
very hard which he did. He was reliable and hardworking. Another outstanding year. Eli 
was voted by all the Parents as the Best & Fairest Player in 2010 and this shows the 
calibre and quality of the Player that he is. He is a real Player of the future. 
 
CYNAN GREY:  Cynan was always a reliable defensive Player, and very rarely let the 
opposition get around him. Cynan‟s running style and explosive speed, and his back and 
forward weaving, made him a handful for every opposition. His ability to bamboozle the 
opposition, creating a gap to go through was uncanny and 99% of the time led to a try. 
Awesome effort Cynan. 
 
BRYNN MAGSON:  Brynn improved as the year progressed, culminating in a full length of 
the field run and try in the last game. The thing that impressed me the most about Brynn is 
his leadership in defence, always the first one up out of the line, putting the opposition on 
the back foot. Brynn is a natural leader and likes to talk to the boys, showing great 
enthusiasm. With more confidence Brynn will be a footballer to watch. Well done Brynn. 
 
 
 



 

 

BEN MARTYN:  Ben always tried hard and worked his butt off. Ben showed great 
improvement during the season. He is an enthusiastic Player, both on the field and at 
training. In fact, Ben was the hardest trainer out of the whole Team, and this would have 
contributed to his improvement during the year. Ben was a great teammate for the boys 
Well done Ben. 
 
COOPER NOAKES:  Cooper “NOAKSEY”  is a very quiet achiever. One of the best 
defenders not just from our Team, but from all the teams we played, Cooper always gave 
150%. He was always reliable and strong in his game. A huge asset to the Team, Cooper 
was bringing boys twice his size down week after week, displaying an excellent defensive 
technique. Cooper is a Player of the future to watch. Cooper has been awarded the 
Encouragement Award for coming Best and Fairest Runner-Up as voted by the Parents. 
This demonstrates Cooper‟s ability and performance week in and week out. 
 
THOMAS SHEPHERD:  Tom was another quiet achiever, who didn‟t say much but thought 
about it a lot, and showed great improvement over the year in both attack and defence.  
Most impressive was Tom‟s straight, hard running and with this running came tries. Tom 
never backed down from running directly into the opposition, showing guts and 
determination. Well done Tom. 
 
SAMUEL TOMPSON:  Sam was another quiet achiever who let his game do the talking.  
Sam worked his way during the year to becoming one of the best Players in the Team, 
with a great step and an offload which led to a number of tries being scored. On his day, 
Sam was also one of the best defenders in the Team. A real Team Player and a strong all-
rounder, Sam is another one to watch. Well done Sam. 

 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 7 GREEN 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Scott Hanlon (Coach), Robert George (Trainer), Kirrily Hanlon (Manager) 
Middle Row: Mitchell George, Owen Williams 
Front Row: Aaron Hanlon, Drew Lane, Logan McKinlay, Samuel Hughes, Ty Parkes 

 
 
COACH:  Scott Hanlon 
MANAGER: Kirrily Hanlon 
TRAINER:  Robert George 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Logan McKINLAY 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Owen WILLIAMS 



 

 

What a tremendous effort from all the boys this year with most of the Team playing their 
first season of footy and this as my first year of coaching. 
 
Before the first training session even began we lost one of our boys to a broken arm which 
left us short for the season. Thank you to the boys who filled in for us from the 7 Reds and 
the Under 6 teams. That being said our U7 Greens held their own when we were playing 
short. There were some pretty tough games when the boys had to put in that extra effort 
and play hard, without a break. And they all did. 
 
The stand out game for me was against De La Salle who gave us a touch up in the first 
round but we came back and beat them in the return match - much to their disgust. 
 
I enjoyed my first year of coaching. You are all a fantastic group of boys, just learn to 
spread out. 
 
A big thanks to Rob for running the water and looking after the many disappearing kicking 
tees, and to Nicole who filled in for our Manager Kirrily when she had other sporting 
commitments. 
 
 
LOGAN McKINLAY:  “The Hitman”. Wow what an awesome first year, this kid is going 
places. Our main try scorer, there was not a game that he didn‟t crash through the 
opposition defence on his way to a try. His defence was as rock solid as his nickname 
“The Hitman” implies. Great season Logan and good luck in the U8‟s next year. 
 
TY PARKES:  “The Axe”. Not many opposition players got past Ty this year. He was 
always ready to chase them down. Ty loved playing Fullback. His speed was also an asset 
in attack. A game I remember was against the Colts where Ty was a stand out in attack 
and defence earning him Man of the Match for the 3rd time. A great year Ty, looking 
forward to seeing you next season. 
 
SAMUEL HUGHES:  “The Smiling Assassin”. As the name implies, Samuel is always a 
happy go lucky kid and a great asset to the Team. Even when taking a huge hit from the 
opposition, he came up smiling. Great defence this year Sammy, with some nice stepping 
runs up the middle of the ruck. Samuel was a pleasure to coach. Keep trying mate, you will 
get there. 
 
MITCHELL GEORGE:  “The Bull”. Our brilliant dummy half who always gave good service 
to his first receivers. Also making some great runs from dummy half crashing over for his 
first try against Yarrawarrah Tigers in a game which we won. With Mitch‟s size, once he 
gets his confidence he will be an awesome asset to any football team. 
 
AARON HANLON:  “Braveheart”. Not blessed with speed but makes up for it with a big 
heart. Aaron copped some big hits early on in the year but he always got up, dusted 
himself off and played the ball. Never one to shy away from a tackle, Aaron just needs to 
remember to run forward and to use the palm. Good season little mate, you tried your best 
and I am very proud of you. 
 
 
 



 

 

DREW LANE:  “Slingshot”. Some of Drew‟s defence this year was outstanding. Grabbing 
the opposing teams‟ jerseys and slinging them to the ground, saving many a try. In attack 
with a sensational palm, at times managing to sprint away only to be stopped short of the 
try line. One of the more experienced Players in the Team, Drew was always happy to give 
advice and help his teammates. Hope to see you again next year. 
 
OWEN WILLIAMS:  “The Ox”. Owen made some hard yards through the centre of the 
ruck, with at times 2 or 3 players hanging off him but still his legs kept pumping. This kid 
had a sensational end to the season and we really missed him in the last two games, 
especially in defence. Owen just kept getting better and better as the year went on, and I 
can see he will only improve further next year. Great season buddy keep up the good 
work. 
 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 8A 
SPUD CUP RUNNERS UP 

GRAND FINALISTS 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Dean Hosking (Coach), Ty Courtney (Trainer) 
Middle Row: Sam Healey, Blake Hosking, Daniel MacDonald, Harry Goldsmith 
Front Row: Steven Green, Ethan Pastor, Harrison Noakes, Dane Courtney 
                   Jayden Leplaw 
Absent: Nicki Leplaw (Manager) 

 
 
COACH:  Dean Hosking 
MANAGER: Nicki Leplaw 
TRAINER:  Tyron Courtney 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Ethan PASTOR 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Sam HEALEY 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Ralpet Plastics 



 

 

Well done to the boys, first year of grading and making the A Division side. That is an 
awesome effort in itself. 
 
This season turned out to be a successful one….just falling short at the last hurdle twice !! 
We have to learn that when we have a tough game we need to ALL defend and not just 
leave it up to a couple to do the tackling. If we all tackle then we will make that last hurdle. 
With other team‟s coaches approaching me saying “What a well structured team we are”, 
that made me a very proud and excited Coach. 
 
It was a pleasure to coach this Team from training to the games it was just lots of fun and 
laughs. 
 
Boys be very proud of your year because I am !  We set a game plan each week and the 
Team executed it to the letter. The way you carry yourselves on and off the field is a credit 
to you all. 
 
I would like to thank all the Parents for all the help this season. Ty our Trainer, Al the 
reports man, Nicki our Manager, and everyone that helped out at training & duties. 
 
See you all next year, I hope. 
 
Dean. 
 
 
STEVEN GREEN:  The first of our little men. What he gives away in size he makes up in 
heart. It‟s a big man‟s game and you had your hands full trying to contain them in the 
forwards but to your credit you never stopped trying. The ability to drift, draw and pass will 
be the platform of your game in the future. Highlight was the finals where we were treated 
to some of the best long-range pinpoint passes of the year. 
 
JAYDEN LEPLAW:  Our second pint sized pocket rocket. You showed us glimpses of 
brilliance throughout the year. Blindingly fast in open spaces combined with a good step, 
and deceptively strong in spinning out of tackles. Whilst not naturally an aggressive Player, 
he would fire up whenever he got a little extra attention from the opposition. Highlight was 
scoring 4 tries on his Birthday. 
 
HARRISON NOAKES:  The Smiling Assassin. When focused you are a great runner of 
the ball, and when your timing is on your hit-ups are picture perfect. Your step is more of a 
smooth swerve, and it has carved up the opposition many times. At times a lack of self 
preservation has provided some memorable collisions in both attack and defence. 
Highlight was your carve up try against Como in Rnd 6. 
 
BLAKE HOSKING:  Cool and reliable under pressure. Not a textbook tackler, but an 
effective defender who used his strength to wrap up the opposition and drive them down 
hard. With the ability to break the line from a standing start, you have the potential to be 
one of the hardest runners in the comp if you work hard on getting your timing right. 
Highlight was your two tries in the Grand Final. 
 
 
 



 

 

DANE COURTNEY:  A great understanding of the game is your gift. Combined with 
natural speed and good tackling technique, you‟re a well rounded Player and you played a 
big part in our defence. The expectancy to deliver can sometimes take its toll on you, but 
with maturity you will learn to use it to your advantage. You were also our second best 
kicker and try scorer. Highlight was some great try saving tackles, and being given a job 
and taking control. 
 
DANIEL MacDONALD:  The biggest kicker of the ball, and our top goal scorer for the 
year. Arguably the Player with the most untapped potential. When he switches on and 
goes from little steps to big strides, he is too big and too strong. Needs to summon his 
primal instincts and use his biggest asset, which is his size. Work on this and your tackling 
technique (your Dad has got some good ideas for this) and you will go far on a bigger field 
next year. Highlight was your massive hard running in the Semi‟s gaining lots of great 
metres. 
 
SAM HEALEY:  He has the football gene and it shows. A great open play runner who can 
find gaps or make them appear with his unorthodox stepping style. You can tackle, and 
more involvement in this area will help improve your game. Don‟t let the pressure to play 
well get to you. Your ability to make big metres was a big part of our go forward this year. 
Highlight was beating your schoolmates from Bosco. 
 
HARRY GOLDSMITH:  Has come a long way from just being a speed machine. He can 
score from anywhere and his speed is his weapon. This year he has worked hard on 
improving his defence and is now on his way to becoming a complete footballer. Learning 
to take a few knocks has been the key. Our top try scorer for this year and towards the 
Finals you also saved a bunch of them. Highlight was scoring 5 tries in the Final. Should 
have been 7 ! 
 
ETHAN PASTOR:  A tackling machine with a big heart. Led the charge at the start of the 
year by running onto the ball hard and the rest followed from there. His defensive game is 
his strength and his work rate became a close second. Needs to learn to draw on more 
than just natural ability to reach his full potential. You were our best defender. Highlight 
was finding out that Cronulla-Caringbah‟s plan of attack in the Finals was NOT to run at 
you. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 8B 
GRAND FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Wayne Smith (Trainer), Judd O‟Shea (Coach), David Kidd (Trainer) 
                   Renae Kidd (Manager) 
Middle Row: Heath Luck, Jake Hunter, Jayden Howell 
Front Row: Josh Smith, Lachlan Munro, Jared Kidd, Jackson McDonnell, Maximus O‟Shea 
Absent: Lachlan Frost, Sinae Samuels 

 
 
COACH:  Judd O‟Shea 
MANAGER: Renae Kidd 
TRAINERS: Wayne Smith, David Kidd 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Josh SMITH 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Maximus O‟SHEA 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: BNL Bricklaying 



 

 

Well where do I start?  This year was by far the most rewarding year to date for me as an 
adult and as a Coach. I have said over the years two things about Rugby League and my 
career: 
 
1 - If you make the GF and lose you may as well have come last; 
2 - I don‟t like coaching young kids in competition. 
 
Well how wrong could I be?  Just to make the Semi‟s and watch the kids perform to the 
point of being part of the top two Teams, hitting it out to play in the GF was the best 
experience I have had so far as a Coach. It was so different from being a Player and I am 
so proud of the boys this year. On a different day who knows what could have happened. 
 
Me, I know we won and that‟s it.  We lost one of our best the night before the GF to swine 
flu, and thanks to God he is home and well. Love ya “Heathy”. We lost if not our best strike 
weapon the day of the GF and we had a Player sent off with 9 minutes to go. We were 
winning 6 nil with 4 minutes to go and the boys with all of that against them only go down 
6-12.  Our boys are winners. 
 
They can hold their heads up and be proud of their year as I hold mine up and I will never 
forget this year. Thank you all so much for the opportunity to teach our boys about this 
great game. Let‟s come back next year and take it home. 
 
A big thank you to Renae Kidd who through her pregnancy did a fantastic job as Manager. 
I think everyone would agree that the year went far smoother with her as our boss. Also to 
Wayne, (Steven the man child) Smith, and David Kidd. Thank you very much and to all of 
the Parents. 
 
As usual I am happy to eat my words on 2 things: 
 
1 - Just making the GF is such a great achievement and a wonderful experience and 
should not be taken lightly; 
2 - Competition is healthy for children...it is the adults who find it hard. 
 
Thank you to the Engadine Dragons for allowing me to coach again this year. Sorry we fell 
1 short but we won. Our boys are proud of themselves and so they should be. It has been 
a pleasure coaching this year and very humbling to lose a GF. Losing is not a bad thing. It 
sucks big time, but it‟s not all that matters. These boys have strong friendships that I hope 
will last well into their High School years and far beyond. 
 
Judd O’Shea - Happy Coach. 
 
 
JAYDEN HOWELL:  Jayden is a big strong kid with heaps of aggression. When he learns 
to direct that aggression at the other team he will be very hard to stop. He progressed 
throughout the year to finish in the top try scorers, well done Jaydo. If you realise your 
potential who knows what you could achieve. 
 
LACHLAN MUNRO:  Munro, Munro, Munro...sounds like training LOL. He is such a 
talented kid. He can run, tackle, pass, he can do it all. When he concentrates he is 
unstoppable. I think Munro, you have a bright future whether it‟s modelling or Rugby 
League. It was a pleasure getting to know you this year mate. 



 

 

JAKE HUNTER:  Jake Hunter has the ability to dominate a game which he showed in the 
GF. He is strong and rangy, i.e. and hard to stop. Well done this year, the last game just 
tipped off your season. The Clive Churchill medal for the GF just proves what you are 
capable of in the big games. 
 
SINAE SAMUELS:  Big Sinae. He is a man mountain and at just 8 years old he tips the 
scales at 65KG. I am looking forward to seeing him play next year, I really think that when 
he realises he can crush people he will. 
 
JACKSON McDONNEL:  Jacko is by far the most talented kid going around. His initial 
speed is devastating and boy can he tackle. He is great to watch and the more he matures 
the better he is going to get. Jacko, on his day, can be the best on field. I would like to see 
more of it next year. 
 
LACHLAN FROST:  Well the year ended too early for Frosty. His start to the year was a 
little slow but by the end of the season he played two „man of the match‟ games and 
scored his meat pie. If he starts next season the way he finished this one I feel sorry for 
the opposition. He is big and strong and can punish the opposition with his attack. 
 
HEATH LUCK:  Heathy is big, super strong and rugby league is his game. He is your 
typical work horse forward. Heath has a bright future in this game if he wants it. Heath is a 
pleasure to be around and great to coach. Well done this year mate. 
 
JARED KIDD:  From the start of this season to the end Jared has come so far. Jazza‟s 
defence has gone from average to being one of our safest defenders. As for his attack, 
well the leading try scorer says it all. He was just pipped at the post by 2 points for the 
Best & Fairest Runner-Up Award and let me say that that Award would have been justified 
in his trophy cabinet this year. Just as good is the Players Game Trophy which he gets to 
keep and he thoroughly deserves it as well. 
 
MAXIMUS O’SHEA:  Maxo has really stepped up this year. At training, he always does 
what is asked of him and on the field he unselfishly plays dummy half every game. Let me 
say that when he is not on the field the Team really misses his direction. He shows great 
leadership and maturity far beyond his 8 years. Max has been voted by the Parents as the 
Best & Fairest Runner-Up for 2010 and I am so very proud of him. Well done Maxo, and it 
goes to show that consistency doesn‟t go unnoticed. 
 
JOSHUA SMITH:  (the mighty midget). Joshy is one of 3 or 4 midgies in our Team but by 
far he has the world‟s biggest heart. Not only is he a kind and generous boy, he fears 
nothing. There is a video of him jumping from a 20 or 30 foot bridge which just goes to 
prove it. He is our Best & Fairest Player. Now, best yes, but our kids play as a team. 
Fairest, absolutely. He is first receiver and directs the play. He is the best defender in all of 
Rugby League. He is bigger than Arnie, stronger than the Hulk and such a valued member 
of our Team. Well done Joshy you thoroughly deserved the Best & Fairest Award this 
year. If anyone got to see this kid tackle you would have witnessed a true natural. You 
can‟t teach the talent he has. Josh and Max work so well together and were a big part of 
us going as well as we did. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 8C1 
SEMI FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Jason Dickey (Coach), Nathan Titmus (Manager) 
Middle Row: Hamish Jacka, Samuel Dickey, Blake O'Hara, Jacob Kirton, Lee Cheadle 
Front Row: Billy Solylo, Cameron Grainger, Ayden Good, Dane Parsons, Brodie Stevens 
Absent:      (Trainer) 

 
 
COACH:  Jason Dickey 
MANAGER: Nathan Titmus 
TRAINER:  Simon Parsons 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Dane PARSONS 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Billy SOLYLO 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Sparkle Pools & Spas 



 

 

What a great season from all the Team this year. 
 
It was a fantastic effort from all the boys who consistently gave their best each and every 
game. An example of the Team‟s will to win was then they came from behind against 
Cronulla-Caringbah in the second last round of the year to tie up the game in the last 
minute with a brilliant try from Billy. The conversion kick was made by Blake but with a 
questionable decision the Team was denied and the game was called a draw. 
 
My favourite moment of the year was the brilliant try saving tackle made by Jacob to deny 
the celebrating De La Salle player a try when he was dragged over the dead ball line. Due 
to this never give up attitude again the Team managed to win a nail biter at De la Salle in 
the last round to end up 3rd on the ladder for the season and make the Semi Finals which 
was an awesome achievement from the boys. 
 
To make the Semi's was a goal we aimed for as a Team and all the hard work at training 
really paid off...especially all the running around the goal posts when someone was 
mucking up helped to keep the Team extra fit. The Team always helped each other 
especially in defence. The 'brick wall' was very hard to break and quite often we saw 3 or 4 
or 5 hands all helping each other when tackling the opposition. We had a lot of the Team 
playing their first year for the Dragons but it didn't take long for everyone to become good 
mates and start playing some great footy. 
 
Just want to say a big thank you to Simon Parsons for all his help at training and during 
the games. Parso was always there to help out with tactics and keeping the kids motivated 
during the games which was another big reason why the Team did so well this year. 
 
Another big thank you goes to the Team Manager Nathan Titmus. Nathan did a great job 
this year in keeping everyone informed of what was happening on the weekends and with 
the Club. Even when Brodie broke his arm and was out for a few weeks Nathan still stayed 
involved which was great. 
 
Another thank you goes to Natalie Good who organised the end of year BBQ for the Team  
After the Team took on the local BMX track we all went back to Ayden's house where 
Natalie had made a fantastic Engadine Dragons cake which all the Team thought was 
brilliant. 
 
We had a great group of kids and Parents this year. The Club could not survive without the 
help and support from the Parents so I want to say thank you to everyone who helped out 
throughout the year. 
 
After an excellent year and making the Semi's the whole Team can be proud of what they 
have achieved and I look forward to seeing everyone again next year. 
 
'A Proud Coach' – Jason. 
 
 
CAMERON GRAINGER:  'Crunch'. He earned his name by making some big tackles this 
year. Always putting in a big effort and helping out his teammates with some great off 
loads which set up quite a few tries. Many times we watched 'Crunch' put his body on the 
line and make a tackle on someone a lot bigger. Never complaining and always listening at 
training and the games, Cameron improved a huge amount this year. Well done !! 



 

 

AYDEN GOOD:  'Animal'. Flying down the sideline and leaving his opposition behind him. 
Ayden won the battle with the sideline this year and made some big runs for the 
Team...great work. Another big improvement in Ayden's game was his defence. As the 
season progressed, by leading with his shoulder and making some big hits his tackling 
technique was one of the best in the Team. Fantastic job on another big year for the 
Dragons. 
 
DANE PARSONS:  'Dash'. A huge year from Dane. We always could rely on 'Dash' 
making the big tackles when required. Dane would always lead the way in rushing up in 
the line of defence to shut down the opposition attack. One of the smallest guys on the 
Team and from time to time taking a big hit and getting injured he would always keep 
going. Helping to organise the Team on the field and creating some of our best attacking 
runs often ending up in a try, Dane was a huge part of the Team this year. A well deserved 
Best & Fairest' for the Team. 
 
HAMISH JACKA:  'Hammer'. Running hard at the opposition and regularly breaking the 
line, Hamish has had a big year. Always putting up his hand to take a hit up and making 
plenty of metres 'Hammer' was one of our best Players this year. Due to his hard work on 
the field we often watched Hamish score a try and even kick a few goals this year. Hamish 
played a major role in our defence as well by hanging out wide and shutting down any 
opposition player who would try to make a run down the sideline. Good work 'Hammer' on 
a fantastic year. 
 
BRODIE STEVENS:  'Axe'. Hanging out wide and shutting down the attack with his big 
shoulder the 'Axe' was a force to be reckoned with. A big part of the Team, Brodie would 
always put in a massive effort. In attack Brodie had a little bit of a 'Benji' side step 
happening to confuse the opposition and make some good runs which helped the Team. 
We lost Brodie for a few games at the end of the season with a broken arm from playing 
an extreme game of footy when he was on holidays but Brodie kept coming to the games 
and supporting the Team which was excellent. Due to his hard work he was able to make 
the Semi's and finish off the year with the Team on the field. 
Great year Brodie...well done mate. 
 
BILLY SOLYLO:  'Bee Sting'. Always organising the troops on the field Billy was a 
massive part of the Team's success this year. As our first receiver it was a big job on his 
shoulders and he never let us down. The 'Bee Sting' would always rush up to take on the 
opposition attack and was regularly the toughest brick in our brick wall of defence making 
some huge tackles throughout the year. In attack he always ran as hard as he could to 
often make some big breaks, create tries, and even scored a few times himself. Billy 
always gave his best on the field this year and deserves the 'Encouragement 
Award'...great effort mate. 
 
JACOB KIRTON:  'Jackhammer'. Playing a very important role in the Team at dummy half 
Jacob has had a fantastic year. Always putting in a huge effort we often watched Jacob on 
the last tackle fly out of dummy half and take off with the opposition chasing. 'Jackhammer' 
would regularly catch the opposition napping and score a try which was usually followed 
by a conversion. My favourite moment of the season was in the last round when Jacob 
never gave up and chased the De La Salle player all the way into the in goal and just when 
the De La Salle player was putting his hand up celebrating before he put the ball down to 
score Jacob came up with a huge tackle and took him over the dead ball line and saved 
the try. Well done on a fantastic year. 



 

 

BLAKE O’HARA:  'Gorilla'. For Blake‟s first year at the Dragons he improved a massive 
amount from game to game and became one of our most damaging attacking Players. The 
call would be made to give 'Gorilla' a run and he would quite often bust through a few 
tackles and take off down the field to score a try. Blake‟s defence also improved 
throughout the season making a lot of good tackles for the Team. Awesome effort this year 
Blake. 
 
SAMUEL DICKEY:  'Slammin'. Always charging up out of the line to take on the opposition 
and a couple of big hits in defence this year made by Sam helped out the Team. Some big 
improvements by 'Slammin' this year especially in his attack. We saw Sam only half a 
centimetre away from scoring his first try a couple of times this year because of his 
charging runs. Due to some great offloads from Sam the Team was able keep the ball 
alive and make some extra metres throughout the year. Well done Sam on another great 
year for the Dragons. 
 
LEE CHEADLE:  'Charger'. Busting through tackles and always charging hard. Lee was 
one of our best attacking Players this year and made plenty of big runs down the field. By 
using his speed Lee was able to get past the opposition and make plenty of valuable 
metres for the Team and he also scored a few tries throughout the season. Always gave 
his best on the field and never gave up in both attack and defence. With plenty of practice 
and hard work Lee improved a lot with his defence as well. Another big effort this year, 
good work mate. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 8C2 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Brad Bassett (Trainer), Bob Mitrevski (Coach), Mark Allen (Trainer) 
Middle Row: Nathan Allen, Kobi Paynter, Beau Bassett, Joshua Mitrevski 
Front Row: Ethan Nance, Jesse Campbell, Callum Holliday, Travis Green, Shannon Adam 
Absent: Kyle Pratt, Dianne Holliday (Manager) 

 
 
COACH:  Bob Mitrevski 
MANAGER: Dianne Holliday 
TRAINERS: Brad Bassett, Mark Allen 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Shannon ADAM 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Travis GREEN 



 

 

A great season for all the boys, they all played very well improving with every game. It took 
them a while to get going but they came home well, winning their last three games of the 
season. After losing most of our games early in the season we came up against second 
placed Taren Point at Anzac Oval. After a great training session the boys came out and 
played their best game of the year running out winners 20-10. I don't know who was more 
excited, the boys or the Parents ?  It was a great day for everyone, and it was great to see 
the boys improve and go on to win two more games. 
 

I would like to thank all the boys for their big hearted effort this year and hope to see them 
all back again next season. 
 
A big thank you to Bob Mitrevski for his time coaching the boys, and to Dianne Holliday our 
Manager for all her hard work this year keeping us up to date, and to Brad Bassett for 
showing off his vocal skills every week while looking after the boys on the field. I would 
also like to thank all the Parents that have helped out through the season as touch judges, 
time keepers, trainers and supporters. 
 

Mark Allen. 
 
 
SHANNON ADAM:  „Benji‟ as he is called for his pace and his little step. Benji scored 
some great tries this year and pulled off some try savers in defence as well. 
 
NATHAN ALLEN:  Nathan improved a lot from last year with some great hit ups, scoring a 
couple of tries and kicking some goals. 
 
BEAU BASSETT:  Beau had a good year improving all the time both in attack and 
defence. Just keep running hard and straight next year mate. 
 
ETHAN NANCE:  Our youngest and smallest Player but that did not stop Ethan from 
getting involved in the game. He was not afraid to run the ball up and get in and tackle. 
Well done Ethan. 
 
CALLUM HOLLIDAY:  One of our big improvers for the year, showed how quick he is by 
scoring some good tries out wide and his defence was great showing us how well he can 
tackle as well. 
 
KYLE PRATT:  He is like a little tank, Kyle only knows one way in attack with his solid 
runs all year and some good defence as well. Well done. 
 
TRAVIS GREEN:  Travis played very consistently all season, he ran the ball very well 
scoring a lot of tries out wide with his pace and agility. He also showed his leadership skills 
by organising the play at first receiver. 
 
JESSE CAMPBELL:  This was Jesse's first year of footy and he improved all year, both in 
attack and defence even picking up a man of the match for his great defence, well done 
Jesse. 
 
KOBI PAYNTER:  Kobi was another big improver, he realised that with his size and pace 
he was very hard to stop when running at the opposition. His defence in our last three 
games was excellent. Great job Kobi. 



 

 

JOSH MITREVSKI:  Another one of our most improved over the last three games. Josh 
improved so much he earned a Man Of The Match not just for his hard work in the game 
but also for the effort he put in at training. His defence was bone rattling and he scored a 
great individual try. Great effort Josh. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 9A 
SEMI FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Paul Mason (Asst. Coach), Grant Day (Trainer), Jordan Sylvester, Jack Metcalf 
                  Andy Gilmore (Coach) 
Middle Row: Thomas Lewis, Kye Mayne, Nelson Gilmore, Luke Mason 
Front Row: Logan Fleming, Reece Bell, Thomas Wrightson, Cameron Westlake, Jayke Day 
Absent: Bryce Visser, Sam Day (Manager) 

 
 
COACH:  Andy Gilmore, Paul Mason (Assist) 
MANAGER: Sam Day 
TRAINER:  Grant Day 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Nelson GILMORE 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Jordan SYLVESTER 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Kye MAYNE 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Logan FLEMING 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Lewis Fabrications 



 

 

2010 turned out to be a very exciting and encouraging year for the U9A‟s. We finished the 
season in 4th position only 6 points off Gymea, who once again remain the benchmark for 
all sides competing against them. (They are good). 
 
This year saw the merging of last year‟s A & B sides to form a group of highly talented 
football Players with an abundance of skill and speed to burn, but unfortunately no big 
boppers like the other 3 teams that made up the top 4. Week after week we came up 
against teams that at times made us look like a U8 side in size, but to the boys‟ credit none 
of them took a backward step and they gave their all every week. I hope all the boys have 
a big 6-12 inch growth spurt over the off season so we can give it to Gymea, DLS and 
Yarrawarra. 
 
There were many highlights to the season, but I have picked 3 that were standouts in my 
opinion: 
 
1 - Round 7 against Taren Point, we were playing with 9 regular boys due to injury, and 3 
of the U8 boys who stepped up to help us out. Down 12-24 with 10 minutes to go we 
staged the comeback of all comebacks to get up 30-24 with Jordy scoring 2 great solo 
tries and Reece kicking a very good goal under immense pressure to get us home on the 
bell. I was a very happy Coach and somewhat emotional after such a great victory. 
 
2 - Round 9 against Gymea, even though we lost 6-16 it was as good as a victory against 
a side that has been undefeated for 2 years. Every boy played to their true potential and 
gave their all, and we all left Corea Oval thinking that we can one day beat this exceptional 
team. 
 
3 - Round 8 against Yarrawarra, this was a game I won‟t forget for many years. After being 
down 0-6 we came back to win 16-10 in what was a sweet victory for both Players and 
Parents. Playing with no reserves we toughed it out right to the finish and came away with 
an inspiring victory. Every boy gave 110% for the entire 40 minutes and never gave up. It 
was the highlight of the year for me and I think for most involved with the team. (Well done 
boys). 
 
I would like to thank Grant for his trainer‟s effort and for helping out every week at training; 
I couldn‟t have done it without your help mate, cheers. Thanks to Mase who was a great 
help with selections and skills work at training, he and Grant spent a lot of time one on one 
with several boys and helped their game immensely. A very big thanks to Sam Day who 
managed the team exceptionally in all areas, and as with Grant I couldn‟t have done it 
without you. It‟s a thankless job being Manager and people don‟t fully understand the work 
that needs to be done to keep everything running smoothly, thanks Sam. 
 
I would also like to thank Lewis Fabrications for being our Sponsor. Russell and Jen were 
fantastic in every way and their generosity is a credit to them. I especially would like to 
thank them for putting on a feed and drinks after our Semi Final loss, for buying the Team 
jumpers for the boys to keep and for providing their property for the Father & Son weekend 
away. Outstanding job guys, thank you so much. 
 
Finally before I get into the Player summaries I would like to thank all the Parents for their 
help throughout the year. From supplying the oranges and treats each week, to picking the 
3-2-1 points each game (a task everyone hates I‟m sure) and for bringing your boys to 
training, and to the games. It takes up a lot of your spare time and the boys and I 



 

 

appreciate it (even though we might not tell you all the time). Thanks to those who helped 
with the scoring when Sam was at netball, and all the Dads who helped at training when 
they could (special mention to Wayne Visser who was always there to help out) 
 
I have thoroughly enjoyed the season and I‟m looking forward to next year with what I 
consider to be a fantastic bunch of boys. Enjoy your off season, stay safe and I hope I see 
you all back next year for a successful 2011. 
 
Thanks for putting up with me 
 
Andy. 
 
 
REECE BELL:  (Reecy). What Reece lacks in size he definitely makes up for in talent. He 
plays like Todd Carney and shared the role of first receiver and was excellent in keeping 
the Team rolling. At the start of the season he was doing his job so well that he wasn‟t 
backing himself and having a run. After I gave him the green light to attack the line with the 
football Reece showed everyone what we know he is capable of. He possesses one of the 
best side steps in the game, can throw an awesome dummy that fools many a Player, and 
tackles with the strength and ability of a boy twice his size. Reece was 1 point off the Best 
& Fairest Runner Up, and 2 points off the big award. A fantastic year mate, I‟m looking 
forward to next season. 
 
JAYKE DAY:  (The Snake). The second smallest boy in the Team but one of the quickest, 
just like Preston Campbell. Jayke was my number 1 dummy half, a job that he excels at. 
He was there every time to give good ball service to his first receivers which kept our 
momentum going. His tackling improved heaps over the year, to the point where he was 
bringing the big boppers from Gymea and DLS crashing down. His quick thinking darts 
from dummy half resulted in some clever tries, none better than against Aquinas. Jayke 
worked hard all year to improve his game, and was always keen to take on advice from the 
coaching staff. You had a ripper season mate, looking forward to next year. 
 
LOGAN FLEMING:  (Logie bear). My smallest Player with a heart like Pharlap. Anyone 
who saw Logie tackle would be in amazement of his technique, skill, power and the 
courage he displays, much like Allen Tongue. Week after week he would bring boys twice 
his size crashing down with bootlace style tackles. He filled in as number 2 dummy half on 
many occasions and was outstanding in this role. His running from this position resulted in 
a fantastic try against Aquinas, much to the joy of his Parents and Grandparents (it cost 
Sam 20 bucks). I can‟t wait to have you in my team next year Loges as you were a 
pleasure to coach, and a fine Player to boot. 
 
NELSON GILMORE:  (Doer). Doer had a sensational year both in defence and attack. His 
running of the football always made us many metres and was a key point to getting us out 
of our danger zone on many occasions. He runs with such enthusiasm and determination 
(very much like Paul Gallen) and often carries 2 or 3 defenders along for the ride as he 
strives forward. His defensive game is up there with the best in the comp, with 20-30 
tackles per game (as recorded by his GrandFather). Nelson was a standout in many 
games this year, and fully deserved the Best & Fairest Award. His life revolves around 
playing football, and his Mother and I are both very proud of his achievements this year. 
What he lacks as an academic he makes up for as a footballer). Well done Buddy. 



 

 

THOMAS LEWIS:  (Hit Man). Thomas had the best start to the season out of all the boys 
showing a fine display of defence and attack against Yarrawarrah and Bosco. He runs the 
ball with great speed and always flirts with the sideline but has the ability to cut back in 
when confronted by the opposition. He scored several tries with his robust running and 
made many metres. When tackled by Thomas, the opposition knew they had been hit, (he 
hits like Sam Thaiday) and I mean hit, and if he puts his energy and technique into tackling 
around the legs and not always trying to go high, then no opposing player would run at him 
twice in a game. If you don‟t come back to us next year Tom, I hope you continue your 
football career in Picton as I‟m sure you have a big future in the game. 
 
KYE MAYNE:  (Tough As Nails). It was a great pleasure to coach Kye this season and to 
watch his game improve week after week. He stepped into the right wing position and 
tackled every player that dared to come in his direction with great force. His running game 
is one of the best in the comp (like Greg Bird), he often made huge impacts on the defence 
and he scored some sensational tries in the process. Kye always listens to the coaching 
staff, follows instructions given to him, and was a good trainer each week. Next season I 
believe Kye will even be a more dominant Player and will excel in his football. Great 
season Kye. 
 
LUKE MASON:  (Grease Lightning). Luke has speed to burn, a lethal side step and loads 
of natural ability which resulted in him scoring many tries for us this season. Against 
Gymea in the second round Luke scored one of the best solo tries that I, and most of the 
Parents on hand had ever witnessed for a boy of his age. He plays in the fullback position 
(much like Jarrod Hayne) and excels with his darting runs when returning the football from 
the opposing team‟s kicks. He also possesses one of the best kicking games around, 
including kicking off and general play kicking, and without a doubt the best goal kicker in 
the comp. A solid defender at the back, Luke had a sensational year. 
 
JACK METCALFE:  (Metty). Jack oozes natural football ability, is as quick as any boy in 
the comp and is a match winning Player which he proved on many occasions this season. 
His ability to score tries from nothing using his speed and side step is uncanny. He 
constantly caused the opposition many headaches with his elusive running style and was 
solid as a rock with his defence, tackling around the boots every time. He reminds me a lot 
of Billy Slater when he runs the ball, and he has the ability to set tries up for his team-
mates as well. Jack was also only 2 points off the Best & Fairest trophies this year and I‟m 
sure he will be a big player in the major awards in years to come. I think you might be a 
better Player than your Dad ever was Jack (and they‟re big boots to fill), just ask him ! 
Great season mate. 
 
JORDAN SYLVESTER:  (Jordy). What a fantastic season Jordy had in all areas of his 
game. Jordan scored so many tries we lost count, many times 2,3 or 4 in the one game. 
He is quick as a fox, weaves through the opposition with ease and even developed a great 
dummy at the end of the season. What impressed me and his Dad this season was his 
defence which he has been working really hard on all year at training and it paid off in 
each game. He was solid as a house on the wing and the opposition rarely got past him 
and scored. I can see Jordy being a fast running forward in years to come (similar to Ben 
Creagh) and he has a huge future in the game. Jordy is a very likeable boy who was a 
pleasure to coach and very worthy of the B & F Runner Up. Well done mate. 
 
 



 

 

BRYCE VISSER:  (Blocker Roach). Bryce joined us this year from the „Burg‟, and had a 
solid season. He runs the ball like Steve Roach and possesses a magic one handed off 
load, which he displayed many times this year that led to tries. Unfortunately Bryce missed 
a big part of the season due to illness but when he was able to play he always gave his all 
in both attack and defence. I hope that Bryce returns to the Dragons again next year and 
backs his size, strength and ability, and gets himself more involved as I‟m sure he has the 
makings of a quality Player. Bryce was a pleasure to coach and was always well behaved. 
Well done Bryce. 
 
CAMERON WESTLAKE:  (Have-a-chat). Cameron was one boy who excelled in coming 
from the B‟s last year to the A Division comp. He is a constant thinker on the field who is 
always setting up or scoring his own tries. He shared the role of first receiver and was 
exceptional in this position. Cam is quick on his feet, can side step like Mark Gasnier, and 
can throw one of the best cut out balls I have seen for a boy of his age. He is solid in 
defence and his kicks in general play are second to none. Cameron was always one of the 
first Players I would go to when we were kicking for goal and he never misses. I can see 
Cam as a halfback or five-eighth for many years to come as he reads a football game so 
well. Keep up the good work Cam. 
 
THOMAS WRIGHTSON:  (Tommy). Tommy is a gifted footballer who gives his coach 
110% every week. He has a strong defensive game that he backs up equally as well with 
his strong attacking runs (similar to Beau Scott). Thomas is very quick and proved to be a 
handful for the defence each week. He can inject himself into a game and become a 
match winner, and can also set his team-mates up with great passes to score tries. Tom 
constantly puts his body on the line week after week which resulted in a few injuries this 
season, but I could always count on him to back up the following week. Without a doubt 
Tommy was a standout at training each week and was always well behaved and respected 
by the coaching staff. Looking forward to next season Tom as I‟m sure you have a huge 
future in the game. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 9C 
GRAND FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Jiba Gurton (Trainer), Matt Connor (Coach), Luke Goodman, Ryan Lane 
                   Paul McGregor, Samuel Gurton, Dave Holden (Manager) 
Middle Row: Will Arrowsmith, Dylan Webb, Cameron Bennett, Hayden Lumb, Blake Fry 
Front Row: Tyler Jones, Josh Wallace, Ryan Lang, Tyran Connor, Joel O'Halloran 

 
 
COACH:  Matt Conner 
MANAGER: Dave Holden 
TRAINER:  Jiba Gurton 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Tyran CONNER 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Tyler JONES 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Blake FRY 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Dylan WEBB 
 
TEAM SPONSORS: Jeff Marsh Photography 
    LJ Williams Earthmoving 



 

 

A hugely successful year for the 9C‟s with an appearance in the Grand Final. Although we 
lost the game 0-34 vs Yarrawarrah these boys are winners. We started the year with a 
nucleus of the 8C side from 2009 and were lucky to gain 7 new recruits. Of the new 
recruits, 6 boys had not played footy before. A fantastic effort. 
 
At the first trial it looked like it was going to be a long season. I knew that I had my work 
cut out to make this little side competitive but it didn't take long for me to realise that there 
was some real talent in this side. The first four weeks of the competition saw the boys lead 
the comp with 4 wins from 4. The boys trained hard each week learning new skills and 
gelling together as a Team. We soon came to earth with some up and down results during 
the middle of the season, the boys would win a couple of games then lose a couple. I think 
the most pleasing aspect of our Team is that we were able to play consistent hard footy. 
 
If there is one stand out feature of this side it is that they never give up in any 
circumstance. Of the 16 games the boys played we only lost 6 games all season. By the 
end of the season I was convinced that each Player knew his role and position in the 
Team, something that I as Coach am pleased to have accomplished. 
 
I have loved every minute of this season and can‟t wait till next year. I would like to thank 
the boys for being in our Team, all the Mums and Dads for their support and help 
throughout the year at training and on game day. To Jiba our Trainer and Dave our 
Manager thanks for all your help during the year. To our two Team Sponsors LJ Williams 
Earthmoving and Jeff Marsh Photography thank you for your support. 
 
To the boys, I hope to see you all back on deck for season 2011.Up the Dragons. 
 
 
TYLER JONES:  The first of our new recruits and made the fullback position his own. A 
great cover defender and if it wasn‟t for Tyler I‟m sure some games may have gone the 
other way. Not only a great tackler but was brilliant in attack. Found the try line 12 times 
and was also handy at kicking goals, landing 9 goals. Great season mate, one of the best 
in our Team. 
 
BLAKE FRY:  Another new signing this year playing his first year of footy. Blake trained 
the house down each week and was one of the biggest improvers. Played mostly out wide 
but was never afraid to come in and take a hit up or two for the forwards. I knew with Blake 
that whatever I told him to do I never had to worry about his position being covered. 
Looking forward to watching Blake grow in confidence and keep improving. Great work 
buddy. 
 
LUKE GOODMAN:  Number three of our new signings and a real quiet achiever. Found 
himself playing most of the year at dummy half and never let us down. Always asking 
questions and willing to learn. Trained hard each week and that showed with the effort he 
put in on the field. A hard working Player who will get better with every game he plays. 
Thanks Reggie, bring on next year. 
 
RYAN LANG:  A tiny Player with a big heart. Ryan had the added responsibility of helping 
the new boys out wide and was great. A great defender out wide and was also very 
capable in attack. Worked really well in the backline and was the rock out there. Another 
top effort mate, hope to see next year. 
 



 

 

JOEL O’HALLORAN:  Another new recruit and also a little man. However you wouldn‟t 
know by the way he threw himself at players in both attack and defence. Was a big 
improver as the year progressed. Played out wide for us and didnt let his mates or me 
down. The more footy you play mate the better you will get. I‟m proud of you buddy and 
hope to see you back. 
 
JOSH WALLACE:  Playing his first year of footy, Josh started slowly but soon found his 
feet playing next to TJ and Cam. Would fill any position that we needed and did his job. 
Always put in the effort at both training and on game day. Mate I‟m glad you joined our 
Team and I can‟t wait to see what you can do now that you know what footy is all about. 
A top effort, thanks buddy. 
 
CAMERON BENNETT:  Played mostly at second receiver this year and switched from his 
old position of fullback easily. A natural runner with the ball, Cam can also put a hit on if 
needed. With Tyler and Ryan, Cam formed the backline wall that made it hard for any 
team to get through. Thanks mate on a great season. 
 
TYRAN CONNER:  Our first receiver and was handed the job of Captain this year. Had a 
great season organising the team as well as playing his own natural game. Can defend as 
well as attack in an all round great effort. Was the top point scorer for the Team but 
couldn‟t have done it without the help of the others. A top season mate and I am super 
proud of the way you led the Team at training and on the field. You will be back next year. 
 
RYAN LANE:  The head of our forward pack and was always there to take the first hit up 
in every set. That was his job and he stuck to it. If he was going forward the others 
followed and we usually won the game. Improved with each game and I look forward to 
you continuing to improve next year. Thanks for your effort buddy. 
 
SAMUEL GURTON:  Our marker leader. Would more often than not get to marker and 
chase any player with the ball. Was a standout defender this year and also not scared to 
roll his sleeves up and do a hit up or three. If Sammy got angry the other team knew about 
it and I reckon he put a few of the opposition off their game when they ran at him. A top 
season mate, well done. 
 
DYLAN WEBB:  Our first forward new recruit and probably the biggest improver of the 
year. Once D found his feet and the role he played in the Team D stood up. Ran hard all 
year and defensively tried his heart out. Will only get better with more footy and was 
rewarded with a call up to the A side towards the end of the year. Top work mate, can‟t till 
next year. 
 
PAUL McGREGOR:  Probably the hardest runner in our side and always made the 
important metres early in the tackle count. Could also put on a big hit in defence and is 
improving every week. Like the rest of our forwards will definitely scare a few teams next 
year. Keep working hard mate, thanks for your effort. 
 
HAYDEN LUMB:  Improved out of sight each week and is a confidence Player. I was 
really pleased with the way Hayds took the lead at training which showed on game day. 
His running of the ball was great on the edge of the ruck and his defence improved too. I‟m 
looking forward to watching you play next year mate, top work. 
 



 

 

WILL ARROWSMITH:  The quiet achiever of our side. Played mostly dummy half but as I 
found out at training was the hardest hitter in the Team. Will does his job week in week 
out. When he gets the chance to have a run he certainly doesn‟t let anyone down there 
either. Like his tackles, his runs also leave a dent in the defence. Thanks for a great year 
mate. 
 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 10A 
SEMI FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Darren Bedford (Coach), Brayden Colenso, Will Mayne, Melissa Palmer (Manager) 
Middle Row: Cory Parsons, Tom Palmer, Jake Kearns, Zac Topham 
Front Row: Jack Clisdell, Ben Watts, Lachlan Meier, Josh Milross, Dylan Parkes 
Absent: Jock Colenso (Trainer) 

 
 
COACH:  Darren Bedford 
MANAGER: Melissa Palmer 
TRAINER:  Jock Colenso 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Jake KEARNS 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Zac TOPHAM 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Dylan PARKES 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Brayden COLENSO 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Preddeys Master Locksmiths 



 

 

What a fun year it was to come back to a younger team. I had seen the boys play the year 
before and knew that I would be in for a good year and the boys did not let me down. 
 
This year the U10‟s were broken up into 3 teams - A, B and C, and with 36 Players that in 
itself was a win for the Club. While it was hard to grade the boys and get the right mix I 
believe that the boys that were chosen for the grade team did the Club and their Parents 
proud. Well Done. 
 
The majority of this Team won their area age group and went on to the State knock-out 
and nearly topped their Division. I hope that we start our year in 2011 the way that we 
finished this one because if we do the other teams had better watch out. 
 
A big thank you to Melissa Palmer and to Jock Colenso for their help with managing and 
training the boys, and also to the rowdy supporters on the HILL in what has been a great 
year of footy for the boys. Cheers Guys 
 
 
BEN WATTS:  When Ben is on song he has the best kicking game in the comp, he is also 
a great runner of the ball which we would all like to see more of (that‟s if he can see where 
he is going). 
 
BRAYDEN COLENSO:  Brayden has no idea of how good a footballer he is. He only 
needs to look at a tape of the Cronulla-Caringbah game to see. Keep running hard like that 
and you can go anywhere. 
 
COREY PARSONS:  At the start of the year I was wondering why they called him 
“Slippery” and by the end I knew why. He such a strong kid for his size, maybe too shy for 
footy though (only joking). Just remember to get involved. 
 
WILL MAYNE:  The Sleeping Giant of the Team, but when you annoyed him watch out. 
This kid pulled of some of the biggest hits in our Team. Other teams beware because he is 
only going to be better after a run in the grade team. 
 
DYLAN PARKES:  This was Dylan‟s first year in footy but what an impact he made. He is 
a natural for this game with his running and tackling being grade quality. Well done mate. 
 
JACK CLISDELL:  When I came to the Team I thought he was a bit small for the grade 
team but as soon as I saw him tackle I knew why he was there. He will probably grow up 
to be a stand up comedian. 
 
JAKE KEARNS:  The biggest halfback in the comp until he woke up. Jake was the engine 
of the Team. He might not know it yet but the boys all admire him and follow his lead, 
when he is going well it is a fair statement to say that so does the Team. 
 
LACHLAN MEIER:  The best dressed footy Player at the Dragons. What a great set of 
hands he has at fullback. I am yet to know if he is a back or a forward because he runs 
and tackles like a second rower but has the hands of a halfback. 
 
THOMAS PALMER:  Tommy played up in the front row for us this year and did a great job 
but he is a bit like Will Mayne. Don‟t upset him like the kid did in our last game, he nearly 
knocked him out with a great tackle...and remember don‟t dob yourself in. 



 

 

ZAC TOPHAM:  A great little footballer that has all the tricks. He is such a strong kid for 
his age and so hard to handle at the defensive line. He would probably be one of our best 
defenders and probably our smallest. Great work. 
 
JOSH MILROSS:  The prankster of the Team as well as being a pirate (ask him) Josh 
started off being a hand full at training then, became a great asset and a pleasure to have 
playing for me. 
 



 

 

UNDER 10B 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Michelle Isemonger (Manager), Jackson Micallef (Asst. Trainer), Daniel Pascoe 
                   Harrison Querin, Kane Dennis, Jason Taylor (Trainer), Greg Micallef (Coach) 
Middle Row: Jake Glanfield, Jacob Mifsud, Will Hickey, Curtis Hunter, Bodie Micallef 
Front Row: Logan Kepu, Ryan Vozzo, Jaron Isemonger, Joel Taylor 

 
 
COACH:  Greg Micallef 
MANAGER: Michelle Isemonger 
TRAINER:  Jason Taylor 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Daniel PASCOE 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Curtis HUNTER 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Harrison QUERIN 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Joel TAYLOR 
 



 

 

I would like to start by thanking all of my staff for their fantastic efforts throughout the year. 
 
Great job by Jason running the boys on the field, and an outstanding effort from Michelle 
for organising the Players on game day and for phoning the Team two to three times as I 
changed my mind throughout the day. I would also like to give a special thanks to Jackson 
Micallef for helping out throughout the season with training  
 
Now to the Team. The boys had a hard year coming up from the C‟s to the B‟s this year 
not to mention the lack of substitute Players on game day, but with all that in mind they 
improved their skills to a higher level and that‟s all we could have hoped for. All the boys 
defensive skills improved greatly as well as their attack so hopefully next year the score 
board will tell a different story. 
 
Well done boys. I had a great year with you all and I hope to see you all next year. 
 
Cannonball. 
 
 
CURTIS HUNTER:  A fantastic year with great tackles and a few great tries as well. 
 
KANE DENNIS:  Had a great year in the centres making some great runs as well as some 
good tackles. 
 
JAKE GLANFIELD:  Jake is a big solid boy who can make a big dent in the opposition‟s 
defence when he gets going. 
 
WILL HICKEY:  Played an important roll defending the outside line and backing up for any 
offloads came his way. 
 
JARON ISEMONGER:  Played a solid year as hooker and used it to his advantage to 
score the most tries this season, all from dummy half. 
 
LOGAN KEPU:  Broke the line many a time when he would throw a dummy pass to an 
empty space that fooled the opposition most times, and couple that with great defence. 
 
BODIE MICALLEF:  Played a great season at five-eighth backing up Jacob and making 
some good plays, and although he is the smallest Player on the field he tries to run just 
like a forward. 
 
JACOB MIFSUD:  Was our main play maker this year at halfback which isn‟t an easy job 
trying to remember all the moves that we learn at training but Jacob did the job proud. 
Thanks mate. 
 
DANIEL PASCOE:  He‟s coming so watch out. This boy can really do some damage when 
he runs the ball and now that he knows how to get down low and tackle, Ouch ! 
 
HARRISON QUERIN:  I don‟t think this kid actually knows how good he is, he can tackle 
and with his long legs he can run as well. Things can only get better for this one. 
 
JOEL TAYLOR:  Joel is quick on his feet and when he has the ball everyone gets dizzy 
watching him run the opposition around the field. 



 

 

RYAN VOZZO:  Ryan is built like a tank and runs like one too, pushing the defence back 
and taking 4-5 players to take him down. Is handy for his little behind the back flick passes 
to a supporting team mate that typically found an open field. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 10C 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Rod Freeman (Trainer), Jack Riley, Jayden Buchanan, Michelle Freeman (Manager) 
Middle Row: Blake Paton, Sean Stephen, Joel Paton 
Front Row: James McCrohon, Jai Jaques, Bailey Freeman, Drew Astbury 
Absent: Joseph Afungia, Liam Swan, Nick Mansweto, Harrison Blacker, Mark Kearns (Coach) 

 
 
COACH:  Mark Kearns 
MANAGER: Michelle Freeman 
TRAINER:  Rod Freeman 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Bailey FREEMAN 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Jack RILEY 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  James McCROHON 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Jai JAQUES 
 



 

 

The 2010 season started well for the U10‟s with a big turn up for pre season training giving 
us the opportunity to field 3 sides in this Grade for the first time in years. Our side 
consisted of a couple of league Players new to the Club, 6 soccer players and a sprinkle of 
old hard heads. Working hard at training it didn‟t take long for the boys to gel, raking up 
some impressive wins early in the comp. As the year rolled on we improved as a Team but 
unfortunately so did the other sides, which saw us miss the Semi‟s by the narrowest of 
margins. 
 
Some great football was played throughout the year and we had a lot of fun but more 
importantly with so many new Players, new friendships were formed and that‟s what 
football is all about. Thanks to all the Parents, Grandparents and supporters this year for 
all your help ranging from canteen, pack up, set up, training and just being there in 
support. For the kids, a special thanks to H.B and Japo for backing up each week after 
soccer. Great effort guys. A big thanks goes out to Nick and his parents who covered lots 
of kms to play with us and we would not have had a side without you mate. Hope to see 
you next year. On a final note we would like to thank the Club committee for all the hard 
work during the year. 
 
Look forward to catching up with all our new and old mates next year. 
 
Mark, Michelle and Rod. 
 
 
JAI JACQUES:  Playing his first year with the Dragons Jai came up with the goods 
running around at hooker and dummy half where he gave the side great service. Jai 
gained more confidence with his new team as the year went on and it showed in his 
defence and attack. A hard trainer, we all hope to see you back next year Jai. 
 
DREW ASTBURY:  Drew was another of our more experienced Players and led the backs 
accordingly, with pace to burn he was unstoppable in the clear and always has the 
defence in two minds as to which way to go. A great Team Player. 
 
BLAKE PATON:  Blake started the year playing the back row for the first time coming 
from halfback last year. Blake was able to hit at half pace and go straight through. His 
defence was outstanding and constantly received man of the match points for his hard 
work. Thanks for helping out. 
 
JOSEPH AFUNGIA:  Aki came back to the Dragons this year after a couple of years break 
and didn‟t his team-mates love to see him. A very popular team member who puts in a big 
effort in every game he plays. Aki‟s hit ups became harder and deeper as the year rolled 
on. Looking forward to a big year next year mate. 
 
LIAM SWAN:  Our very own Braveheart. When the going got tough Liam got going, pulling 
himself up off the deck time and time again after some very big hits. A strong runner with 
good ball skills, Liam will be a great asset to the Dragons in years to come. See you next 
year mate. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

JAYDEN BUCHANAN:  Jayden‟s first year in league was a cracker. A front row forward 
with a solid build “Dado” had the added luxury of being one of the fastest in the Team. This 
made him a handful for every side in the comp. The way Dado improved his running style 
during the year from a touch sideways to straight up and through them was a joy to watch. 
Big things to come from this front rower. 
 
NICK MANSWETO:  Dedication and love for the game is there for all to see. Travelling 
many miles during the season to play for our great club was a great effort. A very 
enthusiastic member of our Team, pound for pound he was one of the toughest men in the 
comp. Continually putting his body on the line and showing the bigger boys how it is done. 
Good stuff Nicky. 
 
HARRISON BLACKER:  A big rangy second rower in his first season of footy, it didn‟t 
take him long to stamp his authority on the field. HB‟s hard running gave the opposition 
plenty of headaches as with the rest of our debutants. His defence improved throughout 
the year with a full year of footy under his belt, next year will be a big one. See you then 
mate. 
 
JOEL PATON:  Joel‟s efforts this year at training and on the paddock were solid to say the 
least. Filling in at fullback in defence he stopped many tries and played a major role in our 
set plays. His broken field play was just as good, hitting the holes well. Pleasure to coach, 
have a good season in the pool mate. 
 
JACK RILEY:  This was Jack‟s first year of league and what a beauty it was. Jack proved 
to be a real natural with speed to burn and he scored some great tries. Always working 
hard in defence, Jack was a great trainer too. He has what it takes for a bright future. It 
was good to have you on board Jack. 
 
BAILEY FREEMAN:  One of the more experienced Players in the Team, Bailey led from 
the front ripping into anything that came his way like a good red head should. Always 
willing to talk his troops up when the chips were down. Real Captain material. 
 
JAMES McCROHON:  “Jim Bobs” first year of league saw him become a real excitement 
machine. With great speed and a tricky step, he was always enthusiastic and eager to be 
involved, working above his weight in defence, a valuable Team member. 
 
SEAN STEPHEN:  Sean is one of those Players every coach dreams of. He took the 
challenging halfback role in his stride. A great trainer, always willing to listen, learn and 
work hard, he took these qualities on to the field and his Team benefited from it. Great 
year Sean. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 11B 
MINOR PREMIERS 
GRAND FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Anthony Tripi (Trainer), Michael Peychers (Manager), Adam Mobbs 
                  Tristan McGuire, Josh Noakes, Mark Dodge (Coach) 
Middle Row: Luke Taylor, Braedon Hausfeld, Bailey Pintatara, Zac Moran, Jacob Duckworth 
Front Row: Taine Fleming, Daniel Peychers, Brodie O‟Brien, Jack Tripi, Blake Ibbett 
                   Jake Green, Kayne Micallef, Dale Edmunds 

 
 
COACH:  Mark Dodge 
MANAGER: Michael Peychers 
TRAINER:  Anthony Tripi 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Jack TRIPI 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Joshua NOAKES 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Taine FLEMING 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Luke TAYLOR 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Parkside Sports Physiotherapy 
 



 

 

I would like to first start my report with a few thank you‟s. To my wife and kids, thank you 
for all the support you have given me over past 15 years, I have given up a lot of time on 
other people‟s kids and my family have always supported me 100%. Thanks guys. 
 
To Mick my Manager and Anthony my Trainer, thank you, you have both been fantastic. 
These guys put a heap of effort into this Team which you have all witnessed, and also a lot 
behind the scenes. They are both an asset to this Team and to the Club. 
 
A final thank you to the Parents for your support over the past three years. I intended to 
coach this team for two years but stayed for three due to them being a great bunch of 
boys, whom I thoroughly enjoyed coaching. 
 
I wish all the boys the very best for their future and I hope to see them around and still 
playing good footy. 
 
Cheers, Mark. 
 
 
JACK TRIPI:  (Best & Fairest). Jack had another fantastic year and was arguably the most 
consistent Player throughout the season. He displayed an ability to not only organise 
himself, but also his team-mates in both attack and defence. His ability to read the game 
and produce scoring opportunities was invaluable to the Team. In defence Jack rarely 
allowed the opposition past and he pulled off some fantastic try saving tackles. Totally 
deserving of his second Best & Fairest trophy in as many years. 
 
JOSHUA NOAKES:  (Best & Fairest Runner-Up). Josh is the complete footballer. His 
ability to analyse the opposition in defence, and formulate individual and team set plays in 
attack demonstrated this. Josh is an asset to the Team and he plays an integral part in 
improving the overall ability of our entire Team. He has been consistently one of our best 
Players over the many years that I have known him. He receives the Best & Fairest 
Runner-Up and I‟m sure he will go one better next year. 
 
TAINE FLEMING:  (Encouragement Award). His second year as the full time No1 and 
Flemo will never cease to amaze the crowd with his ability. Taine represents what rugby 
league is all about, he is small in stature but unbelievably huge in natural talent. He 
encourages his team-mates, he places his body on the line and runs with both speed and 
evasiveness. I lost count of the try saving tackles he made, and watched as he made 
many 60 metre runs down field off oppositions clearing kicks. I love watching this kid play 
and look forward to seeing him in action next year. 
 
LUKE TAYLOR:  (Most Improved). Luke really came out of his shell this year. A lot was 
expected following his last year‟s efforts and he didn‟t let anyone down. He made a 
massive impact in 2010 and is totally deserving of the Most Improved Award. Luke has the 
ability to run over the top of the opposition with a very powerful leg drive, and given a gap 
will more than likely score from any distance. His defence was outstanding and if he keeps 
improving at this rate he will be hard to beat for the B & F next year. Well done Luke and 
see next year. 
 
 
 



 

 

BRAEDON HAUSFELD:  Although Braedon didn‟t have as big a year as last year, he was 
still one of our best forwards. He started the year with those blistering runs and that 
unrelenting defence, but slowed a little mid season. I know that the way he finished the 
year that he will be back bigger and better next year. We go to the full field in the U12‟s 
and with the style of game that Braedon plays, I‟m sure there will be no stopping him. Well 
done mate and see you next year. 
 
TRISTAN McGUIRE:  Tristan had a good season, and played some excellent games 
throughout the year. He showed an excellent set of hands in a number of different games 
and he did not waiver when asked to take the big hit ups. Tristan always played a very 
selfless game and is an admirable Team Player with an attitude that aids in building good 
character amongst the entire Team. His defence was solid and he should be extremely 
proud of himself for an excellent year. 
 
KAYNE MICALLEF:  Kayne is a real competitor on the field and plays with his heart on his 
sleeve. He is a great Player who really puts his all into everything he does on the paddock. 
He plays an excellent game, in attack at dummy half he delivers the ball in an accurate 
and timely manner and possesses a text book style of defence. When he decides to run he 
displays a great little step. He is a key Player in the Team and should be congratulated on 
an outstanding year. 
 
DANIEL PEYCHERS:  An enthusiastic and tough Player who came ready to play each 
week. Daniel also possessed a great attitude and is a real team man. His work from 
dummy half was to be commended and was consistent in defence throughout the year. 
Like last year Peach saved his man of the match performance until the Semi‟s. If only you 
could do this week in week out you would be a force to be reckoned with. Congratulations 
on a tremendous season of footy. 
 
ADAM MOBBS:  It was encouraging to see Adam really enjoying and loving footy this 
season. When Adam decided to play he could really play an excellent game, especially 
when he utilised his size and strength. Alongside his wingman Greeny he ensured the right 
hand side of the field was very safe in defence. He can hold his head high for his ongoing 
improvement throughout the season and for demonstrating a better understanding of the 
game. Like the other forwards in the Team he will begin to develop into a better footballer 
when he begins to run harder and from a deeper position. 
 
JAKE GREEN:  Greeny is an outstanding Player who loves his footy and this is apparent 
on the field. He always gives 100% and he works tirelessly in defence and the majority of 
his tackles are straight out of the text book. For his age he is an excellent listener and 
follows the instructions laid out by his Coach, which ensures he is an exceptional trainer. 
An aspect of Jake‟s game which he does better than anything else is his support play. If 
one of his team-mates make a break it can be fairly well guaranteed that Jake will be there 
in support. Jake was also smart enough to follow Josh, and later in the season he was 
able to sense Josh‟s next move in attack, which saw him receive some fantastic ball in 
both second and third phase plays. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

BAILEY PINATARA:  After some on field encouragement from his team-mates Bailey 
could produce some tremendous runs, but at times it appeared he would doubt himself 
and slow down when he hit the line. It was good to see his confidence grow towards the 
end of the season, and when Bailey realises how strong he is there will be no stopping 
him. There was some definite improvement in Bailey‟s game and he should be extremely 
proud of his efforts throughout the season. 
 
BLAKE IBBETT:  Blake made the natural progression to the higher grade being the Under 
10C‟s B & F in 2009 and it was obvious throughout the trials that he belonged. He started 
the season a little slow but by round 5 was proving to be a real handful for the opposition. 
At the end of the season Ibby had gathered plenty of 3-2-1 points and was one of the 
leading line breakers in the Team. Another one of our smaller guys, but like Taine he plays 
about 20kgs above his weight. Well done Blake and we will see you next year. 
 
DALE EDMUNDS:  Dale is a very likeable young man who shows both his team-mates 
and the opposition a great deal of respect. He was never frightened to get involved and 
have a go, and produced some remarkable runs and tackles during the season. Like the 
rest of the Team Dale showed a great deal of improvement and development as a Player 
throughout the season. He played many positions throughout the year and I must say was 
solid anywhere you put him. Great effort Dale, come back next year as I know this is your 
game. 
 
ZAC MORAN:  Zac shouldered a lot of responsibility as the main man to take the ball 
forward. He was nearly always the first to take the ball straight up in settling the Team‟s 
attacks, and generally provided the shot in the arm the Team needed to get going each 
game. Zac is big and fast and is one of the forwards who has learnt how to utilise his body 
effectively in attack. He is a unique talent who can play both up the centre of the field or 
inside backs. He is an exciting Player who deserves a big pat on the back for a very good 
year. 
 
BRODIE O’BRIEN:  Brodie was another one to come up from the C‟s last year and he 
proved to be a real asset to the team. He has got pace to burn with a fantastic step and 
plays with real passion. Brodie played in many positions this season which shows what a 
great utility Player he is. You can‟t help but like Brodie‟s attitude towards the game and the 
way he plays. Great effort mate, I hope to see you back up next year. 
 
JACOB DUCKWORTH:  Ducky came into the Team in Round 5 from another club and 
was an unknown quantity. He showed some excellent skills at training and on the field and 
was trialled in a few positions. Unfortunately he found it hard to make it to training and to a 
few games which ultimately held him back from cementing a full time position. You can 
see this guy has natural talent and if given the chance will be something to watch in the 
future. Hope to see you back next year Ducky. 
 



 

 

UNDER 11C 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Matt Knigge (Trainer), Alex Hayden (Coach), Tony Canini, Chayce Williams 
                  Mitchell Sheehy, Matt Ford (Trainer), Paul Williams (Manager) 
Middle Row: Ben Garvey, Aaron Pimms, Kyle Maxwell, Blake Jacka 
Front Row: Kane Barber, Jake Williams, Brock Wynes, Ryan Horne, Jake Hanbidge 
                   Cameron Goninan, Ryan Shergold, Matthew Tilia 
Foreground: Jai Williams (Mascot) 
Absent: Kurt Fulcher, Scott Newey (Trainer) 

 
 
COACH:  Alex Hayden 
MANAGER: Paul Williams 
TRAINERS: Matt Knigge, Matt Ford, Scott Newey 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Mitchell SHEEHY 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Jake WILLIAMS 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Ryan HORNE 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Jake HANBIDGE 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: ETB - Engadine Tavern Bistro 
 



 

 

First of all we would like to thank all the Parents for their support and guidance over the 
year. Without their support we would have struggled to get by on a week to week basis.  
This being our first year in the top job, we didn‟t quite know what to expect, and after the 
first training session we knew we had our hands full. But after getting to know the boys it 
was more enjoyable then we expected. Although we missed out on the Semi‟s the boys 
were always having fun. If the boys could try and focus at training a bit more, they would 
surely give the other teams a good run for their money. 
 
Alex has been offered the Head Coach job at the Wagga Wolverines, and is considering 
the role. 
 
Matt Ford has been nominated to go on a 3 year elite trainer‟s course, led by Donnie 
Palmer. 
 
Scott Newey is most likely to be in jail by the start of the 2011 season due to „minor‟ anger 
problems. 
 
And the one and only Matt Knigge has decided to take a sea change and is heading south 
to Captain-Coach the Bomaderry Swamp Rats. 
 
All jokes aside, we would all love to come back next year if allowed to try and get the boys 
to that next stage. 
 
The person we would like to thank the most is Paul Williams. Over the last 8 months he 
has been like a father to us. His organisational skills are second to none and he was 
greatly appreciated throughout the whole season, and we would love to see him win the 
Zone 3 All Pro poker tournament coming up in December. Thank you Paul „All in‟ Williams. 
 
Thanks for a great year...keen to win the big one next year. 
 
Alex, Niggy, Fordo & Scott. 
 
 
KYLE MAXWELL:  „Luke Douglas‟. Kyle has the ability to be a step above any other front 
rowers in the competition. He can be too nice for his own good. If he bought some 
aggression to his game...WOW !  Better see you next year big guy. 
 
CHAYCE WILLIAMS:  „Bull-rush Champ‟. Chayce was a late arrival to our side, and 
added the size that we desperately needed. He was a bit shy and held back for the first 
part of the season but towards the end of the season showed his full potential. If he could 
work on his leg drive and pushing through the tackle, he is set for big things. Thanks for 
the year mate. 
 
AARON PIMMS:  „Pimmmylaaahhh‟. Aaron started the year on fire. Destroying people left 
right „n‟ centre. Towards the end of the season he began to quieten down but a stern 
talking to from his mentor and coach got him back on track and he finished with a bang. 
And Pimmmylaaahhh will work...trust me. Cheers mate. 
 
 
 



 

 

KURT FULCHER:  „Home Run‟. The first time I saw Kurt at training he was mucking 
around beyond belief. I did not know what to expect from him. But after getting to know 
each other, he really started listening and focusing at training, resulting in good on-field 
performances. I really hope you give footy another crack next year mate. Good luck in 
baseball as well. 
 
RYAN SHERGOLD:  „Goldy‟. Goldy played a bit of wing and hooker this season. Scored a 
few smart dummy half tries this year in big games. Scored a full length of the field try down 
at Anzac that everyone will remember. Great season mate, see ya next year. 
 
RYAN HORNE:  „Horndiddydog‟. Horney started of the season a little slow due to a broken 
arm. Once he started believing in himself he started to show his real ability. Was one of 
our best Players in the last couple of games. Has the Engadine Dragons never say die 
attitude. 
 
KANE BARBER:  „Migraine‟. Kane is one of the smallest Players in the comp but that 
didn‟t bother him. He stepped up this year and did some great runs up the middle of the 
park. He loves his footy and loves doing malcoms at training. 
 
BEN GARVEY:  „Garvo‟. Benny was a bit quiet at start of the season as it was his first 
year but when he started to get to know the Team he came out of his shell. Improved a lot 
during the season. Moved from the wing to second row where he belongs. Great season 
mate. 
 
BLAKE JACKA:  „The Snake‟. I don‟t think I have ever heard Blakey talk. Is a very quiet 
kid at training but once he hits the field he unleashes the Dragon inside of him. A pleasure 
to train and always did what we asked of him. Thanks for a good season, hope to see ya 
next year. 
 
CAMERON GONINAN:  „Always On Time‟. Was another shy kid that was a machine on 
the field. Not the biggest kid but always got one of the biggest jerseys. But when Cammy 
puts that XXXL jersey on, no one will get past him. One of the best tacklers in the comp. 
He would even put Alex Hayden on his backside. 
 
JAKE HANBIDGE:  „Ham Sandwhich‟. Was the most improved Player this season. 
Hammy really stepped up in the last half of the season. Is a born centre and would cop a 
lot of big knocks but never wanted to come off. Loves the tough games. Scored one of the 
best tries I‟ve ever seen against De La. 
 
TONY CANINI:  „Tunzzzaaa‟. Tunze is a hard running second rower. Helped out the front 
rowers, getting us out of our own half by taking hard runs. Once Tony starts to believe in 
himself this kid can go a long way. Hope to see you again next season mate. Pleasure to 
coach and loved watching you play. 
 
JAKE WILLIAMS:  „Willy‟. Jakey loves his footy and loves playing footy with his mates 
even more. Jake is a true Engadine Dragon, he is another kid who never gives up. He will 
just keep going. A great kid to train and always listens. Thanks Jake for a great season. 
 
MATT TILIA:  „The Ox‟. Tilly was our halfback for the season. Has a great footy mind, 
always talking and leading by example. Tilly has a great tackling style and will crunch the 
other team. Opposition players would be scared to run at him. 



 

 

BROCK WYNES:  „The Rock‟. Brock told us he was a hooker at the start of the season, 
we trialled him at second row and never thought of changing him. Second row is Brock‟s 
position, hard runs out wide and is a work horse in defence. Good season bro. 
 
MITCHELL SHEEHEY:  „Michelle Heshe‟. The best fullback in the comp. Had a great step 
on him and would always beat the first one or two defenders. Was our best Player, scoring 
and setting up a lot of our tries. Well done on Best & Fairest. Thanks for a great year 
champ. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 12A 
SEMI FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Craig Wheeler (Coach), Ken Ebb (Trainer), Braiden Broadstock, Jake Wheeler 
                   Joel Collier, Zach Hunter, Boyd Ryan (Trainer), Steve Collier (Trainer) 
Front Row: Brad Watts, Ryan Levin, Juye Ebb, Bevan Gemmell, Ryan Longville 
                   Matheson Johns, Kane Hopkins, Kieran Levin 
Absent: James Wayland, Dylan Lees, Josh Ridge, Tanya Longville (Manager) 

 
 
COACH:  Craig Wheeler 
MANAGER: Tanya Longville 
TRAINERS: Ken Ebb, Boyd Ryan, Steve Collier 
 
BEST & FAIREST   James WAYLAND 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Jake WHEELER 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Ryan LONGVILLE 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Matheson JOHNS 
 
TEAM SPONSORS: Pert & Ryan Shop Fitters 
    BJ‟s Pool Service 
 



 

 

Well congratulations boys. We set a goal at the start of the season to make the Semi 
Finals in the A Division and you did it. 
 
I am one very proud Coach as we defeated both De La Salle and Gymea for the first time 
in the A division. We eventually went down in a very close Semi-Final 0-6 to Cronulla-
Caringbah. 
 
Thanks to my wonderful support staff, which include my Trainers Ken Ebb and Steve 
Collier and my Team Manager Tanya Longville. I would also like to thank my football 
advisor and Team Sponsor Boyd Ryan and my brother Brad Wheeler who also sponsored 
the Team. Also many thanks to Sean Bellotti who along with Boyd conducted our pre-
season training sessions at Wanda Beach. 
 
Last but not least I would like to thank Martin Smith the U12B's Coach for his support and 
all the U12B Players who came up and sat on the bench and played for us. I honestly 
believe that we need both a strong A and B Division to successfully proceed through the 
age groups to end up with a strong senior team in the future. 
 
 
BEVAN GEMMELL:  Bevan played his third year of rugby league and is developing into a 
very good fullback. Bevan is blessed with natural athletic ability and is probably the fastest 
runner in the Team. As the season progressed Bevan started taking the line on especially 
from our set moves and looked very dangerous, and his defence improved as his 
confidence grew. Bevan is also the side‟s top goal kicker and kicked some memorable 
pressure goals from out wide. Bevan kicked 4 goals. Well done Bevo. 
 
KANE HOPKINS:  Kane came back this year after most of last season off with a leg 
problem which is a very hard thing to do in A Division footie. As Kane's confidence grew, 
his footie improved and he played some really good games. His defence was solid at all 
times and he scored a couple of nice tries, the most memorable being the try in our last 
game at home against Gymea to level the match, and when it was converted we hit the 
front and went on to win the match. Kane scored 2 tries and kicked 1 goal. Well done 
Kane. 
 
BRAD WATTS:  Brad has class written all over him. He has without a doubt the best 
footwork in the Team. He made some amazing runs and scored some nice tries. His most 
memorable match was against Aquinas(2) when he was judged man of the match after 
scoring 2 fantastic tries and he also had a really big game against Gymea in the last 
round. Brad's defence also improved over the season and will benefit when he gets his 
growth spurt. Brad scored 2 tries. Well done Wattsy. 
 
JOEL COLLIER:  Joel is a tough centre who tackles opponents ball and all and when they 
have been hit they stay hit. Joel had a particularly memorable game in the first round 
against Aquinas(1) the top side in comp and he really ruffled them up, and when one of 
their big centres put the acid on him he replied in kind with a nice right hand. Apart from 
the tough stuff, Joel can be a very damaging runner and a highlight for me was him 
scoring in the last minute against Gymea in round 2 which led to a well earned draw. Joel 
scored 3 tries. Well done Joel. 
 
 



 

 

MATHESON JOHNS:  Matheson played his second year of rugby league and what a year 
it was. Matheson is very fast and has a great tackling technique. He improved over the 
year and I think that he will eventually move from the wing to be a little more closer to the 
action. Matheson is also a very coachable kid who listens to instructions and actually 
carries them out. Matheson deservedly gets my Most Improved Award for the year. 
Matheson scored 2 tries. Well done Mato. 
 
DYLAN LEES:  I have now coached Dylan for five years and what an honour it has been 
to be associated with this great kid for that length of time. Dylan was brought up from my 
victorious B Division side and acquitted himself well in A Division footie. Due to Dylan's 
great football ability and his understanding of the game I used him as my utility Player. 
Dylan played fullback, winger, five-eighth, halfback and lock during the season and played 
well in each role. I'm sure Dylan will blossom when he also gets his growth spurt. Dylan 
scored 1 try. Well done Dylan. 
 
RYAN LONGVILLE:  Ryan is another very coachable kid and is skilled in all areas of the 
game, in both attack and defence and also kicking. I also believe that Ryan is a natural 
leader and that is why I made him Captain for most of the season. I played Ryan at five-
eighth and I think that is his position, he directed the side well and used his great kicking 
game to good effect. Ryan's defence was another highlight for me as he really shoulders 
up and puts opponents down ball and all. I have great pleasure in giving Ryan my 
Encouragement Award as he has the ability to go a lot further in the game. Ryan kicked 4 
goals with the most memorable being on the siren from wide out to get us a draw against 
Gymea in Rd 2. Well done Buddy. 
 
RYAN LEVIN:  What a clever, skilful and tough halfback we have in Ryan. Ryan had a 
very good season and in conjunction with Buddy directed the side around the park as all 
good halfbacks do. Ryan played some memorable games and he scored tries against the 
"big 2" Aquinas(1) and Gymea, when he took them on by himself from around ten metres 
out. I honestly believe that International Rules will suit Ryan down to the ground as he will 
be able to take sides on and back his ability without having to worry about getting caught 
and having to hand the ball over. He is another Player who will benefit when he has his 
growth spurt. Ryan scored 2 tries and kicked 1 goal. Well done Ryano. 
 
JAKE WHEELER:  What a great year Jake had after also coming up from my victorious B 
Division side. Jake played lock this year and I think the position really suited him. He really 
toughened up this year and ran and tackled hard and basically led from the front. When we 
were running it out of our twenty, Jake in conjunction with James always led the way. Jake 
also possesses good ball skills and can put Players in holes and can make breaks with his 
elusive running style and holding the ball out in front. Jake was regularly in our top three 
Players each week as his work rate is first class. Jake deservedly won the Best & Fairest- 
Runner-Up Award. Jake scored 2 tries and kicked 1 goal. Well done Jake. 
 
ZAC HUNTER:  Zac is one of those forwards who just keep working in both attack and 
defence. Zac has a solid tackling technique and has an elusive running style with a swivel 
and spin when he reaches opponents. Zac‟s most memorable games were when he was 
judged man of match in the first round against Cronulla-Caringbah and in the Semi Final 
against Cronulla-Caringbah once again. Zac is the type of Player who never lets his 
teammates down. Well done Zac. 
 



 

 

JUYE EBB:  Juye really improved as the season progressed, so much so that he got best 
and fairest points in two of the last three games and was judged man of the match in the 
Semi Final. Juye ended up being a fantastic defender for us and was taking opponents 
down regularly in one on one tackles. His defensive work rate is first class. You will 
definitely be wearing that head gear from Rd 1 next year. Well done Juye. 
 
BRAIDEN BROADSTOCK:  The third member of my victorious B Division side to come 
into A Division this year. Braiden did very well after also having to adapt to a positional 
change from centre to second row in the forwards. Braiden in the second half of the 
season was running straight and hard and tackling very effectively as well. He got man of 
the match in our last "must win" comp game against Gymea and was also in our top two 
Players and got an award in our Semi Final. Braiden was back to re-earn his nickname of 
the Machine. Braiden kicked 1 goal. Well done Machine. 
 
JAMES WAYLAND:  James came over to us from Como looking for an opportunity to play 
A Division and boy are we glad he came over to us. James played fantastic football all 
season, taking us forward in attack with his great charges and leading our defence with his 
brutal hits. After progressing through Round 1 all the A Division clubs knew who James 
was and no team dared to stand over any of our smaller Players as James made it clear 
that he would back them up 100%. James is the best forward in the age group and also in 
the top three Players in the age group in my opinion. James was also our top try scorer 
with 6 tries which is some sort of achievement from the front row. James deservedly won 
our Best & Fairest Award, he also made Sydney East for Rugby League, Rugby and 
Baseball, and NSW for Rugby. What a fantastic Year. Congratulations James. 
 
KIERAN LEVIN:  Kieran played the vital dummy half role for the side this year and played 
it well. I believe International Rules next year will suit Kieran just like his brother as he will 
have the opportunity to scoot out of dummy half without the worry of getting caught and 
having to hand the ball over. Kieran also returned this year after breaking his collarbone, 
so getting through the year and back into the grind of A Division football should give him 
more confidence going into next season. Kieran is quick and has a sound tackling 
technique. Kieran again like his brother will benefit when he has his growth spurt. Well 
done Kiero. 
 
JOSH RIDGE:  Josh played 3 games this season and in combination with James we had 
the two best front rowers in the comp, two big mobile units and we looked really good only 
narrowly losing one of those games but in his third game of the season, Josh suffered a 
badly broken forearm which was to be a season ending injury. I have never seen a braver 
boy when he suffered the injury, not a tear in sight. In the preceding game Josh had got 
the man of the match and looked on track for a great season. The Team really missed 
Josh's presence but got on with the job nevertheless. Josh to his credit was still a regular 
at all our games and was always there on the bench and in the huddle to encourage the 
boys. Josh as I have mentioned is a big, mobile kid and is actually one of the fastest kids 
in the Team, his potential is unlimited. I look forward to having him back in our line up next 
season. Well done Josh. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 12B 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Angus Brown, Josh Paton, Matthew Westlake 
Middle Row: Tony Jenkins (Trainer), Sandra Jenkins (Manager), Kyle McCarry, Jarrod Pettit 
                     Austen Kennedy, Logan Quinn, Martin Smith (Coach), Bryce Paton (Trainer) 
Front Row: Zac Loveday, Mitchell Ibbett, Ben Barford, Matthew Smith, Liam Rae, Jett Cheadle 
                   Jai Osgood, Chris Jenkins 
Absent: Jake Frost 

 
 
COACH:  Martin Smith 
MANAGER: Sandra Jenkins 
TRAINERS: Tony Jenkins, Bryce Paton 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Josh PATON 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Liam RAE 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Matthew WESTLAKE 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Angus BROWN 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Euroline 
 



 

 

Congratulations boys on an encouraging year. We started the year with two teams coming 
together and by the end we were becoming one strong side. It was always going to be 
tough task with new positions for many players but I was very proud of the way the boys 
took up the challenge. We got a few wins under our belt at the start of the season only to 
lose the next few by slim margins. We worked hard on our defence throughout the year 
and the results showed at the back end of the season with every one working together and 
shutting down some strong Semi Final teams. 
 
The area that held us back was getting over the line each week, we could hold them out 
but couldn‟t get those points on the board. I believe we have it in us and it is something we 
will work on and once we get it right watch out. 
 
I would like to thank my Trainers Bryce Paton and Tony Jenkins, they are at every training 
session and I appreciate their ideas and feedback, without them it would have been a 
struggle. I would also like to thank my Manager Sandra Jenkins, Sandra goes above and 
beyond her roll making sure everyone is up to speed with all that is going on throughout 
the season and making sure all the Parents are a part of the Team. To the Parents, I 
would like to thank all the Parents for all of their support and help, it makes it a great Team 
to be involved with. 
 
I was very proud of the boys‟ efforts this year, watching them improve makes me look 
forward to next year as they grow and develop as a Team. A great bunch of boys, every 
one of them having real potential. 
 
Thanks for the year and I hope to see you all next year. 
 
Martin. 
 
 
BENJAMIN BARFORD:  Ben moved into the halves this year with the extra responsibility 
of calling the plays in attack. Ben has a great understanding and a love for the game so he 
fitted into the position with flying colours. Ben is a great talker on the field in both attack 
and defence and this is critical to getting everyone playing as a Team. I love his passion 
for the game win lose or draw. Thanks for all your help this year Ben. 
 
ANGUS BROWN:  Angus played wing this year and he improved in leaps and bounds with 
his speed and ability. As the year went on Angus got a real feel for his position and by the 
end of the year his understanding in defence and attack added a new dimension to our 
Team. His ability to chase down a kick and regain it or to make the tackle was great. 
Shutting down his side of the field in defence became his specialty. The improvement in 
Angus was a joy to see for both myself and the Trainers. Top year Angus, can‟t wait to see 
what you can do next year. 
 
JETT CHEADLE:  Jett is a great utility Player who moved between the centres and 
second row but I think he is best suited to second row. Jett has the speed and size and he 
uses this in his defence, he can and has the potential to hit the line hard and I would love 
to see him running the ball up hard next year where I know he will cause some damage. 
Great year Jett, thanks for your efforts. 
 
 
 



 

 

JAKE FROST:  Frosty played in the forwards this year and he is one of our most talented 
Players. When he is firing he can do things that can change a game. He runs onto the ball 
hard and fast and can shut down the opposition‟s biggest threats. Frosty has the potential 
to go far in this game with commitment and hard work, he is a Player that lifts the Team 
when he is in full flight. Congratulations on another hard hitting year Frosty. 
 
MITCHELL IBBETT:  Mitchell stepped into the fullback position this year and didn‟t let us 
down. I put him there because I needed to have someone I could rely on to be there, read 
the game and have good ball control, and he ticked all the boxes. Mitchell also assisted 
later in the year in moving our defence around from the back, which we found helped 
immensely, not forgetting to mention his own defence with some try saving tackles. 
Thanks for taking on the fullback roll and nailing it Mitch. 
 
CHRISTOPHER JENKINS:  Chris played dummy half this year. He moved into this roll 
with ease and I could always rely on him being there and getting the ball away fast and 
safely. Chris would have to be one of our greatest tacklers with a technique that puts some 
NRL players to shame and therefore he is a great asset to have in defence shutting down 
the opposition‟s forwards. Great year Chris, looking forward to you running from D/H next 
year. 
 
AUSTEN KENNEDY:  Ossie is one of our front row forwards who loves to take the early 
hit ups and he has a great ability to make us crucial metres early in the game. In defence 
Austen can smash the biggest of the opposition and as the season went on he grew in 
confidence, don‟t upset him if he is tackling you. I believe with an understanding of his 
potential and his ability Austen will be one of our big weapons next year. Keep hitting hard 
Ossie. 
 
KYLE McCARRY:  KP is one of our front row forwards and he can hit the ball up hard and 
make the opposition think twice in defence. Kyle has great potential as a strong forward 
with his passion, size and love for smashing the ball up. Like others this year Kyle started 
to understand his potential and this helped his confidence grow as the session progressed. 
Looking forward to see you smash them next year Kyle. 
 
JAI OSGOOD:  Jai played wing this year and is our first selection for goal kicker and once 
again he didn‟t let us down. Jai is a great comfort to have out on the wing with his strong 
defence and he also comes in for his runs where a set of fresh legs towards the end of 
each half helps his teammates out. Congratulations on another strong year Jai. 
 
JOSHUA PATON:  Josh started the year in the halves but I soon realised his strength was 
missed in attack and he moved to second row. Josh forms a major part of our attack with 
his speed and strength. Breaking the line in many a game he is also a strong part of our 
defence in shutting down his side of the field or any of the opposition‟s key players. They 
soon learnt not to upset Josh. Another great year Josh. 
 
JARROD PETTIT:  Jarrod is one of our big forwards and a great kid to coach. He is Mr 
reliability, never complaining with any request from the Trainers or myself. Every week 
Jarrod puts in 100% in defence and attack, he is improving year after year and his hit ups 
are crucial in getting us going in each set. Well done on another great year Jarrod. 
 
 
 



 

 

LOGAN QUINN:   Logan is a quick running centre who has the potential to bust the line 
with his amazing speed. He worked well out wide with Angus this year breaking down the 
side line and shutting down their side of the field, this combination also has great potential. 
Logan is starting to see his ability with speed and ball skills and he has the making of a 
great Player who could be a try machine. Great year Logan, hope to see you next year. 
 
LIAM RAE:  Liam played lock this year and is a strong, tough all round Player who can 
dominate in defence and hit the ball up hard in attack. He is another Coach‟s dream kid, 
he loves his football, understands instructions and delivers them with passion. Liam is a 
critical part of our structure. Great year Liam, thanks for putting in 100%. 
 
MATTHEW SMITH:  Matt started in the centres but moved into the halves. This was a big 
change for him after playing dummy half for the last few years but he took on the 
challenge. Matt‟s speed helped us get the ball out quickly and towards the end of the year 
was taking on the line and working well with Ben. Thank for stepping into a new position 
this year Matt. 
 
MATTHEW WESTLAKE:  Westy is another of our strong forwards who takes us forward 
each week. Matt has the ability to run onto the ball hard and take on their defence, this is 
something we lacked at the start of the year but game by game Matt improved and as I 
said each week he started to understand how strong he was. Matt has great potential as a 
hard hitting forward, someone we can always look towards to make us crucial metres. 
Great effort this year Matt, can‟t wait for the next. 
 
ZAC LOVEDAY:  Zac was a strong utility Player for us this year who was able to move 
into a wing or centre position as required. Zac was new to the Dragons this year and fitted 
straight in. Being one of the smallest in our Team Zac is one of our strongest in defence. 
Zac is a great Team Player and I would love to see him come in more next year for some 
strong runs. Great efforts this year Zac. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 14B 
 
 

 
 

Back Row: Adam Dingemans, Daniel Jamieson, Brody Davis-Jury. 
Middle Row: Luke Dodge (Trainer), Blake Lucy (Trainer), Jurra Ferguson, Dylan Rae 
                    Tyler Magson, Jesse McGregor, Luis Gougkoussis, Colin Lucy (Coach) 
Front Row: Kurtis Brewer, Rhys Holden, Ryan Lynch, Baden Sciberras, Jarrod Cosgriff 
                   Jakob Fitzpatrick, Brandon Maxwell 
Absent: Shannon Watts 

 
 
COACH:  Colin Lucy 
MANAGER: Natasha Magson 
TRAINERS: Luke Dodge, Blake Lucy 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Jarrod COSGRIFF 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Jesse McGREGOR 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD  Jurra FERGUSON 
MOST IMPROVED AWARD  Brodie DAVIS-JURY 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: FibreTel 
 



 

 

The U14‟s started out in A Division after finishing Runners-Up in U13B‟s in 2009. The 
Team would have been capable of playing in the A Division but a few boys decided to 
leave to further their football careers and this caused unrest amongst the remainder of the 
Team. A few others that were new to the Team plus some others who had played for a few 
years were concerned about playing short so they also moved on to other clubs. 
 
By the start of the season there were only 5 boys left from the 2009 season. As we had no 
U13‟s this season we were able accommodate those remaining boys in the U14‟s side 
which gave us a Team of 14 Players. I knew it would be a struggle in A Division but also 
knew we would get looked at being regraded after 3 rounds. The Team forfeited the first 
round and it was decided that the Team should be folded. This caused further unrest. After 
discussing this with the boys and some of the Parents the boys agreed that they would still 
like to play. 
 
We played Bosco with only 8 Players in Round 2, and got thrashed by Cronulla-Caringbah 
in Round 3 with 12 Players. We were then regraded to the B Division and began picking 
up a few more Players. Our total number of Players ended up being 17, not that we had 
them all there at any one time but we did manage to get a few reserves. The season rolled 
on well. We won one game and had a draw and almost got away with a few more. 
Although we lost we probably had our best games against Gymea(2) and De La Salle(2) 
who ended up finishing in the top 4. This Team definitely has ability and a lot of courage, 
we just need to start the season together a bit earlier next year and get the boys to believe 
in themselves and apply themselves at training. 
 
Thanks to Natasha Magson for being my Manager. She did a great job and also managed 
another of our Teams just as effectively. She was constantly in touch with all the Parents 
about game times and training, and organised rosters for the Parents. Natasha and my 
wife Leanne were instrumental in getting the Team onto the field and keeping them 
together. 
 
Special thanks to Peter Ellem who trained the Team on Tuesday nights as I was at work. I 
also appreciated you looking after the Team on game days when it didn‟t clash with your 
own commitments with the U15‟s. 
 
Thanks to Luke Dodge and Blake Lucy for being the Trainers of the Team. Your 
commitment was wonderful and although you both could not attend training on a Tuesday 
night due to TAFE you still did not miss Thursdays or game days. It‟s great to see you both 
giving back to the Club after playing with the Dragons for so many seasons yourselves. 
The boys really looked up to you both. Also thanks to Matt Connor who also assisted at 
training and helped out at a few games which was a big bonus for the boys. 
 
Thanks also to the boys from the U12‟s who helped us out on a few occasions. 
 
Lastly thanks to all of the boys for playing. I hope you enjoyed yourself as much as I 
enjoyed coaching you. I look forward to seeing you back next season and you can even 
bring a few friends along to play as well.  
 
Col Lucy. 
 
 
 



 

 

JESSE McGREGOR:  (Fullback). A very athletic Player in the Team Jesse was one of the 
Players deeply concerned when we looked like not having a team. Jesse was very safe 
taking the high balls and has a very elusive running style breaking the line on many 
occasions. Saved many tries at fullback with his sheer speed. Good season Jesse. 
 
TYLER MAGSON:  (Wing). This was only Tyler‟s second year of football. He also did it 
tough as he is still of slight build and is eligible for the U14‟s again next year. After being a 
bit timid early in the season he got more involved and started making some good tackles 
and even showing a bit of aggression (in the St Josephs game to his Mother‟s surprise) as 
the season went on. See you next year Tyler. 
 
RHYS HOLDEN:  (Centre). Rhys was another boy coming from the U13‟s and also only in 
his second year of football. Like Jesse, Rhys is extremely fit and would play a game of 
U14A‟s soccer each week before football. Rhys is fearless in defence and brought down 
many boys twice his size. Rhys was the best trainer in the Team. The highlight of Rhys‟ 
season was scoring a very well read intercept try against De La Salle(2) and also scoring 
the winning try in the only game we won. Well done Rhys. 
 
SHANNON WATTS:  (Centre/Wing). Shannon has played for a few years with the Club 
but was taking a break when recruited by the boys as we were short of Players. Another 
Player who is only 13, Shannon tried really hard. His game will improve when we work with 
our defence more next season.  
 
KURTIS BREWER:  (Wing/Centre). Kurtis was playing his first season for the Club having 
been recruited by the boys. Kurtis has a great tackling technique and received applause 
even from the opposition on many occasions for bringing down boys sometimes 3 times 
his size. Thanks for coming to play Kurtis. 
 
LUIS GOUGKOUSSIS:  (Hooker). Our little lad who would rather wear TN‟s than a pair of 
footy boots. Luis is a great tackler having had a few years previous playing experience. 
Look forward to seeing you next year.  
 
DANIEL JAMIESON:  (Halfback). Probably the tallest halfback in the comp. Daniel was 
our leading try scorer and goal kicker. In just his first season Daniel did very well. Looking 
forward to a good season from you next year Daniel when you become more familiar with 
playing with all your teammates. 
 
JAKOB FITZPATRICK:  (Second Row). Jakob signed up with Dragons but left to play for 
Cronulla-Caringbah as he was wary of us having no Players. When Cronulla-Caringbah 
folded we very happily welcomed him back to the Team. Jakob was an asset to the Team, 
fearless in attack and a great tackler as well and helped motivate the Team on the field. 
See you next year Jakob. 
 
JURRA FERGUSON:  (Five eighth/Halfback). Jurra has been playing with the Club since 
the U6‟s. Jurra has very safe hands and this contributed to our attack. A great ball 
distributer and runner with a good reading of the game. He missed a few games due to 
injury but the Team really fired when he returned. Good season Jurra. 
 
RYAN LYNCH:  (Front Row). First season with the Club. Ryan was a really tough 
competitor, always running the ball hard and taking it to the defence. See you next season 
Ryan. 



 

 

BRANDON MAXWELL:  (Lock). Maxy although lacking in a bit of size made up for it in 
ticker. Always tackled and ran hard and never took a step back. Maxy has been playing for 
a few years and we hope to see you back again next year. 
 
JARROD COSGRIFF:  (Second Row). Our hitman. Jarrod worked tirelessly in defence 
always topping the tackle count. Jarrod also took the ball up well. Jarrod was inspirational 
in keeping the Team together. He put in 100% in the game every week and was one of the 
few boys who listened to the Coach‟s instructions and then carried them out onto the field. 
Jarrod had his best season with the Dragons in 2010 and was easily a well deserved 
winner of the Best & Fairest trophy.  
 
ADAM DINGEMANS:  (Second Row/Centre). First year of footy. He spent a few weeks 
out with a shoulder injury. When he did play made a big difference to the Team. Definitely 
added size to the Team and his defensive game was very sound. Look forward to seeing 
you back next season Adam. 
 
DYLAN RAE:  (Centre/Wing). Missed the first few weeks as he wasn‟t sure whether he 
was going to play but after being „T Boy‟ for a week the desire to come back was there. 
Played A Division soccer each week before turning up to footy. Unfortunately Dylan 
missed a few games due to injuries not related to football (in woodwork classes at school) 
but played hard each game and always tried his best. 
 
BADEN SCIBERRAS:  (Second Row). Baden plays very tough, a little scary at times. 
Always got under the skin of the opposition. Baden always took the ball up hard and 
tackled hard. A usually quiet boy, Baden was sin-binned once for talking back to the Ref. 
Unfortunately Baden moved to NT and did not play in the last 2 games. 
 
BRODY DAVIS-JURY:  (Front Row). New to the Club. Brody joined the Team a few 
games into the season after being found at school by Baden. A very big boy which gave 
our Team some much needed size, Brody had a great season and his game dramatically 
improved each week. Brody was able to make many offloads. See you next season Brody. 
 
BRANDON BEDFORD:  Played only one game as Team was short. Was taking a year off 
as he wanted a break. Thanks for helping out Brandon and hope to see you again next 
year. 
 
LIAM RAE:  Brother of Dylan. Played up twice from the U12B‟s when we were short. Is 
very tough for a 12 yr old. Showed no fear when making tackles. 
 
JAKE FROST:  Played up twice from the U12B‟s. Again a pretty tough kid who was 
fearless in defence. 
 
KYLE McCARRY:  Played up once from the U12‟s when we were short. Also big and 
tough. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 15B 
MINOR PREMIERS 
GRAND FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Cameron Parry, Blake Connal, Jackson Micallef 
Middle Row: Luke Forbes (Coach), Brendon Aloisio, Thomas Kirwin-Oliver, Daniel Fitzsimmons 
                    Kaelin Hutchinson, Jarrod Bennett, Peter Ellem (Trainer), Kim Micallef (Manager) 
Front Row: Ben Pastor, Pierce Hietzke-Day, Hayden Splitt, Duncan Ellem, Steven Sollars 
                   Luke Smith, Jordan Talotta 
Absent: Michael Court, Wayne Smith (Trainer), Conor Ellem (Trainer) 

 
 
COACH:  Luke Forbes 
MANAGER: Kim Micallef 
TRAINERS: Peter Ellem, Wayne Smith, Conor Ellem 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Thomas KIRWIN-OLIVER 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Duncan ELLEM 
COACH’S AWARD   Pierce HIETZKE-DAY 
MANAGER’S AWARD   Cameron PARRY 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Adam Bray & Associates 
 



 

 

This was a very enjoyable season for all involved, even if it didn‟t quite finish as we had 
planned. Right from pre-season training it was clear this was a very committed Team who 
were prepared to give everything they had for each other. I have never been involved in a 
team who are so keen to learn and able to put into practice what we had worked on at 
training. Adding to this is the genuine quality of all the boys as people, they all respect and 
encourage each other which made for a very enjoyable environment both at training and 
on game day. 
 
We started off the season in the A Division competition where we weren‟t quite up to the 
standard and after four rounds we were dropped back to B Division. In those first 4 weeks 
the boys never gave up and in some cases we finished off the game with as few as 10 
Players yet the boys were still busting their gut. Once back in B Division our confidence 
lifted and we didn‟t lose a game until Grand Final day. At times we did play some very 
good quality football, executing our game plan to perfection. Our first half against De La 
and our second halves against both Aquinas sides was fantastic football to watch. 
Unfortunately we just couldn‟t manage to string two good halves together. 
 
In the Semi Finals we played Como and defeated them 18-4 playing some really good 
finals football, going straight through to the Grand Final. We started the GF in superb form 
leading 8-0 after 10 minutes thanks to 2 tries to Tom. From that point we switched off 
mentally and started giving away possession cheaply and we found ourselves behind at 
half time. From there it was just too hard to get back into the game considering the 
conditions. It was a tough game to lose considering the success of the rest of the season, 
but the season shouldn‟t be remembered by this one game. I‟m sure we have all learnt a 
lot from the experience and hopefully we have become smarter footballers as a result. 
 
I want to thank Pete, Conor and Wayne for all their help through the year, they made my 
job a lot easier and gave me someone to bounce ideas off. A big thanks also to Kim who 
as a Manager was sensational. She is the most organized person ever and nothing was 
ever a problem, with a lot of things already organized before I could even think about 
them. Thanks also to all the Parents who helped with the fundraisers throughout the 
season, especially John and Pete who organized the prizes for our major raffle. Well done 
to the boys for selling as many raffle tickets as they did and I‟m sure it will be well worth 
the effort when we are on the Gold Coast. 
 
Thanks must also go to our Sponsors. Our Team Sponsor was Adam Bray & Associates 
(who never quite got down to a game). Thanks also to Pizza League who supported us 
throughout the year and also to Brasserie on East at the SUS Club who donated weekly 
Player Awards to the boys. 
 
Once again thanks to all involved for such an enjoyable season. 
 
See you next year in A Division. 
 
Ferret. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

THOMAS KIRWIN-OLIVER:  This guy is a champion both on and off the field, a brilliant 
Player and an even better person. Playing at fullback he was not only very safe, he was 
also very dangerous. When the opposition made a break you always felt safe that Tom 
had them covered. I can‟t remember anyone getting past him this year. When he had the 
ball in his hands he was devastating. It didn‟t matter if it was a kick return, a scoot from 
dummy half or chiming into the back line, every time Tom got the ball you got excited. 
There were many games this season where he scored multiple tries, which generally came 
at crucial times of the game. Thanks for helping to make this a very enjoyable season. 
 
BEN PASTOR:  What an absolute champion this bloke is. Benny is as tough as they 
come. Every game you would see Benny take on guys double his size only to see them 
snapped in half. For me the highlight of his season was our game against De La where he 
tackled the two biggest players in their team, leaving them both injured. Ben was also safe 
in attack and managed to score a try in his 100th game for the Dragons which was great to 
see. 
 
STEVE SOLLARS:  This was Steve‟s first year back at footy after a long time off. This guy 
is full of enthusiasm and is always keen to learn, and as a result his game really improved 
throughout the season which was great to see. His best game of the year was in the 
Grand Final where he really got himself involved and had some good quality touches of 
the football, and also worked well in defence. A little more confidence and aggression will 
see him get a lot more opportunities next season. Can‟t wait to see you at Anzac next 
year. 
 
KAELIN HUTCHINSON:  Unfortunately we didn‟t get to see enough of Kaelin this year. A 
couple of bad hand injuries kept him out for large parts of the season. When he did get on 
the field he was great. A very good attacking Player, he scored some very good tries this 
season. The best of those was at Anzac where he backed up the play to get an offload, 
and then run the length of the field to score a great try. A Player with plenty of ability, I 
hope you get a full season next year. 
 
BRENDON ALOISO:  This was Brendon‟s first year of footy and it didn‟t take him long to 
fit in. Brendon is a bloke with plenty of natural ability, he is strong, fast and keen to learn. I 
can‟t wait until you realize how much ability you have and start to back yourself a bit more. 
With a full season under his belt I‟m sure he will be one of the big improvers next season. 
Brendon scored a couple of really good tries this year with some great finishing out wide. 
In defence he was very safe and he picked up our defensive pattern very quickly. I can‟t 
wait to see you back next year. 
 
DANIEL FITZSIMMONS:  This was a great year from Fitzy, he was strong in all areas of 
his game. Starting with our kick-offs where he had an amazing ability to find the ground 
and where the ball would often go dead or find the sideline, which would give us 
possession and put us on the front foot. At the start of the year it was a case of the closer 
to the action Fitzy was, the better he played. But by the end of the year while playing in the 
centres he went looking for work and the Team benefited enormously. In attack he was 
great with some good dummy half runs and some strong running out wide where he 
scored plenty of tries. His defence was also very impressive and by the end of the season 
he was very intimidating out wide. Fitzy gained a lot of respect during our finals series 
where he played strongly with a busted shoulder. 
 



 

 

DUNCAN ELLEM:  This guy has an enormous amount of natural ability. His footwork is 
some of the best I have ever seen. Dunny has the ability to create something out of 
nothing, even when he was heavily marked by the opposition. A highlight of his game was 
his returns from the kickoff, where he always made plenty of ground beating a number of 
defenders and he often scored from the kickoff. Dunny‟s defence was first class, always 
looking for work and saving plenty of tries for us. As our Captain he always led from the 
front and set the standard for the rest of the Team. Well done on a great year. 
 
JORDAN TALOTTA:  Totty came to us from Yarra and immediately made an impact on 
and off the field. Jordan‟s personality makes him a great bloke to have around the Team. 
With a great skill set he worked hard on learning to steer the Team around the field. His 
kicking game was a feature, and when he was on his game the opposition were constantly 
working the ball out of their own corner. Totty kicked plenty of goals from out wide which 
was always handy, he just needs a bit more practice from in front (or stop practicing to hit 
the posts). His defence improved throughout the year as his confidence lifted and I‟m sure 
he will work hard on it again next year. Jordan‟s enthusiasm made him a pleasure to coach 
and I can‟t wait to work with him again next season. 
 
LUKE SMITH:  Smithy is another one of those blokes you love to have in your team, his 
sense of humour makes him very enjoyable to be around. On the field he is one of the 
toughest Players running around. After moving him between several positions to wherever 
he was needed, he finally found himself back at his favoured lock position where he played 
as a ball playing forward. This is his best position and our wide runners had plenty of 
success running off him. Smithy didn‟t avoid the hard stuff either and did plenty of work in 
attack and defence. One of the hardest hitters in defence, plenty of blokes tried to avoid 
him only to be smashed anyway. When Luke got injured in our GF it was always going to 
be hard for us to win, but due to his toughness he couldn‟t get back onto the field quick 
enough. 
 
HAYDEN SPLITT:  I was so glad to see this bloke playing such good footy at the end of 
this year because he really did deserve it. Bluey really worked hard at training and by mid 
season it was really paying off. Another guy who I shuffled into different positions due to 
team requirements, and he filled each position brilliantly. His best position was in the 
middle of the field where the real feature of his game was his ability to take the ball to the 
line with a support runner. This ability was on display at De La where he went to the line, 
threw a big dummy and ran 50m, and then we then scored off the next play. He then 
backed it up not long after by tipping on to his front rower who ran 60m. This was the 
highlight of my season personally, to see a guy work on something at training and then put 
it into practice in the game, it was really satisfying. Thanks for a great season, can‟t wait to 
see you next year. 
 
CAMERON PARRY:  A fine example of Heathcote education, Cam is never going to be a 
rocket scientist. However, he is an exceptional person who deserved to be playing the 
great footy he played all season. Always worked hard at training and the results showed 
on the field. From the start of the year it was clear he was a very honest, hard working 
footballer, but by the end of the season he also became a very good wide running second 
rower who was still able to do the tough stuff in the middle. Scored some great tries, 
especially towards the end of the season from running some good quality lines. Thanks for 
a great year. 
 



 

 

JACKSON MICALLEF:  Jacko is a great team man, he leads by example and is a great 
communicator. Able to run good lines, he is also a very strong ball runner who we could 
always rely on to get us going forward. Jacko scored some good tries this season by 
simply running over the top of the opposition. In defence he was very strong, pulling off 
some of the biggest hits of the season. If only he could play wrapped in bubble wrap we 
might be able to get a full season out of him. 
 
MICHAEL COURT:  What a fun bloke to have in the Team. Mick has a great sense of 
humour and is a constant source of amusement. In his eyes he is a 5/8 in a front rower‟s 
body and he reminded me of this weekly. He was in fact a good front rower who was able 
to take the ball to the line and use his support runners. Very good at getting the Team 
going forward, it was common for Micky to take 2 hit ups in a set of six which really helped 
our style of play. Unfortunately Mick has a phobia about training hard. We might have to 
work out some sort of bribe using pizza to overcome his problem. Well done on a great 
season. 
 
PIERCE HIETZKE-DAY:  Another great, fun bloke to have in the Team. Ranga had an 
awesome season. Whenever you show something to Pierce at training you can see in his 
face that he is taking all of it in, and everything we worked on at training Pierce would put 
straight into practice on the field. To coach a guy like this is very rewarding and he fully 
deserved his award this season. Ranga moved from halfback to hooker this year and he 
made the position his own. In defence he worked hard and did a great job of controlling the 
speed of the game. In attack he was always busy, jumping out of dummy half and giving 
good service, and as the year went on he really began to identify when to run and when to 
pass. Still has plenty to learn, but I have no doubt he will be a top class hooker next 
season. Well done on a really good season. 
 
BLAKE CONNAL:  Tiny had a fantastic season. On his day he was one of the most 
destructive runners in the competition and was consistently breaking the defensive line. 
Blake could always be counted on to get the Team going forward and he was a big reason 
for the Team‟s success. Blake also has a very good off-load which could put his 
teammates into space. Hopefully we will see a lot more of this next season. Tiny also 
played some minutes in the second row during the finals series where he could run at 
some smaller defenders. This was a huge success as he scored a try in the Semi and was 
unlucky not to score in the GF. Congrats on a good year. 
 
JARROD BENNETT:  Unfortunately Jarrod couldn‟t find Anzac Oval on weekdays this 
season and as a result we didn‟t see enough of him. When he played, he did show plenty 
of enthusiasm and did some quality things. Unfortunately his fitness and knowledge of our 
game plan let him down. Hopefully he is a bit more enthusiastic next season and we can 
see him back at his best. 
 
 



 

 

UNDER 17A 
FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Darren Bedford (Coach), Harrison Day, Damien Mogus, Tyler Horton 
                  Adam Thorogood, Johnnie Bedford, Brett Denford, Kevin Querin (Manager) 
Middle Row: Wayne Smith (Trainer), Luke Richmond, Aaron Faulkner, Blake Lucy, Luke Dodge 
                     DanielHarrison, Isaac Sciberras, Braiden Garrick, Luke Nichols (Trainer) 
Front Row: Jordan Dow, Brad Ring, Aaron Bennett, Michael Morris, Jake Newman 
                   Ryan Coleman 
Absent: Conor Ellem, Jordan Shields, Kurt Freer-McKinlay, Jake Denford (Trainer) 

 
 
COACH:  Darren Bedford 
MANAGER: Kevin Querin 
TRAINERS: Wayne Smith, Luke Nichols, Jake Denford 
BALL BOYS: Ben Querin, Brandon Bedford, Luke Smith 

 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Daniel HARRISON 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Luke DODGE 
COACH’S AWARD   Aaron FAULKNER 
MANAGER’S AWARD   Brett DENFORD 
 
TEAM SPONSORS: Whitto‟s Pizza 
    Jet Building Services 
 



 

 

I have watched these boys, at least most of them, play football over the past 8 years. From 
young kids to older kids and what a great football team they have been and can still be. 
 
We started the year early with some training and a lot of fun and that‟s the way the year 
went, a little bit of training and a lot of fun. It has been said to me that they have wasted a 
lot of talent and what would have been if they had all trained harder and what if this and 
what if that. I would like you to all know that they have said to me and the Coaching staff 
that they are here to have fun with their mates and enjoy their footy, and not worry 
themselves about winning or losing games. This would explain why a couple of them 
knocked back opportunities to play SG Ball for the Sharks. This worried me when we first 
talked about it but then I realised that this is exactly what I wanted them to do this 
year...ENJOY FOOTBALL. 
 
We had a good year with some good wins and some good losses. I would like to say that I 
enjoyed every minute but that would be a lie, let‟s just say that Sundays were great and 
Tuesday and Thursday nights the wife would have to hide the sharp knives before I arrived 
home. What I did find out is that you are all a great bunch of kids and it has been great 
getting to know you all on a more personal level. 
 
A great big thank you to Kevin Querin, Wayne Smith (2nd year) and Jake Denford for 
helping manage and train the boys. 
 
JOHNNIE BEDFORD:  A great year for improvement in your defence, you really stiffened 
up our left hand side. Your kicking game also added a new dimension to our game, well 
done. 
 
AARON BENNETT:  A good solid Player in our 3/4 line with great speed and strong 
defencer. His lucky number is 18. 
 
RYAN COLEMAN:  Ryan was new to the Dragons and played in our halves and on the 
wing. I am yet to be told what the florescent arm bands that you wore to games were for ? 
But I still have the photos. 
 
HARRISON DAY:  A great footballer and a fan of COD, did you get that nuke ?  Harry had 
a lot of injuries this year but soldiered on even when asked to leave the field. 
 
BRETT DENFORD:  Will the real Denford please stand up !  Brett was a little disillusioned 
with footy at the start but decided to become our best trainer, always leading by example 
which was shown with his fitness on game day. 
 
LUKE DODGE:  Luke was the quite one in our Team, hardly ever having a word to say. 
Always attentive and never argumentative. But really, a great footballer who gave his best 
each week. 
 
JORDAN DOW:  Cheeza gave his best at training and in games, scoring one of the best 
tries of the year against Cronulla-Caringbah off a scrum, well done. 
 
CONOR ELLEM:  Conor did not last that long into the season as he injured himself at 
training but it is fair to say that he was missed as it did not go unnoticed that he had done 
a fair bit of training prior to the start of the year. 



 

 

AARON FAULKNER:  This kid would be the hardest hitter in the comp bar none, even if 
some of them are illegal. He gave away so much in size but nothing in heart. Keep going 
hard mate. 
 
KURT FREER-McKINLAY:  Brick joined us after the season had commenced and he was 
a very useful utility. 
 
BRAIDEN GARRICK:  Braiden finished the year at halfback and I wish we had started him 
there, he did a great job. 
 
DANIEL HARRISON:  Daniel is the most friendly guy in the Team and it was great for the 
Dragons to have him come over. They say he can sing, even if Kyle doesn‟t think so. 
 
TYLER HORTON:  A new kid to the Team this year who did a great job on the wing. 
 
BLAKE LUCY:  Blake to me is a real trooper, he didn‟t get on the field all that much but he 
never complained and was always there for the Team and the Club. 
 
DAMIEN MOGUS:  Quit through the year. 
 
MICHAEL MORRIS:  A great guy and a great second rower, it has been good getting to 
know you mate. 
 
JAKE NEWMAN:  This kid is 65kg and benches 120kg, do I need to say anymore. There 
are a few centres a little sore for thinking that they were going to run over the top of him. 
 
LUKE RICHMOND:  I am still looking for that hat. For some reason he was always 
aggressive at training but at least he carried it into the games. He was always great at 
dummy half. 
 
BRAD RING:  Brad has the hairiest legs in the Team ?  A nice guy who has a great sense 
of football in him. 
 
ISAAC SCIBERRAS:  This kid tried so hard and this year was gaining the rewards for his 
efforts but sadly he had to leave us for the NT before the year was over. Good luck in your 
future. 
 
JORDAN SHIELDS:  Quit through the year but then never really got started. 
 
ADAM THOROGOOD:  We are all still waiting for your 7 try romp that you promised. It 
would have been great to see you here a few years earlier. Stop texting me. 
 
 



 

 

2ND GRADE 
SEMI FINALISTS 

 
 

 
 

Back Row: Andrew McNiece, Brendon Horsnell, Daniel Brubaker, Steven Coughlan 
Centre Row: Adam Jones (Trainer), Tye Fleming (Coach), Michael Warren, Steve Dabin 
                     Scott Frater, James Mollard, Luke Nigro, Rod Gersbach (Manager) 
Front Row: Ben Leahy, Gavin Priestly, Pat Kelly, Steve Ring, Tom Hubbard, Logan McGlinchy 
Absent: Viliam Napa‟a, Kurt Marsh, Brayden Davies, Blake Cole, Kieren Smith, David Hird 
             Denis Marsh, Glen Dryland, Shane Cantrell, Todd Vickery, Ben Cotton 
             Judd Shultz-O‟Shea 

 
 
COACH:  Tye Fleming 
MANAGER: Rod Gersbach 
TRAINERS: Adam Jones, Simon Parsons 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Viliam NAPA‟A 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Logan McGLINCHY 
COACH’S AWARD   Steven COUGHLAN 
MANAGER’S AWARD   Scott FRATER 
 
TEAM SPONSOR: Shane‟s Gourmet Cuts 
 
 
 



 

 

On behalf of Coach Tye Fleming I want say thank you to all the Players for a great season. 
They really are a good bunch. They always put in, on the field and off. The guys who did 
not get selected were always keen to help with strapping or running the water, whatever it 
takes to be involved. We know and we want our generous Sponsors and everyone in 
Engadine to know that these guys did their best and proudly carried on the tradition of our 
great Club. You never heard of any of our fellows bringing anything but good repute to the 
Club and to junior rugby league. It has been an honour, a pleasure and a privilege to know 
you and be associated with you. 
 
Do not underestimate the contribution of the A Ressies. Everyone in the Club knows that 
the A Grade is our flag ship. All the young Players and the older ones too aspire to one 
day represent the Dragons in the A Grade, and the Ressies have always assisted by 
supplying Players to the A Grade. We have a very young Team at the moment. These 
young Players are being groomed to be future A Graders. I am confident that blokes like 
Milky, Loges, Luke Nigro and Steve Ring can play A Grade in the future if they continue to 
train and develop. 
 
The spirit in the Club should be acknowledged too. It is so encouraging to see blokes like 
Chris Wood, Nathan Bullock, Nathan Harris, Ben Leahy and Andy Johnno from the A 
Grade pulling on a jersey to play for us at every opportunity just because we are Engadine 
and there‟s a game on. 
 
A lot of the Players from the A‟s and the Ressies watch each other whenever the draw 
allows and it was a damn shame we both played at the same time on Sundays. But don‟t 
worry we will be there to support the A Grade at every opportunity. 
 
While I have your attention I want to talk about some other people too. Everyone in the 
Club that supports the Players in some way. First thanks to Tye Fleming who did a great 
job of his first year as Coach. Everyone that knows Tye knows why the Players like him 
and I am sure that should he coach again he will retain Players who will benefit from their 
first taste of open football under him and develop into an even better team next year.  
 
Thank you to Parso and Cheeks for their valuable assistance throughout the year. Thanks 
also to Billy Kemp the Recorder, Greg Bird for collating and publishing the match reports, 
Leanne Lucy for coordinating information and registering of Players and Graeme Wagener 
for the great Thursday night barbecues and his leadership and support generally. A lot of 
work is done by the unsung heroes and if I have missed anyone I thank you too for making 
2010 an enjoyable and successful year for the Engadine Dragons A Reserve Grade Team. 
 
Rodriguez. 
 
 
MICHAEL WARREN:  Likes to talk it up a bit but also can play a bit as well. Played a fair 
bit of A Grade this year and is equally at home in the backrow or centres. Can pull off a big 
hit now and then too. Just a little tip Cuzzie, stop talking it up and let your footy do the 
talking like your mate Brewie. Who knows, you‟ll probably play even better. 
 
KURT MARSH:  Kurt is a specialist winger who is very safe and very rarely makes any 
mistakes. Even though he may have been rested a couple of games this year due to 
plenty of flankers, not once did I hear him complain. A good bloke for team morale and a 
pleasure to coach. 



 

 

BRAYDEN DAVIES:  Started the season in the halves and was playing pretty good there. 
Decided to move him to fullback where I thought he‟d go even better and he didn‟t 
disappoint, scoring some great tries with his blinding speed off the mark. Also saved many 
a try by bringing down players twice his size. 
 
BLAKE COLE:  Started the season a bit hesitant but improved with each game as the 
season went along and by season‟s end was playing some good football, to the point 
where I picked him in my starting side for the Semi Final. 
 
SCOTT FRATER:  An older Player who made his return back to the Dragons after many 
years away. Probably one of the hardest running centres in the Ressies comp scoring 
plenty of tries. Did a great job of Captain as well when Benny handed over the reins. 
 
KIEREN SMITH:  „Salad‟ only played half the season this year before suffering a nasty 
knee injury. Up until that point he was playing some of the best football we have seen from 
him. Had he played the whole season he might have shaken that nickname the way he 
was playing. But who knows, maybe he will never shake it. Thanks for the season „Salad‟. 
 
ANDREW McNIECE:  Another one of the new policemen to the side. Andrew played just 
over half the season this year before also suffering a bad knee injury. It was a shame 
because he was improving with each and every game. Don‟t know where he went after the 
injury though. Hope the knee is all good now. 
 
TOM HUBBARD:  Tommy is definitely a confidence Player. Started the season at fullback 
for us and started well scoring some good tries and returning the ball back well from kick 
returns. Then half way through the season he had a few quiet games and sort of lost 
interest and pulled the pin. Told me he just wasn‟t enjoying it. Did hang around though and 
help out and even played a couple of games at season‟s end when we were short, so 
thanks for that mate. 
 
STEVE DABIN:  The policeman was new to the side this year and was a very handy 
Player indeed. A solid type Player who started off in the backrow but then got moved to 
five-eighth where he played some good skilful football. A good guy to have around who I 
hope is back next year. Coffee & donuts anyone ? 
 
DAVID HIRD:  Hirdy was a great footballer back in the 80‟s and nothing has changed, I 
mean for a bloke his age to be playing at a shade over forty is a massive effort. David 
wouldn‟t last as long out there as some of the younger blokes but once out there he would 
show them how it‟s done. Not a bad runner of the football but it was his low driving 
defence that really stood out. He knows how to play in pain too, proving his toughness. 
Thanks for the season mate. 
 
LUKE NIGRO:  What a bleeder !  Luke must have had a target on that nose this year, 
copping plenty of high shots. But he showed his toughness, going back out there every 
time and never staying down. Played most of the season on the wing and did a great job 
there. Played a few games in the back row towards season‟s end and tackled himself to a 
standstill on many occasions. Keep doing those weights mate and that second row spot is 
yours. 
 



 

 

PAT KELLY:  Played a lot of A Grade this year and rightly so. Not the biggest front rower 
but that didn‟t matter, always putting in playing tough, and one to never take a backward 
step. 
 
DENIS MARSH:  There was a 4 week period towards the back end of the season where 
Denis was playing the best football I think I have seen him play. If he can carry that form 
into next season look out. Not sure if he‟s playing though ? 
 
GLEN DRYLAND:  Not the fittest looking footballer we have seen but once on the field 
tends to raise a few eyebrows the way he just keeps on going. Will play anywhere in the 
forwards and always has a good go. Then has a good go on the beers. Nothing wrong with 
that. 
 
STEVEN COUGHLAN:  A real competitive type Player who hates to lose. Only a small 
bloke in size but once he‟s on that field is all heart. Always near the top of the tackle count 
and gives his all every game he plays. A true dummy half, tends to LOOK LEFT THEN 
RIGHT, before sniffing out the hole. 
 
SHAYNE CANTRELL:  Came back to the side half way through the season after serving 
his suspension with a few added extra kilos looking like JOHN BUTTERGIEG. But once he 
got a few games under his belt and a bit of fitness he was back playing some good 
football. Shayne likes to play the game tough and when the games got tougher so did 
Shayne. 
 
DANIEL BRUBAKER:  Doesn‟t say too much before or during the game and tends to let 
his football do the talking. Gets through a mountain of work in attack and defence every 
time he plays. Knows how to find the try line and got called up to A Grade on numerous 
occasions. 
 
LOGAN McGLINCHY:  Logan is the type of Player who has a bit of everything in his 
game. I don‟t know what part of his game is the strongest because they‟re all pretty good. 
Tackles well, runs well, passes well, kicks goals and in general play. Scores plenty of tries. 
SUPER SEASON. 
 
BRENDON HORSNELL:  Brendon came to the Dragons this year not having played for 
about 10 years. Took a few games to get going but by season‟s end was playing good 
football. Brendon‟s strong running at season‟s end was a highlight. Hopefully you‟re back 
next year Brendon because you improved heaps from start to finish. 
 
TODD VICKERY:  Todd has been playing in this side for a while now and always has a 
good go, whether it‟s in the centres, fullback or wing it doesn‟t matter. Mightn‟t have scored 
many tries this year but was always safe and reliable and very rarely missed any tackles. 
Remember Todd, place the ball down with two hands and your try tally will rise. 
 
BEN COTTON:  Started the season as our Captain and did a great job, always at training 
and leading the way with his copy book defence. Not the biggest bloke in the world but 
definitely not one to take a backward step. Work commitments though meant he had to go 
to Adelaide half way through, where he was definitely missed. 
 
 



 

 

GAVIN PRIESTLY:  Gav was one of the new guys this year who I signed up over a few 
beers one night at the pub. He mightn‟t have got as many games as some of the other 
forwards but he never complained and always went out there and had a good go and 
never let anyone down. Not a bad goal kicker either. 
 
JUDD SHULTZ-O’SHEA:  Judd only played a handful of games this year before suffering 
a bad elbow injury. Would have been a very handy Player come Semi Final time had he 
not got injured. Thanks for having a run and helping out mate. 
 
STEVE RING:  Steve was another Player who only played half season before sustaining 
an injury. For a guy who could have been playing U21‟s he still has toughness beyond his 
years. It was an absolute shame to lose Steve when we did because he had been one of 
our best forwards. 
 
JAMES MOLLARD:  Played mostly halfback this year mainly because I thought he was 
the best passer of the football in the Team. A very unselfish Player who always tried to set 
someone up rather than go himself. A good season, hope he‟s back next year. 
 
VILIAM NAPA’A:  Another bloke who just rocked up out of the blue and thank God he was 
on our side. A dead set powerhouse in attack and defence. I actually felt sorry for some of 
the other sides who had to go up against Vili. Tell‟s me he‟s going to give rugby away next 
season and just play league for the Dragons. Look out A Grade comp. 
 
ONE HIT WONDERS:  Simon Parsons, Andy McAllum, Kurt Ridley, Joel Hamill 
Jake Denford, Rodney Siolia and Alex Hayden. To these guys thanks for your efforts. 
 
 
SPECIAL MENTIONS:  To my two waterboys Parso & Cheeko, Wags, Leanne Lucy and 
Judd, thanks for making my job easier. Last but not least our Manager Rod Gersbach, 
thanks for the season mate, couldn‟t have done it without you. 
 
Thanks for the year everyone, GO THE DRAGONS ! 
 
Tye Fleming. 
 



 

 

A GRADE 
MINOR PREMIERS 
GRAND FINALISTS 

 

 
 

Back Row: Adam Jones (Trainer), Daniel Brubaker, Nathan Bullock, Nathan Harris, Pat Carr 
                  Ben Leahy, 
Middle Row: Scott Fleming (Asst. Coach), Shane Chapman, Steven Coughlan, James Andrew 
                     Scott Nancarrow, Kurt Ridley, Matt Stubbs, Michael Warren, Greg Bird (Manager) 
                     Kendall Flint (Asst. Coach) 
Front Row: Grahame Wagener (Strapper), Maddie, Mitch Neylan, Shane Newton 
                   Aaron Palmer (Coach), Andrew Johnston (Captain), Chris Wood, Pat Kelly 
                   Trent Croft 
Absent: John Nichols (Trainer), Corey Markham (Asst. Coach), Tom Iacono, Joel Hamill 
             Jake Denford, Michael Newton, Dale Newton, Jason Beare, Viliam Naba‟a 
             Rodney Moefaauo 

 
 
COACH:   Aaron Palmer 
ASST. COACHES: Kendall Flint, Scott Fleming, Corey Markham 
MANAGER:  Greg Bird 
TRAINERS:  Adam Jones, John Nichols 
STRAPPER / CHEF: Grahame Wagener 
BALL BOYS:  Bailey Ferguson, Tom Carr 
 
BEST & FAIREST   Nathan BULLOCK 
BEST & FAIREST RUNNER-UP Matt STUBBS 
COACH’S AWARD   Tom IACONO 
MANAGER’S AWARD   Chris WOOD 



 

 

TEAM SPONSORS: Engadine Family Tavern 
    Sofraco Engineering Systems 
    BW Bilsborough & Sons 
    Mick‟s Quality Family Meats 
    Adams Smash Repairs 
    KRS Electrical 
    Engadine Heathcote Sand & Soil 
 
 
 
This season we were out to win the Premiership that we let slip last year however early in 
the year this wasn't looking possible, only being able to round up thirteen A Graders for the 
first game. We managed to get some A Reserve Players to fill in and we were still winning 
every game. Knowing we would need a lot more Players to get us through the season we 
were scouting for Players and by Round 5 we had another six 6 A Graders. So everything 
was falling into place and we managed to finish Minor Premiers for the second year in a 
row and this gave us two bites at the cherry again in the Semi's. 
 
The Semi didn't go to plan finishing in a draw after extra time and we finished the game 
with five bad injuries. Having to replay the Semi really took it's toll on the Team. After 
winning the replayed Semi 14-13 we were off to play Gymea in the Grand Final. Things 
just didn't go to plan and another season had slipped away. Last year we bombed out in 
the Final and this year the Grand Final, maybe next year will be our year. 
 
Help is always needed to have a successful season and without Scott, Kendall and Corey 
helping out in the coaching department, this season would have been a lot harder. We also 
had two full time trainers in Cheeko and Nicko who did a great job. 
 
A Thursday night always meant training, a few beers and a surprise meal that saw Players 
mouths watering by the end of training ready to eat another great meal that our head chef 
Wags had been preparing all day. Thanks Wags for your cooking and strapping. We would 
also like to thank Mick from Mick's Quality Family Meats for supplying the meat each week. 
 
Another great Club and Team person that has a killer hand shake and will never let you 
down is Greg Bird our Manager, always going out of his way to organize and help in all of 
our Team and Club functions. 
 
To all of these people involved I hope we can all be around together next year and in the 
future, you‟re all great friends and this Club needs more people like you. Thanks for your 
support. 
 
Sponsorship is what keeps this Team and this Club afloat and without all of our Player 
Sponsors and Team Sponsors this season, we would not be able to supply much needed 
Player Insurance protection that I think is essential for anyone with a mortgage. I would 
just like to make special mention of all of our Team Sponsors who are listed at the 
beginning of this report. 
 
Thanks very much for your support in 2010 and we hope to see you all again next year. 
 
 
 



 

 

MATTHEW STUBBS:  (Fullback). First season with our Club. I think one of the best 
Players in the comp and our Team would not have been so successful without him. 
 
JASON BEARE:  (Wing). Coming back to play after having a few seasons of soccer, 
Jason was a great asset being a safe winger and a good goal kicker. Thanks Beary. 
 
JAMES ANDREWS:  (Wing). First year in A Grade saw Jimmy go from being a good 
winger to one of the best wingers in the comp by the end of the season. Good season. 
 
PATRICK CARR:  (Centre). First year with the Club coming to Engadine after Aquinas 
folded Patt was one of the finds of the season. Able to score tries from anywhere and 
support Players out in the clear all the time. Hope to see you in Red and Blue next season. 
 
NATHAN HARRIS:  (Centre). Never thought you would have centre beside your name in 
an end of year report did you Harris ?.  People had questions about me putting Harris to 
centre but after Round 1 supporters and other teams were talking about this big centre 
from Engadine scoring tries and running over the top of people. Unfortunately a bad injury 
didn't see him get to his best and he had to play the Grand Final injured as we were short 
on Players. One more season to rectify. 
 
MARK STEWART:  (Centre). I managed to twist Pony's arm for much needed help in 
getting him to come back half way through the season and he filled the centre spot like he 
never left. Thanks Pony. 
 
CHRISTOPHER WOOD:  (Lock). Could be a Captain. Always leading from the front till he 
can‟t stand up. His Team and mates mean everything to him on and off the field. The Team 
wouldn't be the same without him. 
 
MITCH NEYLAN:  (Halfback). Only one to get a close-up of a Yetti in our Team. Coming 
back after being overseas Nails took a few games to get going but finished the season as 
one of our best with his direction and kicking game, he is a great asset to our Team. 
Another great season. 
 
ANDREW JOHNSTON:  (Five-Eighth), (Captain). A true leader, Andy has a will to win and 
this shows to anyone who has seen him play. This is the one bloke you would want to go 
to war with but not sleep next to. You could have got the trifecta if you had have tried a bit 
harder on the last night on the footy trip. Shame on you. 
 
SHANE NEWTON:  (Second Row). Shane moved back from Canberra this year and fit 
straight into the second row with damaging runs and a great ability to offload and set up 
tries, and a great ability to break noses and not get caught. 
 
AARON PALMER:  (Second Row), (Coach). Finally gets to wet a line.  
 
SCOTT NANCARROW:  (Front Row). Another great year saw him just miss out on an 
award. Without him going forward our Team would struggle. A great asset to our Team. 
See you next year. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

TOM IACONO:  (Second Row / Hooker). Came over with Patt from Aquinas. Would have 
been Best & Fairest without a doubt but missed the first 3 games and started from the 
bench in his first 4 games. One of the best tacklers I have ever seen, putting on big hits all 
year. Hope you‟re back next year. 
 
TRENT CROFT:  (Hooker). A great Team Player and I feel that our Team wasn't the same 
without him after he did his knee. One of the things we needed in the GF. 
 
NATHAN BULLOCK:  (Front Row). A true club person who just loves playing footy with his 
mates after a bender. Always going forward, our Team wouldn't be the same without him. 
(Still yesterday‟s hero). That‟s for not turning up on the trip away. 
 
MICK NEWTON:  (Second Row). Newts was our starting second rower and was playing 
the best footy I have seen him play before he had to go on a trip overseas. But it was great 
for him to come back for the Semi‟s and this is another bloke you want standing beside 
you on the field. Good year. 
 
DALE NEWTON:  (Second Row / Front Row). It was great to get Dale back half way 
through the season after his shoulder was right. He was a bit rusty in his first few games 
but finished the season on fire showing why he once played Grade. 
 
JAKE DENFORD:  (Lock / Second Row). I think Jake loves playing with his mates and he 
knows how valuable he is to our Team and our Club. Hope you‟re around for next year. 
 
BEN LEAHY:  (Front Row). Played Resi's half the season but when he got a call up he 
gave it everything. Never missing a training session he proved to be a safe front rower that 
always made valuable metres. 
 
JOEL HAMILL:  (Hooker / Wing). Joel had a bad season with injury but if he hadn't got 
these injuries he would have been a great asset for the Team. 
 
SHANE CHAPMAN:  (Centre). Lost Shane early in the season to a bad shoulder injury. 
Would have been a great Player for our Team. 
 
 
PLAYERS WHO HELPED  A GRADE THIS YEAR FROM  A RESERVES WERE: 
Steven Coughlan, Kurt Ridley, Michael Warren, Daniel Brubaker, Scott Frater, Pat Kelly 
 
Aaron. 
 



 

 

 


